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PREFACE

In studying the Secession Movement in Alabama I

have endeavored to consider its political, social, and

economic aspects. Since the non-slaveholders consti-

tuted the bulk of the white population of the state, I

have been especially interested in ascertaining their

motives for secession. I have found that the central

theme in the evolution of the movement was the dread

of the social consequences of abolition. The secession

movement in Alabama grew in proportion to the like-

lihood of abolition.

There was much economic discontent within the

state, but I have been unable to find evidence of suffi-

cient hatred of the North on that score to warrant its

being placed in an equal position with anti-aboHtionism

as a major cause of secession. The Alabamians seemed

to regard economic independence more as a preparation

for pohtical independence than as an advantage to be

sought by political separation.

I have refrained from attributing to leaders an influ-

ence in the movement which they never had. Yancey,

the greatest orator of the day, stood out as the central

figure, but he had a score or more of able lieutenants

like L. P. Walker, John Cochran, and John T. Morgan.

In the last phases of the movement, the people were so

vii
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far in the van that the obvious leaders were merely the

spokesmen.

If the focus is at times shifted to the general Southern

movement, it is because the events under consideration,

while not peculiar to Alabama, were representative of

her interests. Since Alabama frequently followed the

lead of other states, I have endeavored to place her in

the proper relation, even if secondary for a time, in

order to show the influence of those states on her later

action.

The greater portion of this monograph was submitted

as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree

of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Michigan

in June, 1930. Professor Ulrich B. Phillips supervised

its preparation from its beginnings until his leave in

the summer of 1929. In the following year, Professor

Arthur H. Hirsch supervised the work. A number of

revisions have since been made, the most extensive

being a more detailed statement in the earlier parts of

Chapters I and II, giving the Alabamians' views of their

grievances which underlay the secession movement,

the elaboration of the material in the earlier part of

Chapter III on the economic aspects of secession, and

the addition of material in the last chapter giving the

way in which the Ordinance of Secession was received

by its opponents. Professor Charles W. Ramsdell of

the University of Texas has courteously read the manu-
script and has given a number of helpful criticisms and

suggestions for putting it in its final form.

I owe a debt of gratitude to the many persons who
have kindly assisted me in gathering the material for
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this work, and especially to the staff of the Alabama
State Department of Archives and History and to those

who have permitted me to use manuscript material in

their private possession.

Two closely related works by Professor Dwight L.

Dumond and one by Professor Minnie Clare Boyd have

recently come from the press. These have been added

to the bibliography.

Clarence P. Denman.
Oxford, Ohio,

December, 1932.
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THE SECESSION MOVEMENT
IN ALABAMA

CHAPTER I

THE WILMOT PROVISO AND THE ALABAMA
PLATFORM

The secession movement in Alabama, as in the other

Southern states, was characterized by a continuous

development from the time of the Wilmot Proviso un-

til the final separation. But underneath the whole

Southern movement was the sectional controversy be-

tween the North and the South, which was older than

the Union itself. Only by compromising had delegates

from the two sections been able to frame the Constitu-

tion of 1787, and only by compromising had the nation

been saved from disunion in the first three-quarters of

a century.

Since the North, by virtue of its greater population,

controlled the House of Representatives, the South

concentrated upon efforts to keep an equilibrium in the

Senate for protection against any legislation which

might be hostile to Southern institutions. In 1820

the fight over the admission of Missouri threatened this

balance, but a compromise was reached by which both

Maine and Missouri were admitted. As a part of the

1



2 THE SECESSION MOVEMENT IN ALABAMA

same compromise the remainder of the Louisiana Terri-

tory was divided between slavery and free soil at the

line of 36° 30' north latitude.

In 1846, this dehcate balance was again endangered.

The antislavery forces had acquired sufficient strength

in the Federal House of Representatives to pass the

Wilmot Proviso, a measure designed to exclude slavery

from any territory which might be acquired as a result

of the Mexican War.^ However humanitarian the mo-
tives of its supporters may have been, the measure

itself marked a departure from that spirit of compro-

mise which had made possible the formation and

preservation of the Union ; and it provoked a Southern

movement which had for its object equahty in the

Union or independence out of it.

In this movement, from beginning to end, Alabama
had a conspicuous part. Although during the month
of August, 1846, the newspapers of the state were

filled with news of the Mexican War and gave but scant

notice to the Proviso in the columns devoted to the

proceedings of Congress, its significance was not

over-looked; and on September 29, a meeting was

held at Russellville, Franklin County, to condemn the

* Congressional Globe, 29th Cong., 1st Sess., 1217. President Polk

had asked Congress for an appropriation of $2,000,000 to be used during

the recess of Congress if the opportunity arose to negotiate a treaty with

Mexico. It was understood that the money was to be paid as part of

the purchase price of some Mexican territory. The Proviso was an

amendment to exclude slavery from any territory acquired with the

money. It passed the House of Representatives, August 8, by a vote of

83 to 64. It was introduced in the Senate, but did not come to a vote

that session.
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measure.^ The chief significance of the meeting lay not

in the protest against the Proviso, but in one of the

resolutions adopted, which set forth a plan later in-

cluded in the *'Alabama Platform,^' viz.

:

That it is the opinion of this meeting, that the South should

speak out on this question of usurpation, that the people

should require pledges from all seeking their votes for high

offices, that our rights in the Southern States should be pro-

tected, and that we should not vote for any man as President

who would withhold such pledges.^

2 The oflBcial report of the meeting is given in the North Alabamian,

Oct. 9, 1846; the Southern Advocate, Oct. 16, 1846; and the Hunts-

ville Democrat, Oct. 21, 1846. The preamble and first two resolutions

adopted at the meeting were as follows

:

"... We hold this principle [of the Wilmot Proviso] to be unjust,

and upon it set our mark of disapprobation. We maintain that the

territory when acquired should be open to the settlement of all citizens

without restrictions ; and assert that it is unjust to tax the slave States

to pay for the country, and to summon them to the battlefield to main-

tain our nation's rights, and our nation's honor; and when the war-

worn soldier returns to his home, with victory on his standard, is he to be

told that he cannot carry his property to the country won by his blood,

or purchased by his money? As a portion of the citizens of Alabama,

we enter our protest against such a principle. Our vested rights in our

southern institutions, we intend to maintain. Therefore,

1st. Resolved, That in the acquisition of territory to the United

States, either to the South or West, purchased by funds from the public

treasury, no distinction should be made, in the rights of citizens, whether

they hold property in the North or South.

2d. Resolved, That we regard all attempts at such distinctions,

whether by Congress or otherwise, as a direct usurpation of the rights

of all the slave-holding States, and citizens thereof."

^ Ibid. For the complete "Alabama Platform," see Appendix A.

The Chairman of the meeting, George W. Lane, was later conspicuous

as an ultra-Unionist ; while two members of the resolutions committee,

David Hubbard and L. P. Walker, were leading secessionists of north

Alabama in the following decade.
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Although an invitation was extended to "our brethren

generally in the slaveholding states to meet, express

and publish their opinions" upon the subject of these

resolutions, apparently there was no response for

several months.^

In the meantime the opponents of slavery brought

the Proviso before the session of Congress which

began in December, and the Alabama congressmen

joined their colleagues from the other Southern states

in opposing the measure. Sharp debates revealed

the nature of the struggle. Some congressmen

seemed to be interested in the balance of power

for purely political reasons, but most of them were

concerned mainly with the effect of the Proviso upon

slavery.

Many Northern representatives who did not believe

that Congress had the power to abolish slavery in the

states where it already existed refrained from denounc-

ing the South for its slavery, but took a stand against

extending the institution. They felt that neither the

letter nor the spirit of the Constitution required them
to allow slavery in the new territory, and maintained

that the Proviso made no aggression on the rights of

the South since it did not abolish slavery where it

existed.^ Others emphatically stated that the measure

^ Probably the next action of this kind was that taken by the Vir-

ginia legislature in March, 1847. See below, pp. 7-8.

5 See speech of James Dixon, of Connecticut, Congressional Globe, 29th

Cong., 2d Sess., Appendix, 374-75. Some who had voted to permit

slavery in Texas, since it already existed there, favored the Wilmot
Proviso because there were no slaves in the territory to be affected

by it.
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was designed to bottle up slavery in its present limits

and secure its ultimate extinction.^

Most of the Southern congressmen were apprehensive

lest the Proviso lay the foundation for the indirect

abolition of slavery. Although the measure would not

at that time free any slaves, it would close to slavery

a vast domain which might subsequently be carved

into enough free states to permit abolition by consti-

tutional amendment. Even if such an amendment
were never adopted, they said, the only outlet for the

black population of the South would be shut off ; and

in time the greater relative numbers of that race might

render the slaves valueless and make emancipation

inevitable from an economic point of view.

Threats of secession, while by no means new at

that time, were made in 1846-47 in the debates on the

Proviso. Northern congressmen preferred a disrup-

tion of the Union to the extension of slavery,^ while

6 Columbus Delano, of Ohio, in speaking against continuing the

Mexican War, hurled defiance in the face of the Southerners : "Never,

never shall you extend your institution of slavery one inch beyond its

present Umits. Go on if you will ; conquer Mexico and add the terri-

tory but we will make it free ; if not with the politicians we have now,

the people of the North will bury these and send honest men in their

places. If you will drive on this bloody war of conquest to annexation,

we will establish a cordon of free States that shall surround you ; and
then we will Ught up the fires of liberty on every side until they melt

your present chains and render all your people free." (Congressional

Globe, 29th Cong., 2d Sess., Appendix, 316-17.)

^ Washington Hunt, of New York, said the attempt to bring in the

conquered domain as slave territory "would tend to a dissolution of the

union." {Congressional Globe, 29th Cong., 1st Sess., 1214.) James
Dixon, of Connecticut, said the Northern congressmen "would sooner

see the Confederacy riven asunder than steep their souls in the guilt of
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Southern congressmen threatened secession unless some
compromise could be reached permitting slavery in

a part of the territory. Southern congressmen were

unanimously in favor of conceding to the North the

greater haK of the territory by extending the Missouri

Compromise hne of 36° 30' to the Pacific ; but the

Northern congressmen, with a few notable exceptions,

were opposed to any compromise whatever.^

When Texas was annexed, the principle of the Mis-

souri Compromise was extended by excluding slavery

in that part of her territory north of 36° 30' ; but in

vain did Southern congressmen strive to place in the

bill organizing the territory of Oregon a clause which

declared that slavery was to be excluded there because

it was north of 36° 30'. This failure to get a mere state-

ment which could serve as a precedent alarmed the

South. Still more alarming was the failure in Feb-

ruary, 1847, of three attempts to amend the Wilmot

Proviso to make it appHcable only to the territory

north of 36° 30'.

»

extending the domain of slavery." {Ibid., 29th Cong., 2d Sess., Appen-

dix, 374.) Columbus Delano, of Ohio, said he would see the Union

"shattered into ten thousand fragments" before he would be instrumen-

tal in extending the institution of slavery. {Ibid., Appendix, 317.)

8 Douglas, of Illinois, Parrish, of Ohio, and Brodhead, of Pennsylvania,

favored the extension of the Missouri hne, or some similar compromise.

Brodhead spoke of the Proviso as a j&rebrand which was unnecessary

since most of the territory would be north of 36° 30', where even the

Southerners were willing for slavery to be prohibited. Besides, he said,

slave labor could not profitably be employed either north or south of

that line, for neither the soil nor the climate was adapted to the produc-

tion of the staple agricultural products upon which the slave system

depended for an income. {Ibid., Appendix, 372.)

3 An amendment offered by Douglas, of Illinois, to extend the Mis-
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In the wake of these refusals to compromise, John

C. Calhoun told the Southern people that for the pro-

tection of their institutions they must look not to

compromises of Congress but to the Constitution.

He maintained that the territories were the common
property of all states ; that Congress had no right to

prevent the citizens of any state from going there with

their property, including slaves ; and that the enact-

ment of any law which made a discrimination in this

respect would be a violation of the Constitution and

of the rights of the states from which such citizens

emigrated, and would tend directly to subvert the

Union itself .^^

A series of resolutions passed by the Virginia legis-

lature on March 8, 1847,^^ and adopted virtually ver-

batim by the Alabama Democratic Convention which

met the following May, approved Calhoun's position ^^

and stated that if in disregard of the spirit and principle

souri Compromise line was voted down, 82 to 109. (Ibid., 424.) An
amendment to the same effect, offered immediately afterward by
Graham, of North CaroUna, was rejected by a vote of 81 to 104. (Ibid.,

425.) A third proposal to that effect was rejected without counting the

votes. (Ibid.) When, on March 3, in the Committee of the Whole on

the Status of the Union, Wilmot moved to attach his Proviso to the

Senate Three MilHon Bill, Graham again moved an amendment to

extend the line of 36° 30', but his proposal was rejected by a vote of

64 to 96. (Ibid., 573.)

^'^Ibid., 455; Cralle (ed.). Works of Calhoun, IV, 346-49.
11 Acts of Virginia, 1846-47, p. 236 ; Ames, State Documents on Federal

Relations, 245-47.
12 Journal of the Democratic Convention, May 3-4, 1847 ; Huntsville

Democrat, May 26, 1847. The text of the Virginia resolutions as given

in these accounts of the convention varies sHghtly from the original, but

the sense is the same.
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of the Missouri Compromise and of every consideration

of justice, constitutional right, and fraternal feeling,

the Proviso issue were forced upon the country, the

people of these states would have no difficulty in choos-

ing between the only alternatives that would remain—
abject submission to aggression and outrage or deter-

mined resistance ^'at all hazards and to the last

extremity/' The resolutions further declared that

opposition to such a measure as the Wilmot Proviso

was the duty of every slaveholding state and all the

citizens thereof, and recommended firm, united, and

concerted action in this emergency. The Alabama
convention also approved the portion of the ^^Alabama
Platform" set forth in the Russellville meeting of the

previous September, viz.

:

Resolved, That as one of the most effective modes of

firm, united and concerted action recommended by the

above [Virginia] resolutions — of resisting the interfer-

ence by the General Government with a view to estab-

lishing a discrimination, as degrading as it is injurious

to the slaveholding States— the members of this conven-

tion solemnly pledge themselves to each other, and recom-

mend to their fellow citizens, in those States, to withhold

their votes for the office of President of the United States

from any citizen who shall not previously to the election

distinctly, unequivocally, and publicly avow his opposition

to all such interference.!^

When the General Assembly met the following De-

cember, Percy Walker, of Mobile, introduced a series

of resolutions which reiterated the foregoing portion

1^ Ihid. W. L. Yancey, later prominently connected with the

"Alabama Platform," was a member of the resolutions committee.
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of the ''Alabama Platform/' ^^ While the Assembly

was still in session and before it had taken final action

on these resolutions, a meeting of prominent Alabama
Democrats, held at Montgomery on January 3, to

issue a call for a state convention, adopted a resolution

introduced by W. L. Yancey which pledged allegiance

to this same ''Platform." ^^

When the state convention met, February 14 and

15, Yancey was the central figure. Although not a

member of the resolutions committee, he had come to

the convention with a platform in his pocket and he

secured its adoption as a substitute for that of the

conamittee. The committee had reported a resolution

pledging Alabama not to concur in the nomination of

1^ Though introduced December 7, the second day of the session, the

resolutions did not pass the House until February 11, and the Senate until

Feb. 24, 1848. {Journal of the House, 349; Journal oj the Senate,

338-40.) On February 29, the House of Representatives concurred

in the Senate's amendment. {Journal of the House, 373.) The Res-

olutions as given in the Acts of Alabama, 450-51, are not dated, and

several writers have erroneously given them as passed in December,

1847. (Cf . Ames, State Documents on Federal Relations, 245 ; Shryock,

Georgia and the Union in 1850, p. 138; and Hamer, The Secession

Movement in South Carolina, 184-7-1852, p. 16.)

It is interesting to note that in debating the resolutions on Feb. 4,

1848, Robert Jemison, a Whig representative from Tuscaloosa, offered

an amendment that Alabama pledge herself not to act with delegates in

any caucus or convention to nominate candidates for President and

Vice President, unless such delegates should first pledge themselves not

only to refrain from all interference with the institution of slavery, but

also to use their influence to prevent any such interference either in

their state legislatures or in Congress, and not to support the nominee

of any convention when such a pledge is not unequivocally given by the

members thereof. {Journal of the House, 308.)

15 Huntsville Democrat, Jan. 19, 1848.
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any candidate for President of the United States unless

he were explicit in denying that the Federal Govern-

ment had power to interfere with slavery in the terri-

tories.^^ This would have satisfied the Democrats of

Alabama in so far as the Wilmot Proviso was concerned

;

but after several Southern states had denounced the

Proviso and called for united Southern opposition to

any presidential candidate favoring the policy, some
of the leading aspirants for the Democratic nomination

had declared in favor of leaving the question of slavery

in the territories to be decided by the inhabitants

thereof. ^^ These declarations could be construed to

mean that the people, while yet in the territorial stage,

were to decide the question, whereas the Southerners

held that the people of a territory could take no steps

to prevent slavery until they came to frame a constitu-

tion and asked for admission as a state. ^^ Moreover,

there were other prominent members of the party

who had accepted the views of John Quincy Adams
that the antislavery laws of Mexico would remain in

force in the ceded territory.

Yancey's resolutions, commonly known as the "Ala-

1^ Journal of the Democratic Convention, February lJf-15, 1848.

1' Yancey's Address to the People of Alabama, 1848, pp. 10-11 ; James

Buchanan to Charles Kesler, and others, Aug. 25, 1847, in Niles' Regis-

ter, LXXIII, 4; Lewis Cass to A. O. P. Nicholson, Dec. 24, 1847, in

Ibid., 293; and speech of G. M. Dallas, at Pittsburgh, Sept. 18, 1847,

in Washington Union, Sept. 24, 1847.

18 The Southerners held that since Congress did not have the power

to exclude slavery, the right could not be exercised by the territorial

legislature, which was a creature of Congress and which derived all its

powers from Congress. Only a sovereign state, they held, had a right

to declare what should be property.
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bama Platform/^ were designed to eliminate these new
views as well as the principle of the Wilmot Proviso.

These resolutions took the advanced view that the

Federal Government was duty bound to protect slave

property in the territories, and they confirmed the

resolutions of the Russellville meeting of September,

1846, by instructing the Alabama delegates to vote

for no one for President or Vice President who favored

the restriction of slavery. ^^

The Democratic press of Alabama, though at first

almost unanimously in favor of the Platform, turned

after a short period of reflection, and took a stand

almost unanimously against Yancey and his Platform.

They justified their change on the ground that there

could be no hope of securing from the Northern Democ-
racy a recognition of such an advanced position on the

slavery question, and that to press the matter might

lead to a Whig victory. Some of the papers even

denounced the Platform as a demand that the Federal

Government extend slavery to the territories.^*^

^^ Journal of the Democratic Convention, February 14-15, 1848;

Yancey, Address to the People of Alabama, 1848.

For the resolutions in full see Appendix A,
20 Yancey, Address to the People of Alabama, 1848 ; DuBose, Life of

Yancey, 215-16. Thadeus Sanford of the Mobile Register spoke of the

Platform as "claiming for the President and Congress the right to intro-

duce slavery in the territories." (Ibid.)

It should be borne in mind that the politicians of the South con-

tended that they were not asking the Federal Government to extend

slavery to the territories; but that since slaves were recognized as

property in some of the states, it was the duty of the Federal Govern-

ment to extend protection to slavery as well as to other species of prop-

erty in the territories where the states did not have jurisdiction, just as

it was the duty of the Federal Government to protect this species of
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The Alabama delegation to the national convention

chose Yancey as its representative on the platform

committee; but before he had an opportunity to get

his ideas before the convention, balloting for the

presidential candidate was begun and Lewis Cass

was nominated. The platform coromittee was not

wilHng to make any advances beyond the party's

former position on slavery extension; nevertheless,

Yancey attempted to force a definition of its stand on

the new aspects of the question, by offering the following

amendment

:

Resolved further, That the doctrine of non-intervention

with the rights of property of any portion of this Confederacy,

be it in the States or in the Territories, by any other than the

parties interested in the said rights is the true Republican

doctrine recognized by this body.^^

As this would have been a rebuke to the well-known

opinions of Cass,^^ it was rejected in the committee.

Undaunted, Yancey, with two other Southern com-

mitteemen, presented to the convention a minority

report incorporating the above amendment; but it

was rejected by a vote of 36 to 246.^^ Upon the adop-

property on the high seas. This distinction may seem to be a mere

technicahty, but it formed the basis of one of the cardinal theories of

Southern politics.

21 Ibid.

22 Cass favored letting the people of the territories decide the slavery

question for themselves. He was opposed to the extension of slavery

but thought the laws of nature afforded ample guarantees against its

ever going to the region. (Lewis Cass to A. O. P. Nicholson, Dec. 24,

1847, in Niles' Register, LXXIII, 293.)
23 The states giving votes for the amendment on the floor of the con-
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tion of the majority report, Yancey and Wray of Ala-

bama withdrew from the convention in keeping with

their instructions, but the other delegates bowed to

pohtical expediency in order to support the party

nominees.

Yancey refused to enter the campaign in his state

in favor of Cass, and his neutrality partially explains

the 6,000 decrease in Alabama's Democratic vote of

1848 from that of the presidential election of 1844.

His bold stand for the '^Alabama Platform'' marked

him as one of the outstanding champions of the rights

of the South in the territories; and although he was

not able to carry his party with him in 1848, he defined

the issue which finally led to the division of the party

in 1860.

vention were as follows : Maryland, 1 ; South Carolina, 9 ; Georgia, 9

;

Florida, 3; Alabama, 9; Arkansas, 3; Tennessee, 1; Kentucky, 1.

{Proceedings of the Democratic National Convention, 1848, p. 22.)



CHAPTER II

THE CRISIS OF 1850

Although none of the Southern states actually with-

drew from the Union before 1860, the sectional

controversy over slavery became so intense in 1850

that several states came near seceding. The secession

movement of this early date was supported by prac-

tically all the arguments that were ever advanced in

support of secession, but in 1850 the majority of the

people of the South still clung to the hope that redress

for their grievances could be secured in the Union.

The classification of the Southerners of that day

as either ^'Unionists" or '^ secessionists" is likely to

be misleading unless the contemporaneous meanings of

the terms are understood, for in their devotion to the

Union, the Southern people differed from one another

in degree only. Virtually all of them believed that

the South had grievances against the antislavery

North, which should be redressed, and that guarantees

should be given for the future security of Southern

institutions. Had they been assured due considera-

tion for their rights in the Union, probably few would

have been secessionists. On the other hand, had they

known their rights would be totally disregarded, few

would have been Unionists. But there were differences

of opinion regarding the likelihood of securing redress

14
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in the Union. Some of the Southerners held a high

regard for the sense of justice to be found in the North,

and maintained that concerted action in demanding

a redress of grievances would awaken the North to the

gravity of the situation. Others, having less confi-

dence in resolutions, held that nothing but a program

of counter agitation and retaHation could bring the

antislavery forces to respect the rights of the South.

Still others beUeved that in view of the trend of affairs

in the North, there was httle or no hope of redress

while in the Union, and felt that their only security

lay in secession.

Although divided on the advisabiHty of secession, the

Southerners were virtually unanimous in opposition to

the aboHtion of slavery. While the Northern people

objected to slavery, chiefly because of the abuses of the

system, the Southern people opposed aboHtion mainly

because of the social and economic consequences, and

preferred to retain slavery with its abuses rather than

risk such consequences. The Southern people were

well acquainted with the actual conditions of slavery

and knew that on the whole it was a benevolent insti-

tution, and that most slaves were well treated and well

cared for— that they were in good health and happy.

^

Although discountenanced by the exceptional cases

of ill treatment, they were alarmed at all attempts on

the part of the abolitionists to stir up slave insurrec-

tions. Many apologized for slavery as an inherited

* Many Southerners boasted that in so far as the necessities of life

were concerned, the plantation slaves were better off than the employees

in the Northern factories.
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institution, but they viewed the continuation of it as

holding a wolf by the ears : dangerous to hold on to

but still more dangerous to turn loose.

If some plan could have been devised for removing

the freed blacks from the community, there would

have been little opposition to abolition from the non-

slaveholding whites. The planters who owned slaves,

and others drawing an income either directly or indi-

rectly from the slave system, would have objected to

a disturbance of the economic order ; but the majority

of the whites had no pecuniary interest in slavery. ^

The one great objection to abolition, common to vir-

tually all Southerners, was that several milUon irre-

sponsible blacks would be turned loose on the com-

munity. The only poUce control they had known for

such a large number of blacks was slavery. Abolition

might lead ultimately to a loss of everything the white

people held dear in their native Southland. Those

who doubted the possibility of such consequences

were reminded of San Domingo, where the freed blacks

had exterminated all whites who had not fled. The
fear of such a catastrophe explains why many of the

non-slaveholders finally voted for secession. The situ-

ation was well summed up by Governor Collier in his

message to the Alabama legislature, December 17,

1849:

But even if it be conceded that slavery is a social, or if the

term be preferable, a moral evil, still it may be maintained

that the South is not bound to dissolve the relation of master

and slave, if by doing so, we superinduce a greater evil. . . .

2 The small farmers who hoped to become slave owners are here con-

sidered with the planters.
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I have never heard of any plan for the immediate aboHsh-

ment of slavery in the Southern States, that was at all prac-

ticable, or which would not introduce grievances incalculably

more prejudicial to society than slavery itself. . . . The
humblest man in the State, who neither expects nor desires

to own a slave, knows that if the policy of our Northern

brethren were consummated, the South would not afford

to himself and family a security for those rights which it

was the object of Government to protect.^

In the political contest against abolition, Alabama
leaders followed the prevailing tendency and centered

their arguments chiefly around the Constitution. The
antislavery forces had not stopped with making aggres-

sions on the general interpretation of the Constitution,

but in a large measure had succeeded in subverting

the definite clauses of that instrument designed for the

special protection of slavery.^ These clauses had been

3 Alabama Beacon, Dec. 22, 1849. Much of the anti-aboHtion phi-

losophy, however, was purely proslavery propaganda. Efforts were

made to vindicate the institution by upholding it as a positive good to

both master and slave. The master, it was argued, was benefited by
being freed from the menial tasks of hfe ; and the slave was well cared

for and brought in contact with a Christian civihzation.

* The Constitution (Article IV, Section 2) provided that "No Person

held to Service or Labor in one State, under the Laws thereof, escaping

into another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein,

be discharged from such Service or Labor, but shall be deHvered up on
Claim of the Party to whom such Service or Labor may be due."

The Federal law of 1793, enacted to carry out this provision, enabled

a master to reclaim his fugitive slave upon properly identifying him
before a magistrate, and did not require the usual court proceedings;

for the costs to the master would have been greater than the value of

the slave. Then, too, it was reaHzed that the conscientious scruples

of some Northern jurymen would not have permitted a verdict in the

master's favor. The "Personal Liberty Laws" of Northern states,

nevertheless, guaranteed to the fugitive the right of a jury trial, and
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incorporated in the Constitution as part of a compro-

mise, it being well understood at the time that without

them the Constitution would not have been adopted

by the Southern states.^

Being in a political minority, the Southerners quite

naturally clung to the strict construction of the Consti-

tution ; and since the Constitution gave to the Federal

Government no control over slavery, they regarded it as

reserved to the individual states to determine whether

or not they should have slavery in their respective

domains. They also contended that Congress had
no power to prohibit slavery in any new state to be

formed from the territories; for, they said, Congress

could place no restrictions on an incoming state other

than that its constitution should be republican. To
prevent a new state from enjoying privileges enjoyed

by some of the old states, they argued, would be

destructive of the equality of the states. As a corollary

to this view, the Southerners held that Congress had

no right to exclude slavery from any territory, and they

were willing to acquiesce in its exclusion by Congress

north of the Missouri Compromise hne only '*as a

peace offering to save the Union."

made it an offense punishable by fine and imprisonment for any person

except a Federal officer to attempt to capture or assist in the capture of

a fugitive slave.

For a discussion of the "Personal Liberty Laws" see McDougill,

Fugitive Slaves. (Extracts of some of the later laws are given below, pp.

66-67, note.)

^ One of the objects of the Union as stated in the Constitution was to

"establish Justice, . . . insure domestic Tranquillity," etc. This

object the abolitionists would have subverted by enforced emancipa-

tion, the thing most likely to disturb domestic tranquilhty in the South.
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Finally, the Southerners were apprehensive lest the

encroachments already made should prove but the

prehminary assaults of antislavery, and lest others

which had already been threatened, such as stopping

interstate slave trade and aboUshing slave trade and

slavery in the District of Columbia, should soon be

undertaken. Southern leaders warned the people that

submission would tempt renewed aggressions and that

further encroachments would be made just as rapidly

as the South would bear them, until the work of

abohtion was finished.

Many Alabamians felt that submission to fiu-ther

encroachments would be a price too dear to pay, even

for the Union itself. Governor Chapman, in his mes-

sage to the Alabama legislature, November 13, 1849,

expressed the current view in the following words :

Alabama ardently desires to perpetuate the Union. She
is not insensible to the benefits it confers nor the glories of

which it is a monument; neither can she forget that the

brightest of these were achieved in resisting oppression. But
the compact to which she assented guaranteed to her citizens

equal rights and privileges with the citizens of every other

state, and she cannot submit to any action of the federal

government, nor of any of its departments, nor of any unau-

thorized assembly in the territories or elsewhere, calculated

to annihilate her equality or impair one jot or tittle of the

rights of her people.^

This idea was carried out in the inscription which

the Governor had placed on the Alabama Stone for

the Washington Monument

:

' Journal of the House of Representatives, 1849-50, pp. 39-45.
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ALABAMA.

A UNION OF EQUALITY,

AS ADJUSTED BY THE CONSTITUTION. ^

The same idea appeared in a resolution of some
citizens of Greene County

:

That while we cherish an abiding love for the union of

these States, and are ready to sacrifice much to preserve it,

yet . . . there are evils far greater than that of a dissolution

of the Union; and among these are submission to wrong,

to injustice, and the degrading terms which a tyrannical

majority may seek to force upon us.^

' See the frontispiece for an illustration of the stone.

The joint resolution by which the General Assembly authorized

the stone was approved Dec. 4, 1849. {Acts of Alabama, 1849-50,

p. 489.)

The editor of the Huntsville Democrat said of the stone : "We beUeve

the motto expresses the sentiments of a very large majority of the people

of the state. They are for the Union adopted by our forefathers— a

Union of equality— a constitutional Union — a Union of sovereign

States, every one of which is an integral part of the whole, and distinct

from every other— united by mutual interest and good will as well as

by constitutional obligations, not consolidated by the inencorable and

tyrannical will of a federal majority — cemented, like the blocks of

marble, which represent them in the National Monument, each one

retaining its separate identity, not compounded, like substances are by
chemical affinity, so that the parts, losing their distinctive character,

are"merged and lost in the whole. We abhor that old Federal sentiment

of 'Union at all hazards !' — which loses sight of individual rights and

state sovereignty, gives up liberty and equality for an uncongenial

Union, substitutes the mere will of an unscrupulous majority for law and

the Constitution, and makes the people of one section servile and sub-

missive dependents, the hewers of wood and drawers of water for the

other section." (Issue of May 16, 1850.)

8 Alabama Beacon, July 6, 1850.
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The Alabamians did not shrink from the epithets of

"traitor," "rebel," or " disunionist "— terms which had

been appHed to Patrick Henry and George Washington

;

but in a spirit worthy of their Revolutionary ancestors

defended their position with statements reiterating the

oft-quoted utterance of Robert Toombs of Georgia

:

We took the Union and the Constitution together— we
will have both or we will have neither. The cry of Union
is the masked battery from behind which the Constitution

and the rights of the South are to be assailed.^

Thus they regarded disunion only as a remedy of last

resort ; their immediate attention was directed to find-

ing a pohcy best suited for the preservation of Southern

rights within the Union.

All could agree that whatever policy was adopted,

united action would be essential ; but it was an irony

of their fate to disagree on plans for uniting. Some
favored taking time by the forelock and presenting

an ultimatum to the North, warning her that a united

South would endure no further encroachments. These

contended that a timely warning might prevent overt

acts and enable the South to remain in the Union,

whereas a belated ultimatum might be in vain. Others

preferred to wait until overt acts were committed before

taking any action toward Southern unity. These

took the position that hasty action might endanger the

Union, and advocated a policy of watchful waiting.

Each class professed to be more devoted to the Union
than the other.

^ Phillips, Life of Robert Toombs, 77 ; Congressional Globe, 31st

Cong., 1st Sess., Appendix, 198-201.
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One of the earliest measures designed to promote

Southern unity was the address of the Southern con-

gressmen to their constituents, issued in January, 1849,

urging the subordination of party ties to Southern

sohdarity, and the adoption of all measures necessary

to that end.io

The address met with general approval in Alabama,

but the leaders had no definite plan of action. After

the Mississippi state convention invited the other

Southern states to meet her in convention at Nashville,

the first Monday in June, 1850," Governor Chapman
of Alabama sought the advice of Calhoun on calhng a

state or Southern convention. ^^ When the legislature

met in November, he recommended that provision be

made for both a state and a Southern convention, to

be held in the event Congress passed the Wilmot

10 Oralis (ed.), Works of Calhoun, VI, 290-313.

" Hearon, Mississippi and the Compromise of 1850, ch. III. The
object of the Nashville Convention was declared to be to "devise and

adopt some mode of resistance " to the aggressions against the South,

but it was intimated that if such policy failed to secure redress, a more
solemn convention should be held, which as a last resort should provide

for the Southern people's "separate welfare by the formation of a com-

pact and a union that will afford protection to their liberties and rights."

{Ihid., 65-68.)

12 Jameson (ed.), Calhoun Correspondence, 1208. "I have thought

of recommending that provision be made for convening the legislature

immediately upon the passage of the proviso or any similar measure,

or the admission of California as a state through the agency above

alluded to. Would it be politic to make any other or different

recommendation at present? A state or southern convention having

neither of them been agitated in this state, I have some fears that the

suggestion of either might have a bad effect. The people are, however,

sound on the subject." {Ihid.)
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Proviso, abolished slavery in the District of Columbia,

or interfered with the interstate slave trade. ^^

The new Governor, H. W. ColUer, in his inaugural

address of December 17, made no recommendation

regarding a convention,^^ but a few days later, in trans-

mitting to the legislature a coromunication from the

Alabama delegation in Congress regarding the crisis

over the failure to elect a Speaker of the House, he

recommended that the General Assembly ^'announce

the ultimatum of Alabama upon the grave question

which now convulses the Union." ^^

In both houses of the Assembly resolutions were

drafted in response to this message, but no one set ever

passed both houses.^^ Each favored a convention in

1' Journal of the House of Representatives, 1849-50, p. 44.

^* Alabama Beacon, Dec. 22, 1849. Collier referred to a convention,

however, in the following statement : "There may be honest differences

of opinion as to the time for action ; but present indications induce the

beUef that this will be dispassionately considered and decided upon joint

consultation of the slave states. When that convention shall assemble,

Alabama will be there. Some of her chosen sons shall give utterance

to the united sentiment of her people— with her persecuted sisters, she

will present an unbroken front to insult and usurpation." (Ibid.)

15 Journal of the House of Representatives, 1849-50, p. 242.

1^ The Governor's message was referred to a joint committee immedi-

ately after its reception, on December 22. The report of the committee

was made to the Senate, December 24, at four p.m., and was unanimously
adopted. The report was to have been made to the House at the same
time, but that body had already adjourned for the Christmas recess.

By the time it reconvened and was able to muster a quorum, Howell

Cobb of Georgia had been elected speaker of the Federal House of Rep-
resentatives ; so the report and the resolutions were recommitted, and
a different set of resolutions was presented to the House. The Mont-
gomery Advertiser and State Gazette expressed the view that this failure

to adopt a common set of resolutions was largely attributable to the
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the event Congress passed any overt acts against

slavery, but the House favored a state convention,^^

and the Senate a Southern convention.^^

The discrepancy between the actions of the two

houses left the Governor in doubt regarding the action

to be taken with reference to the Nashville Convention.

In transmitting some Connecticut resolutions to the

Assembly on January 25 he took occasion to inquire

whether it properly devolved upon that body to adopt

or advise any course of action in regard to the conven-

tion. All slaveholding states which had spoken on

the subject had decided in favor of the convention,

but there had been no uniformity in the manner of

selecting delegates. Some, he said, had perhaps pro-

vided by law for their appointment, and others had
acted through irregular meetings of the members of

their legislatures. The Governor wished to know
which of these modes the Assembly would recommend
as most imposing and potent.^^

Four days later, L. P. Walker introduced a bill in

the House of Representatives approving the Nashville

Convention and providing for the selection of dele-

gates, four for the state at large to be chosen by the

legislature, and two from each congressional dis-

independent spirit of the House of Representatives. (Issues of Jan. 2,

and Feb. 20, 1850.) Several writers have left the impression that both

houses adopted the joint resolutions. Cf. DuBose, Infe of Yancey,

241 ; Hearon, Mississippi and the Compromise of 1850, p. 89.

1' Montgomery Advertiser and State Gazette, Jan. 9, 1850.

18 Greensboro Beacon, Dec. 29, 1849.

1^ Montgomery Advertiser and State Gazette, Jan. 30, 1850 ; Journal

of the Senate, 1849-50, p. 340.
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trict to be chosen by the voters of the respective dis-

tricts.^*^ This bill was referred to a select committee, the

chairman of which was T. H. Watts, a prominent Whig
of the Montgomery District. The committee made
a report embodying the view of some of the leading

Whigs that no convention should be held unless and

until Congress should adopt the antislavery measures

contemplated, and then only a state convention. ^^

Although the report dodged completely Walker's

idea of providing for delegates to the Nashville Con-

vention, there could be no objection to holding a state

convention in the contingency stipulated, and the

House unanimously adopted it.^^

With steps toward the Nashville Convention thus

blocked in the regular meetings of the legislature,

members of both houses met in an extra-legal session

in the hall of the House of Representatives on the

evenings of February 6 and 7, and selected delegates

to represent the state at Nashville. They chose eight

delegates to represent the state at large and four to

represent each congressional district, dividing the

number equally between Whigs and Democrats.^^

20 Montgomery Advertiser and State Gazette, Jan. 30, 1850.
21 Southern Advocate, Feb. 13, 1850.
22 Montgomery Advertiser and State Gazette, Feb. 20, 1850.
23 Southern Advocate, Feb. 20, 1850. The following were chosen

:

for the state at large, Benjamin Fitzpatrick, John A. Campbell, Thomas
J. Judge, John A. Winston, L. P. Walker, Nich. Davis, James Aber-

crombie, and W. M. Murphy; for the first district, W. D. Dunn, T. B.

Bethea, B. Boykin, and Robert V. Montague ; for the second district,

G. W. Gunn, Jefferson Buford, R. C. Shorter, and George Goldthwaite;

for the third district, Howell Rose, Jonn G. Winer, Andrew B. Moore,

and W. S. Phillips ; for the fourth district, N. L. Whitfield, Joshua L.
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Despite the prestige of some of the men from each party,

the summary method of their selection was made the

object of attack from the opponents of the convention.

Whig journals of an extremely partisan bias, as well as

the machine politicians of the same party, made the

most of the opportunity to denounce the convention

because it was not authorized by the people themselves.

The editor of the Southern Advocate maintained that

if it were necessary to hold the convention, the Alabama
delegation should be clothed with power by the people,

and he predicted that the legislature's action would

bring the convention into such disrepute that not one

of the worthy gentlemen appointed would feel author-

ized to act for the people. ^^ On the eve of the conven-

tion, he said that in view of the small portion of the

people of the South represented, the convention should

attempt no action, but should simply organize and

then adjourn to some future day. It should agree,

he said, that if Congress enacted the Wilmot Proviso,

abolished slavery in the District of Columbia, or inter-

fered with the interstate slave trade, it should meet

again when there could be a general attendance from

the South, and when the pressure from without would

secure unanimity. ^^

The Montgomery Alabama Journaly the most widely

Martin, John Erwin, and Joseph W. Taylor ; for the fifth district, Daniel

Coleman, Jesse W. Garth, William Cooper, and James H. Weakley;

for the sixth district, George P. Beirne, James M. Gea, James M. Greene,

and W. O. Winston; for the seventh district, Alexander White, T. A.

Walker, G. S. Walden, and Charles McLemore.
24 Ihid.

26 Ibid., May 29, 1850.
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circulated Whig paper in the state, favored the con-

vention.^^ The editor spoke of the Alabama delega-

tion as having a fair proportion of Whigs, ^^ among the

ablest, the most rehable and patriotic of the State—
the old leaders and veterans of the party/ ^

^7

The Democrats of the state did not give whole-

hearted approval to the way in which the delegates

were selected. The editor of the Montgomery Adver-

tiser and State Gazette, for example, said

:

The reasons for this course have not been very satisfactory

to our mind, but as it has been done we trust it will be quietly

acquiesced in.

But on the whole he was pleased with the result since

Alabama was where she ought to be— side by side

with Mississippi, Virginia, and other Southern states.^*

Most Democrats of the state withheld their opinions

regarding the method of selecting the delegates, but

in general they supported the convention with enthusi-

asm. They felt that there should be no serious objec-

tion to the delegates' lack of direct authority from the

26 The following is from an editorial in the issue of June 17, 1850

:

"We have seen it stated in some of the Whig papers, that the Whig
party of the state was opposed to the assemblage of the convention.

This is a great mistake, unless a portion of the press is to be considered

the Whig party. The people of the Whig party, or the vast portion of

it— the planters, its bone and sinew— approve it, and will sustain its

action, if in accordance with the principles of the Whig party of the

state. ..." (For statistics on circulation of newspapers in Alabama
in 1850, see J. C. Kennedy, "Catalogue of the Newspapers and Periodi-

cals published in the United States" in Livingston's Law Register, 1852.)
27 lUd.
28 Issue of Feb. 13,1850.
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people since the convention was to meet merely for

common counsel and was not to take any action which

would bind the people.

In Greene County, a Whig stronghold, the members
of both parties held a meeting at which they approved

Mississippi's call for the convention and recommended,

in the event Congress passed any of the antislavery

acts commonly feared, that the delegates chosen by
the members of the legislature attend the convention,

and that the people meet in their primary capacity

to instruct their respective delegates.^^

The opponents of the convention charged that its

purpose was to dissolve the Union, or at least to take

steps which might make disunion unavoidable. But
both the statements of leaders and the resolutions of

public meetings held throughout the state to endorse

local appointees denied such intents. Friends of the

movement characterized the convention rather as

the only untried means of checking Northern encroach-

ments, and therefore the only untried means of making

possible the preservation of the Union. A Limestone

County meeting, held at Athens, March 11, adopted a

resolution

that we cherish the most unfeigned attachment to our federal

union ; and are wholly opposed to a dissolution of the present

Federal union, by the direct action of the contemplated

Southern Convention. Such an event, at any time, we
should regard as among the greatest evils which could befall

29 Eutaw Democrat, in Alabama Beacon, April 20, 1850. Joseph W.
Taylor, a Whig delegate from the county, declined to serve because the

people did not give an unconditioned endorsement of his appointment.
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our common humanity; and as patriotic Southerners, we
should look upon such a calamity as second only— but still

second— to that inevitable and overwhelming ruin to the

entire Southern members of the National Confederacy,

which, in the nature of things, is obliged to result from the

unchecked practices and policy of the North, that have
created the necessity for the proposed convention.^^

At a Mobile meeting of April 18, it was resolved:

' That we fully concur in the propriety of sending delegates

to the Nashville Convention (disclaiming the imputation

that it is to be held for disunion purposes), regarding it as

the best means of consohdating southern sentiment for the

arrest of an evil now rapidly hastening a dissolution of the

Government.^^

Before the meeting of the convention the prospect

for preserving the Union was increased by the proposal

of Henry Clay's compromise measures in the United

States Senate, and by the work of the Committee of

Thirteen in considering these measures. ^^ Many South-

^° Athens Herald, in Huntsville Democrat, April 4, 1850.

'1 Montgomery Advertiser and State Gazette, in Huntsville Democrat,

May 2, 1850.

22 Clay's resolutions provided for the admission of California as a

free state, for the organization of the rest of the territory acquired from

Mexico without any restrictions on the subject of slavery, for the adjust-

ment of the Texas boundary, for the abolition of the slave trade (but not

slavery) in the District of Columbia, and for the enactment of a stricter

fugitive slave law.

Senator King of Alabama was a member of the Committee of Thir-

teen, and in corresponding with his constituents in January, encouraged

the behef that a compromise would be worked out by which the honor

and constitutional rights of the slaveholding states could be main-

tained, provided it was made apparent that the South was united. But
later he became very doubtful of the outcome, since the Southern people

had been divided by the baneful spirit of party. (See his letter to Col.
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erners felt that the convention should be postponed

until Congress had an opportunity to act. The editor

of the Alabama Whig^ on May 10, requested the dele-

gates appointed at the legislative convention to make
known to the people whether they intended to go to

Nashville or not.^^ Wilham H. Murphy, one of the

Whig delegates at large, replied that he would attend.

If, as some said, the object of the convention were to

dissolve the Union, he would be needed to help prevent

the calamity; if it were to oppose the administration

of President Taylor, he should most certainly be needed.

He did not believe that the convention would bring

a dissolution of the Union or organize opposition to

General Taylor, but that it would protect Southern

rights and secure Southern property.^^

When the convention met on June 3, every district

of Alabama but one was represented, and a delegate

for it was soon at hand.^^ All of the eight delegates

at large, as well as eleven of the district delegates

appointed by the legislative caucus, attended the

convention.^^ On the third day of the session, John A.

G. W. Gale, Jan. 15, 1850, in the King Papers ; and his letter to N. Blue

April 11, 1850, in the Matthew P. Blue Papers.)

3^ Alabama Journal, May 22, 1850.

^ Letter to editor of the Alabama Whig, May 17, 1850, in Alabama
Journal, May 22, 1850.

35 tluntsville Democrat, June 6, 1850.

J. W. Clay, the junior editor of the Democrat, went to Nashville to

report the convention and his accounts are usually fuller than those

found in other papers, for he had his own notes in addition to the reports

in the Nashville papers. {Ibid., July 4, 1850.)

3^ The "legislative" appointees from the districts who attended were

as follows: T. B. Bethea, B. Boykin, G. W. Gunn, J. Buford, R. Shorter,
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Campbell of Mobile, offered a series of resolutions

which had been approved by the Alabama delegation,

and which, except for a few additions, were substan-

tially the same as the resolutions finally adopted by
the convention.^ ^ They merely embodied the opinions

current with most Southerners, that Congress had no

power to exclude slavery from the territories, but on

the contrary, was obhged to protect the property right

in such slaves as were carried there ; that the Mexican

law prohibiting slavery was of no more effect in the

territories than the Mexican law estabHshing a rehgion

;

and, that it was the duty of Congress to insure the

domestic tranquilhty of the country by announcing

that henceforth Federal authority would not be em-

ployed to undermine the institution of slavery in the

Southern states. The eleventh resolution was looked

upon as an ultimatum of the South

:

That in the event a dominant majority shall refuse to

recognize the great constitutional rights we assert, and shall

continue to deny the obligations of the Federal Government
to maintain them, it is the sense of this convention that the

G. Goldthwaite, Daniel Coleman, Wm. Cooper, T. A. Walker, G. S.

Walden, and John Erwin. There were three delegates present who had

been appointed by county or district conventions to fill vacancies,

namely, R. Chapman, J. S. Hunter, and W. M. Byrd. {Ibid., June 13,

1850; Republican Banner and Nashville Whig, June 5 and 6, 1850,

given in Hemdon's "Nashville Convention of 1850," Transactions of

the Alabama Historical Society, V, 216-17.)

3^ Huntsville Democrat, June 13, 1850. For the original resolutions,

see G. W. Duncan, ''John Archibald Campbell," Transactions of the

Alabama Historical Society, V, 122-25 ; and for the resolutions adopted,

see Herndon, " Nashville Convention of 1850," Ibid., 210-22, or Ames,

State Documents on Federal Relations, 262-69.
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territories should be treated as property, and divided be-

tween the sections of the Union, so that the rights of both
sections be adequately secured in their respective shares.

That we are aware this course is open to grave objections,

but we are ready to acquiesce in the adoption of the line of

36 deg., 30 min., north latitude, extending to the Pacific

Ocean, as an extreme concession, upon considerations of what
is due to the stabiUty of our institutions.

These resolutions were unanimously adopted by the

convention, and undoubtedly represented the opinions

of the great majority of the Southern people.

But the address to the people adopted by the conven-

tion encountered considerable opposition both in the

convention and from the people of the various South-

ern states. Drawn up by R. B. Rhett, an extreme

Southern-rights man of South Carolina, it was certain

to meet the disapproval of those of moderate views.

The portion of the address favoring an extension of the

Missouri Compromise line to the Pacific with a recog-

nition of the right of slaveholders to enter the territory

south of the line, was generally acceptable in the South
;

but the portions condemning the compromise measures

then pending in Congress met with opposition. Eight

of the Alabama delegates opposed the address at Nash-

ville because it would array the friends of the compro-

mise measures against the convention.^^

As long as the compromise measures were pending

in Congress, the convention did not feel at liberty to

discuss means of resisting them; therefore the body

'^ Abercrombie, Bethea, Byrd, Coleman, Davis, Judge, Hunter, and

Murphy. (Huntsville Democrat, July 4, 1850.)
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adjourned, June 12, to meet again if Congress should

fail to act favorably toward the South. ^^

Congress did not take final action on the compromise

measures until September, and in the meantime pubhc

meetings were held throughout Alabama to pass upon
the work of the Nashville Convention. Resolutions

adopted at the meetings, together with various state-

ments from outstanding men, reveal a well-formed

pubUc opinion in regard to both the convention and

the compromise measures.

In a bold editorial, the Huntsville Democrat approved

the convention's work

:

Devoted to the union, more devoted to the South . . .

we plant ourselves, this day, upon the platform of Southern

rights, erected by the Southern Convention, and throw our

banner to the breeze, with the inscription: "Equality in

THE Union or independence out of it." *°

Many who were otherwise wilhng to acquiesce in the

work of the convention withheld their approval because

they saw that the South was divided on the address,

and that if the issue were pressed discord would be

increased, and the very purpose of the convention

defeated. Others had high hopes for the compromise

measures and were reluctant to make much of the con-

vention lest they embarrass the congressmen who were

endeavoring to secure a settlement satisfactory to the

South.

39 The^time set for the second session was the sixth Monday after the

adjournment of Congress, or at such time after Congress had acted as the

president of the convention might appoint.

" June 20, 1850.
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The Southerners were more nearly unanimous in

support of the 36° 30' hne than of any other proposition

of the convention ; but not many would have favored

it had the compromise originated at that time. Since

the Une had been accepted before by the South, and

since it had been instrumental in preserving the Union,

they were willing to continue it merely as ^'a peace

offering on the altar of the Union." There were a

few extremists who opposed the compromise line and

accepted all the other work of the convention. These

held to the Southern position that Congress had no

power either to establish or to prohibit slavery in

the territories, and were not willing to compromise on

what they considered their constitutional rights. Some
Madison County citizens took a similar position in

their approval meeting by favoring the principle of

non-intervention on the subject of slavery rather than

any extra-constitutional settlement. Yet these citizens

declared that if forced to an extra-constitutional settle-

ment, they would prefer a division of the territories by
the line of 36° 30'^^ On the other hand, the Conecuh

County meeting went farther than the ultimatum of the

convention, and anticipated the Crittenden Compromise

of 1860 by resolving that

the South ought not to stop in her determination short of a
constitutional guarantee, or an undoubted equivalent, that

the subject of slavery will not be again interfered with south

of that line by the federal government in any manner what-

ever.^

*i Huntsville Democrat, Aug. 15, 1850.

*2 Alabama Journal, Aug. 16, 1850.
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The objections to the Missouri Compromise Une as

an ultimatum were two-fold. A few friends of the

convention who favored the compromise Une, objected

to its being made an ultimatum, for they were wilHng

to accept any other compromise equally honorable to

the South. Some of the original opponents of the

convention held up the ultimatum to ridicule, and

asked whether any one was ready to secede if it were

rejected. ^^

The chief objections to the work of the convention

were against the portions of the address which con-

demned the compromise measures then before Congress.

The address had denounced the Cahfornia bill as equiv-

alent to the enactment of the Wilmot Proviso by direct

legislation of Congress — a charge which was denied

by many who opposed the admission of Cahfornia on

other grounds.^ The Southerners had long held that a

people had the right to exclude slavery when framing a

constitution for admission to the Union as a state, and

most of them based their opposition to California's

admission on the irregularity of her constitutional

convention. Congress, because of the slavery contro-

versy involved, had been unable to erect California into

a territory, and it had passed no enabhng act for the

^ Southern Advocate, June 26, 1850.

^ T. Sanford, editor of the Mobile Register, in a letter to Wm. P.

Browne, dated July 10, 1850, said, "I disapproved privately, and would

not say it in the paper, of that part of the Nashville address. . . . The
convention should have confined itself to the real objections to the

admission of Oalifornia— and they are abundant. The argument would

have been stronger and could not have been cavilled at." (Wm. P.

Browne Papers.)
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election of delegates to a constitutional convention;

therefore President Taylor, anxious to provide local

self-government for the region, took the unprecedented

action of providing for the convention without authority

from Congress. Since most of the residents of Califor-

nia were miners, they quite naturally framed a con-

stitution without any provision for slavery, and the

admission of the state under that constitution could

hardly be classed as the enactment of the Wilmot
Proviso.

Some Alabamians would have favored the bill had

California's southern boundary been drawn at 36° 30',

but others saw that slavery could not exist in any part

of the region and that the limitation of her southern

boundary to that line would make of her two free states

instead of one.

The most widespread view among the Southern peo-

ple was that California was entitled to be admitted as

a free state, but that prior to giving sanction to the

permanent loss of the balance in the Senate the South

should secure guarantees for the protection of her

interests against an unfriendly North which was hence-

forth to control all branches of the government. In

other words, if the North was to have the strength of

a giant, the South wanted guarantees that she would

not use it as a giant. The question confronting the

people of the South came to be whether the compromise

measures would afford these guarantees.

After the compromise measures were passed by

Congress, the lines dividing public opinion in Alabama

became more clearly drawn. According to their re-

j
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action to the measures, the people of the state may
be divided into three classes— the Southern Rights

men, the ultra-Unionists, and the Southern Rights

Unionists.^^ The Southern Rights men beheved that

the ^'so-called" Compromise was a one-sided adjust-

ment in which all the concessions were made by the

South. They regarded most of the measures as fraught

with danger to the South and favored resisting their

execution. The secessionists belonged to this class,

but there were many Southern Rights men who opposed

secession at that time and sponsored other forms of

resistance. The ultra-Unionists regarded the compro-

mise measures as cause for felicitation on the part

of the South and stood for the Union, right or wrong.

Although the Southern Rights Unionists objected to

many features of the bills, they were wilUng to acquiesce

in them as a compromise in order to save the Union,

but they declared that henceforth the rights of the

South must be respected or they too would favor

secession. ^^

In justifying their attitude toward the compromise

*^ The Southern Rights party and the Southern Rights Union party

were not organized untU several months after the passage of the Com-
promise (see below, pp. 47 ff.)j but for the sake of clearness the names
are here applied to the classes which later formed those parties.

*^ This nomenclature is not as simple as that generally used, but

these divisions are necessary for a classification which will give the

attitude both on the Compromise and on secession. The Southern

Rights Unionists and the ultra-Unionists may be grouped together as

''Unionists" to distinguish them from "secessionists," but not to dis-

tinguish them from the members of the Southern Rights party, for as

we shall see later, that party merely favored resistance to the Compro-
mise, and as a whole did not favor secession.
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measures the Southern Rights men said that the whole

of Cahfornia had been closed to the slaveowner quite

as certainly as if by the Wilmot Proviso. Furthermore,

Utah and New Mexico were, in effect, closed to slavery

because of the uncertain status the institution would

have there; therefore, those territories would likely

follow California in asking for admission to the Union

as non-slaveholding states. The Texas boundary

bill, they said, deprived Texas of a large area of poten-

tial slave territory south of 36° 30', and added it to

New Mexico, thereby practically ensuring it for free

soil. So earnest were some of the contenders for the

rights of Texas that they boldly offered, if need be, to

aid the state with bayonets.^^

Especially obnoxious to these Southern Rights men
was the abohtion of the slave trade in the District of

Columbia ; for in making violations of the law punish-

able by liberating the slaves. Congress had passed an

act of direct abohtion which might serve as a precedent

for abolishing the interstate slave trade and for liber-

ating all the slaves in the District of Columbia as well

as those in the navy yards, arsenals, and other places

under the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress. The
fifth measure of the Compromise, the new Fugitive

*^ In the Treaty of Annexation, the United States had made an agree-

ment with Texas to adjust the boundary with Mexico. Texas claimed

the Rio Grande as her western boundary from its mouth to its source

;

and when the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo recognized that river as

the boundary between the United States and Mexico from its mouth
to the southern boundary of the province of New Mexico, many claimed

that Texas was entitled to have her entire western boundary extend to

the river.
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Slave Law, they looked upon as nothing more than a

fulfillment of the obligations specifically enjoined by
the Constitution, and not as a concession to the South.

These ultra-Southerners, therefore, regarded the

Compromise as the enactment of measures to which

they had repeatedly declared they would never submit.

The dehberate action of Congress and the failure to

heed Southern protests against such action proved to

them that their ultimatums were ineffective. Many
of them viewed the situation as did John A. Campbell

in a letter to Governor CoUier :

. . . draw your lines as you may, arrange your ultimatum
to please the most supine, submissive or abject, the time fast

approaches when your lines will be crossed, and your ''ulti-

matum " set at naught and derided.^

Hence nothing short of active resistance would satisfy

this class of Southerners.

On the other extreme were the ultra-Unionists, who
contended that each of the compromise measures

brought a positive benefit to the South. The California

bill, they said, would put a stop to the controversy

over a region which was not hkely to become slave

territory and give to the South a much needed repose.

The territories of Utah and New Mexico had been

organized without the Wilmot Proviso, and if the soil

and climate were suitable for slavery, the South might

gain territory extending north of 36° 30'. Since the

people of Texas had voted in favor of the bill adjusting

their state's boundary, it could surely be considered

« Letter dated Oct. 5, 1850, in Alabama Tribune, Oct. 12, 1850.
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an advantage to the state. The slave marts of the

District of Columbia had been so disgraceful that most

residents there had desired to see them abolished,

and the Southerners should congratulate themselves

that slavery itself was not swept away by the anti-

slavery majority in Congress. The new Fugitive Slave

Law had been passed at the request of Southerners

and was certainly made as rigid as they could wish.

Viewing the Compromise in this light, the ultra-

Unionists regarded the efforts to dissolve the Union as

fanatical. They stood by the Union, right or wrong,

and attempted to discredit secession by branding it

'* nullification.'' The editor of the Pickens Republican

seemed to ignore the common apprehension of danger

which might come as a result of emancipation, and said,

"In comparison with the American Union, the institu-

tion of slavery is not worth a groat" ;^^ and C. C.

Langdon, the editor of the Mobile Advertiser ^ said, "In

comparison with the Union, all other objects sink into

insignificance." ^^

Between these two extremes was the position taken

by the Southern Rights Unionists. These people op-

posed the admission of California as strongly as did

the Southern Rights men, but they regarded it as an

" Spirit of the South, May 20, 1850.

^° Ibid. Langdon was born in the North and appeared never quite

able to comprehend the view of the secessionists. He invariably

regarded them as fanatics, and in a speech at New York, Feb. 22, 1851,

said that if the people of the North would put down the abolitionists,

the people of the South would take care of the secessionists, thereby

intimating that there would have been secessionists without the aboli-

tion aggression. (Semi-Weekly Mobile Advertiser, May 25, 1851.)
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act of unjust legislation and not as a violation of the

Constitution ; hence they did not favor resistance.

Although the Utah and New Mexico bills had not given

the South all it had asked, they had left territory

extending north of 36° 30' open to slavery ; and if

nature kept the institution from going there, the

South should not complain. In regard to the title of

Texas to the disputed territory these men thought

that there was a reasonable doubt and that a settle-

ment might appropriately be made by agreement or

compromise.

These Southern Rights Unionists considered the

freeing of slaves sold in the District of Columbia as a

usurpation of the powers of Congress and a serious

aggression, but not as an act which called for resistance

by the South. They thought instead that the con-

stitutionality of the law might appropriately be left to

the decision of the Supreme Court. Although but

few had any hopes for the enforcement of the Fugitive

Slave Law, they regarded it as favoring the South

rather than the North and as giving to the measures

as a whole the nature of a compromise.

In accepting the Compromise as a compromise in

order to preserve the Union, the Southern Rights

Unionists felt that henceforth the responsibility for

preserving the Union was upon the shoulders of the

Northern people. If the North would abide by the

Compromise in good faith, then all would be well with

this conservative class of Southerners. But their

cup of forbearance was full; and if the Northerners

caused it to run over, they would be driven to ally
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themselves with the secessionists and strike for Southern

independence. In other words, the Union was placed

on probation; and the aggressions for which the

Southern Rights Unionists would set it aside were

(1) the repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law
; (2) the aboli-

tion of slavery in the District of Columbia, or in the

forts and navy yards
; (3) the refusal to admit a new

state into the Union on account of slavery ; or (4) the

aboHtion of the interstate slave trade. ^^

Even at this early date, virtually all Alabamians

believed that the state had a right to secede from the

Union. Although some did not believe that it

amounted to more than the mere right of revolution,

most of them believed that it was a right peculiar

to the states of the Union, which accrued from the

very nature of the government. According to the

Constitution of the United States all rights not dele-

gated to the General Government nor prohibited to

the states were reserved to the states. The right to

withdraw from the Union, it was contended, came in

this class of reserved rights, and some even designated

it a ''constitutional" right. Most Southerners em-

braced the compact theory of government as set forth

in the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions of 1798—
that our government was a compact between sovereign

and equal states, and that when the Constitution

was violated in its essential features, or when the

" Cf. letter of T. B. Bethea to the Montgomery Union Meeting,

Oct. 28, 1850, in Alabama Journal, Nov. 6, 1850.

After the "Georgia Platform" was adopted, it was commonly en-

dorsed as the platform of the partyjn Alabama as well.
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equality of one of the contracting parties was no longer

recognized, the Union as originally formed no longer

existed. ^2 They contended that in regard to the clauses

of the Constitution protecting slavery the states of the

South had adhered to the Union as originally formed,

whereas the states of the North had perverted it.

Some Southerners even held that the compact had

been broken and that the Southern states were free

to withdraw and form a new confederacy.^^ A few

agreed with John A. Campbell that it was not only the

right but the duty of a people to overturn a government

which arrayed itself against their institutions.^'*

The Alabamians did not have to rely wholly upon

theory as a basis for their right of secession. They had

not only the precedents of the conventions of Virginia,

New York, and Rhode Island, which had specifically

reserved the right of secession when they ratified the

Constitution of the United States, but they had also

a clause in the original Constitution of their own state

which said

:

52 Merriam, A History of American Political Theories, ch. VII.
53 Nich. Davis, Jr. offered a striking exception to this general South-

em view regarding the nature of the government. He held with Daniel

Webster that the Federal Government was a consolidated government

which operated directly upon the people and not upon states. The
states, he said, had parted with so many powers that they constituted

jointly a single nation ; and secession, because it would break this unity,

would be an offense against the whole Union. Furthermore, if a state

seceded, it would be the duty of the Federal Government to force her to

remain in the Union, peaceably if possible but if not, then by force.

{Huntsville Democrat, July 3, 1851.)
54 Letter to Governor CoUier, Oct. 5, 1850, in Alabama Tribune,

Oct. 12, 1850.
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All political power is inherent in the people, and all free

governments are founded on their authority and instituted

for their benefit, and therefore they have at all times an
unahenable and indefeasible right to alter, reform, or abolish

their form of government, in such manner as they may think

expedient.

Thus the right to abolish their form of government,

they held, was made a condition of entering the Union,

and they now construed that right to mean the right

to secede.

For most of those who granted the right of secession

there still remained the question of the expediency and

propriety of exercising the right. The people of Ala-

bama still loved the Union, and all of them, even includ-

ing the ultra-secessionists, would have preferred to

remain in the Union under the guarantees which the

Constitution had originally intended rather than to

become a part of a separate confederacy. Furthermore,

virtually all of them would have been glad to remain

in the Union and acquiesce in the compromise measures

had they been able to see in them guarantees that anti-

slavery aggressions were to cease. They did not

contend that the invasions already made on Southern

rights constituted of themselves adequate grounds for

a dissolution of the Union ; rather they considered

these invasions portents of what was to come. They
feared that abolition aggressions would continue until

the state would be forced to strike for its independence.

Secession was, therefore, reduced to a question of

expediency. Should they remain in the Union and

strive to stop the avalanche already in motion, or
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should they strike for independence now, while the

South was relatively stronger than it would likely be

at any future time ?

The Montgomery Atlas advocated immediate seces-

sion

:

Why should we not secede? If the union has failed to

answer the purposes for which it was created— if it has been

so perverted as to operate as a curse instead of a blessing

upon the Southern section— if it only serves to aggrandize

the North at the expense of the South — and if there is noth-

ing upon which to base a hope that the former contemplates

any change in her policy of aggression, which all acknowledge

she has been pursuing, we ask why— why the South should

not secede. ^^

Some of the ultra-secessionists frankly admitted at

the time that they did not think the Union would be

dissolved immediately, but they rejoiced that there

was in Alabama a leaven of disunion which by a more

or less rapid, but perfectly certain, process would

leaven the whole lump.^^

Many of the anti-Compromise men who deprecated

secession advocated a poHcy of commercial non-inter-

course with the North, and cited as a precedent the

non-intercourse of their Revolutionary ancestors with

the British. The South was an agricultural region.

Most of its manufactured goods came from the North

and from Europe in ships owned by citizens of the

North— the whole trade being financed by Northern

55 Charleston Mercury, May 16, 1851.

55 John Cochran to Thomas Ritchie, Sept. 17, 1850, in the Eufaula

Democrat, Sept. 24, 1850.
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capital. It was thought that stopping this trade would

induce the commercial classes of the North to curb

the activities of the fanatical abolitionists. It was

commonly charged that the Yankee's most sensitive

nerve was his pocket nerve. Many of the secessionists

joined in this demand for non-intercourse, but they

thought that such a policy must eventually be super-

seded by disunion ; whereas the other advocates of the

policy hoped that it might prove adequate to secure

the redress necessary for a peaceful continuation of the

Union.

Although in theory non-intercourse appealed to

many, in practical application it would have involved

so many inherent difficulties that, except for a few

sporadic attempts, it was not undertaken during the

Crisis of 1850. Voluntary agreements would probably

have been unavailing, and embargo acts would have

been unconstitutional. Although the courts might

have upheld discriminatory taxes of certain kinds placed

on Northern goods, the South would not have been able

to manufacture her own for years to come, and if in

the meantime she had bought goods from Europe,

the North would have seized the opportunity to levy

prohibitive duties on these foreign goods and thus

forced the South to buy her goods from the North at

an increased price.

To resort to such discrimination in favor of foreign

goods seemed to W. L. Yancey to be unworthy of the

South's position in the Union. He contended that if

the Southern people could not live in peace in the

Union with the Northern people, it was preferable that
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they get out of the Union. If they decided to submit,

he advised them to be subservient to the will of their

masters; but if they resisted at all, he advised them
to resist effectually and manfully."

The secessionists together with the other anti-

Compromise men sponsored the formation of Southern

Rights clubs as a means of preparing the state for the

ultimate conflict. At the convention held at Clayton,

September 3, 1850, to select a delegate for that dis-

trict to attend the second session of the Nashville

Convention, a resolution was adopted recommending

that the citizens of the Southern states and particularly

of Alabama form Southern clubs in each county for

the "dissemination of truth" and for the protection of

Southern rights and interests. ^^ W. L. Yancey wrote

a letter to several citizens of Lowndes and Dallas

Counties, saying

:

Let such clubs be formed wherever a meeting of the people

is held — wherever one hundred men can be got together.

. . . Let every true-hearted son of the South be enrolled

on the lists of such clubs. By doing so, we can all act in con-

cert— we shall know each other, and we will know too our

foes.^^

ex-Governor Bagby, in a letter to the same citizens,

recommended the appointment of "standing commit-

" Letter to G. W. Williams, May 18, 1851, in Spirit of the South,

June 3, 1851.

58 Eufaula Democrat, Sept. 10, 1850.

5^ Letter of Sept. 17, 1850, in reply to an invitation to address a

meeting at Town Creek Church, Sept. 27, in Huntsville Democrat, Oct.

17, 1850.
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tees of correspondence" for those and all the other

counties of the state. By this means, he said, public

opinion could be concentrated on some '^ substantive

point." 60

Local and county associations were organized in

various parts of the state, and by February, 1851,

there were twenty-five associations representing four-

teen counties. The aims of these clubs were well set

forth in the platform of the Barbour County association,

viz.

:

... to organize more effectually the people ... in sup-

port of the interests of the South, to ensure concert of

action amongst the citizens of this, and other Southern

states — to vindicate our rights and to support the State

authorities, in every measure Alabama may adopt for

her defense against the injustice and aggressions of the

North.

This association shall continue in existence and pursue its

objects until the wrongs of the South are redressed, the

Federal constitution restored to the original objects for

which it was formed, its purity and integrity vindicated,

and the South placed in a state of future security in

the enjoyment of her rights and property, and if we fail

in the Union to accomplish these objects, then we boldly avow

as our object, the Independence and the equality of the Southern

States.^^

The Eufaula association recommended a convention

of the people of the state which should present to the

North the alternatives of granting equal rights to the

South or of suffering the loss of the Southern states

^° Letter dated Sept. 16, in Ibid.

61 Spirit of the South, Oct. 22, 1850.
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from the Union. ^^ Several other clubs Kkewise adopted

resolutions favoring a state convention, and a number
of prominent citizens besieged the Governor with

petitions to convene the legislature at once that it

might provide for a convention.

A petition to the Governor, signed by forty-two

citizens of Dallas County, spoke of the compromise

measures, and especially of the California bill, as

justifying the strongest steps for redress ; and to insure

their safety for the future the petition suggested ^'a.

withdrawal of Alabama from the Union ... a matter

of immediate consideration of a State Convention,^'

and requested the Governor to convene the legislature

as early as the law would allow so that it might provide

for a convention. They trusted that the Governor

would not permit their patriotic state to slumber in

the midst of danger and fall behind any of her sister

states of the South. ^^ A petition signed by about 150

citizens of Barbour County hkewise called upon the

Governor to convene the legislature as soon as possible

that it might commence the action necessary to put

Alabama in the position demanded by the crisis.
^^

^^Ibid., Oct. 15, 1850. The paper, formerly called the "Eufaula
Democrat" changed its name with this issue to the "Spirit of the South"

in keeping with its desire to be the organ of the Southern Rights party

of that region. Henceforth it placed at the head of its columns the

motto "EquaHty in the Union or Independence Out of It." (Ihid.)

^3 Papers of the Secretary of State, Alabama Department of Archives

and History. The petition was dated Sept. 19, 1850, and bore the

signature of such prominent citizens as G. W. Gayle, B. F. Saffold, and
N. H. R. Dawson.

^ Spirit of the South, Nov. 5, 1850. Among the signers were J. Buford,
J. G. Shorter, E. O. Bullock, John Cochran, James L. Pugh, and
J. A, Clendennen.
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The Governor responded to the earlier petitions in a

message to the citizens of the state, dated October 22,

1850, in which he said that pubhc opinion was not

agreed upon measures of resistance to be taken, and if

action were forced upon the people in advance of their

matured opinions, the consequences might be ^irrep-

arably disastrous." He thought that the action of Ala-

bama should be postponed until after the Nashville

Convention had reassembled, and until after the con-

ventions of Georgia and Texas and the legislatures of

some of the other states, especially Virginia, had acted. ^^

The second session of the Nashville Convention, held

November 11 to 18, 1850, adopted resolutions main-

taining that all the evils anticipated by the South had

been realized in the adoption of the compromise meas-

ures and in the refusal to extend the Missouri Compro-

mise Hne to the Pacific. The convention reahzed its

own lack of power to cope with the situation and recom-

mended a Southern congress or convention, which

should be ^ Entrusted with full power and authority to

deliberate and act with a view and intention of arrest-

ing further aggression, and if possible of restoring the

constitutional rights of the South, and if not, to provide

for their safety and independence.^^

Although the delegates at Nashville did not designate

the time or place of meeting for the proposed conven-

tion, the South Carolina legislature soon made up the

65 Florence Gazette, Nov. 9, 1850.

fisHemdon, "Nashville Convention of 1850," in Loc. Cit., 232-33.

Alabama was represented by only five delegates at this second session

of the convention— R. Chapman, G. W. Williams, C. C. Clay, Sr.,

J. M. Calhoun, and J. Buford. (Ibid.)
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deficiency by issuing a call for it to meet at Mont-
gomery, January 2, 1852. Conditions in South Caro-

lina and Mississippi caused the secessionists of those

states to urge a Southern convention. In both states

secessionists were in a majority, but the South Caro-

linians feared it would be impoHtic for their state to

be the first to secede ; and most of the Mississippians

were imwilhng to secede in any manner except by joint

action with other states. A general convention of the

Southern states could devise concerted secession and

remove these difficulties. The secessionists of Ala-

bama favored the movement for a Southern convention,

but not many of them pleaded for cooperative seces-

sion.^^ Probably most of them would have preferred

to see several states go out together, but they said

very Httle about the methods of withdrawing, for

they reahzed they were in a minority and could not

carry Alabama from the Union either alone or in con-

cert with other states. There was a possibihty that

^'The Southern Rights Association of Mobile, at a meeting,

March 25, 1851, adopted a resolution that "we do not hesitate to declare

it unwise in any single state to separate herself from states with whose

destiny she is and should be indissolubly connected in resistance to a

common wrong. Such action would seriously jeopardize the great

interests at issue, and hazard the chances of division, where union would

insure us safety." {Alabama Tribune, March 27, 1851.)

Daniel Chandler of Mobile, writing over his pen name of "Sidney,"

urged Alabama to take counsel with the other Southern states before

seceding, for separate state secession was both "unwise and inexpedi-

ent," and should not be resorted to as long as self-respect and her own
weKare would permit her to remain in the Union, He inferred that a

Southern convention might be able to secure a redress of grievances,

and thereby make secession unnecessary. {Mobile Register, in Hunts-

ville Democrat, July 3, 1851.)
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Alabama would follow any other Southern state which

cut loose from the Union, for many of her citizens who
were not willing to secede because of past aggressions

thought it would be the duty of Alabama to aid a state

which did secede, if the Federal Government attempted

to use coercion. It was realized that the giving of such

aid while in the Union would be treason as defined by

the Constitution ; hence Alabama would be compelled

to secede in order to aid her sister state. ^^

Georgia was the first state to hold a convention

after the passage of the compromise measures. She

gave the secession movement in all the Southern

states a decided backset by rejecting the proposals

to take steps leading to secession. The Unionists

controlled the convention and adopted the famous

''Georgia Platform" with planks similar to those laid

down by the Southern Rights Unionists of Alabama,

but clearer and more concise than the Alabamians had

ever expressed them at any one time. This action by
the convention of the sovereign state of Georgia caused

the cooperationists of other states to turn against

inmiediate secession, and it was soon evident that none

of the Southern states would secede for the time being.

Since the Southern Rights Unionists regarded the

compromise measures as a finality if upheld by the

North, those who favored any form of immediate

^8 Cf. article by G. C. Whatley in Jacksonville Republican, June 27,

1851.

These Southerners maintained that standing idly by and suffering

a sovereign state to be whipped back into the Union would be equivalent

to giving up the right of secession and yielding their strongest safeguard

against unbridled fanaticism.
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resistance to Northern encroachments tended to Une

up in a single opposition party, but they were unable

to erect a common platform on which all could stand.

Most of the Southern Rights associations in the state

were dominated by advocates of immediate secession,

but a few were incHned toward other forms of resistance.

Some of the secessionists welcomed those who favored

resistance short of disunion, and told them that the

Southern Rights associations were not designed to

destroy the Union, but to save it by curing the disease

of abohtion aggression which was threatening its Hfe.

Jefferson Buford, in speaking to the Eufaula club on

January 21, 1851, said :

But it may, perhaps, be objected that the real end and aim
of this proposed organization is the dissolution of the Union

;

on the contrary, the effect is to preserve the Union, by put-

ting an end to this war upon the constitution and upon our

rights, and this is the only way in which the Union can be

preserved. We do not declare an intention to dissolve ; we
make no threat that we will secede in any contingency ; we
make no threat of any kind, we only express (as fidelity to

the Union binds us to express) our solemn conviction that

abolition agitation, unless stopped, will unavoidably result

in dissolution.^^

The Lowndes County association adopted resolutions

declaring secession the only efficient remedy, but offer-

ing to cooperate with those favoring other means of

resistance. The editor of the Spirit of the South said

of these resolutions

:

About the mode of resistance, some difference will exist,

and a convention must finally determine. He who favors

69 Spirit of the South, Feb. 4, 1851.
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the policy of immediate secession should not be expected to

abandon his position, or cease to advocate it; nor on the

other hand should he who believes that there may yet be
efficacy in some other mode of resistance, be forced from the

Southern Rights platform. On that platform, let there be
room enough for all to stand who are for present resistance

;

but let us avoid the fatal error of the Georgia Convention in

laying down any new ultimatum, or making that resistance

depend upon the happening of any new contingency.^'^

The Southern Rights associations held a state con-

vention at Montgomery, February 10 and 11, 1851,

with ninety-seven delegates in attendance, representing

nineteen of the twenty-five associations in the state.

A series of resolutions intended as a platform for a

state organization was adopted by the convention,

with only one club dissenting; but later some of the

clubs not represented also objected and refused to

accept the resolutions as their platform, because they

made the issue '' secession or submission.'' ^^

The editor of the Huntsville Democrat probably

represented the views of the Madison County asso-

ciation in his editorial that

:

. . . We are not prepared to advocate the secession of

Alabama until an ultimatum (requiring the North to recede

from her present position of hostility to the South and to

repeal all laws capable of repeal which interfere with the

70 Issue of Jan. 28, 1851.
71 The seventh resolution declared "That recent events . . . assure

us that there is no reasonable ground on which to base a hope that we
shall obtain either redress for the past or guarantees for the future";

and the tenth, "That the question of the secession of Alabama from this

government is reduced to that of time only." (Proceedings of the Con-

vention; Spirit of the South, Feb. 18, 1851.)
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rights of the South) is laid down by the state, or by a South-

ern Congress empowered to act definitely; and the North
shall refuse to accede to our just and constitutional

demands. ^2

The Mobile club, also desiring to make one more

attempt to bring the North to terms, adopted a

resolution

:

That believing this hostile agitation will continue, it be-

comes the duty of the southern states by a united action to

demand of the non-slaveholding states, renewed guarantees

for their protection, submitting to their election, comphance
or a dissolution of the union. ^^

The ^'Address to the People of Alabama," which

was issued by the state convention, deprecated the

policy of non-intercourse with the North which was

being advocated by some of the clubs. It maintained

that if Alabama stayed in the Union, it would be her

duty to remain on amicable terms with the rest of the

states, and that

If the North . . . refuses longer to abide by the contract

contained in the Constitution, let us not continue a Union
where safety depends on the power to annoy, but Hke our

gallant ancestors, ... let us seek ''New safeguards" for

our liberties. ^^

The convention did not declare that Alabama should

secede at any particular time, but that it was her

duty simply to prepare for secession ; and the delegates

pledged one another to separate themselves from all

72 April 10, 1851.

'5 Alabama Tribune, March 27, 1851.

'* Proceedings of the Convention; Spirit of the South, April 1, 1851.
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old Federal party organizations and to exert all the

agencies in their power— political, industrial, com-

mercial, social, and educational — to prepare the state

for that crisis.
^^

As explained later by Yancey, there were two great

points in preparing the state for exercising the right of

secession. The first was to obtain the consent of the

people. That, he said,

. . . can only be done by a fair, open manly issue, intelli-

gently placed before them. They certainly never can be pre-

pared for so grave an act, if secession is kept in the back
ground and other remedies proposed for their consideration.

The second point was to prepare for maintaining an

independent position when assumed. He did not

expect the Southern Rights party to have a majority

at the next election, but he thought it

better to have an organized, honest minority, based on a true

remedy, than to aid in putting in a majority that will give

us no remedy.^®

The Alabama state election of August, 1851, has

commonly been cited as showing the relative strength

of the parties in the state, but the few facts gleaned

from the returns of this election fall far short of making

an adequate basis on which to compare the actual

strength of parties.

There were only two candidates for Governor

:

Collier for the Southern Rights Unionists and Shields

" Ibid.

^6 Letter to G. W. Williams, May 18, 1851, S'pirit of the South, June 3,

1851.
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for the ultra-Unionists. The Southern Rights party,

having decided to support Colher, did not put a candi-

date in the field, lest he poll enough votes to enable

Shields to win over Collier. Although Shields asked

that his name be withdrawn from the race on account

of his poor health, some of his friends pubUshed a card

saying he would run; and several of the papers con-

tinued to advocate his election until the close of the

campaign. ^^ At the final count, Colher had 37,460

and Shields, 5747 votes. ^^ The heavy voting for Shields

in some of the counties indicated the centers of ultra-

Unionism. He carried the counties of Marengo (his

home county) and Lauderdale; he had a strikingly

close vote in Baldwin County, and high percentages

of the votes of Blount, Choctaw, Mobile, and Wilcox

Counties.

The votes for congressmen are more enhghtening;

but they, too, fall short of satisfactorily indicating the

relative strength of parties. In each of the districts

there were only two candidates to represent the various

classes of voters. In some of the districts the opposing

candidates held similar views, but avoided a clear

" Shields gave a half-hearted approval of the Georgia Platform, and

for a while he had the support of several Southern Rights Unionists

journals, but his statements in favor of coercing a seceding state deprived

him of that support. The Alabama Journal, for example, supported

Shields early in the canvass because CoUier chose to express his views

without reference to the Georgia Platform. At the request of Shields

and because of his position on coercion, the Journal discontinued its

support early in June. (Weekly Alabama Journal, Jime 14, 1851.)

On the other hand, the Mobile Advertiser supported him to the very

last.

'8 Journal of the Senate, 1851-52, p. 61.
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definition of their position in order to win as many-

votes as possible from the third party. The journals

of the Southern Rights party spoke of their opponents

as submissionists ; whereas the opposition journals

referred to their own party men as Unionists and the

Southern Rights men as secessionists. In only a few

instances did the candidates indicate their exact views

on secession.

In the First District, C. C. Langdon, the ultra-

Unionist editor of the Mobile Advertisery endorsed the

Georgia Platform, and was nominated by a party

which called itself '^Unionist." ^^ John Bragg, the

nominee of the Southern Rights party, opposed seces-

sion and maintained that he was a better Unionist

than Langdon. He was thereby able to unite all the

opponents of Langdon and to win by a good margin. ^^

In the Second District, John Cochran, a secessionist,

was defeated by James Abercrombie, a ^'Unionist"

who was nominated at a convention which endorsed

'^ Langdon was a member of the committee which drafted the reso-

lutions of a Mobile meeting endorsing the Georgia Platform (Florence

Gazette, April 26, 1851), and the Advertiser printed the Georgia Platform

at the head of its columns for the rest of the campaign.
8° Bragg was in harmony with the Georgia Platform. It will be

remembered that the Southern Rights Club of Mobile was opposed to

immediate secession as a means of resisting the Compromise, and it is

not surprising that they chose a candidate opposed to secession. The
vote in Mobile County for CoUier was 1656 as compared with 1206 for

Shields; and the vote for Bragg was 1678 as compared with 1225 for

Langdon. A comparison of the votes by^precincts shows that Collier

and Bragg had practically the same clientele, and that Shields and

Langdon likewise had practically the same clientele. (Mobile Daily

Advertiser, Aug. 7, 1851.)
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the Georgia Platform. ^^ In the Third District, the

secessionist congressman, S. W. Harris, was reelected

over his ^^ Unionist'' opponent, W. S. Mudd, by a

margin sUghtly greater than that of his opponent in the

election of 1849.^2

In the Fourth District, W. R. Smith, a ''Unionist,*'

defeated John Erwin, a Southern Rights man who was

opposed to secession. ^^ Although Smith carried only

two of the five counties, he won in the district by a

margin of fifty votes out of a total of over 8000.

In the Fifth District, G. S. Houston, a ''Unionist,"

defeated David Hubbard, the Southern Rights candi-

date, who was running for reelection. ^^ In the Sixth

District, Congressman W. R. W. Cobb, a "Unionist,"

probably of the unconditional type, won over Robert

Murphy, a Southern Rights Unionist. ^^ In the Seventh

81 Abercrombie was probably an ultra-Unionist, but he carefully

avoided giving his exact views. In his letter accepting the nomination

he mentioned the Union and the constitutional rights of the South, but

he said nothing of the Georgia resolutions although they were stressed

in the platform of the convention which nominated him. (Cf. daily

Alabama Journal, May 19, 1851, and weekly Alabama Journal

^

May 24, 1851.)
82 Although a secessionist, Harris was opposed to immediate or sepa-

rate state secession. In a letter to Gen. C. Robinson, dated June 17,

1851, he said he would vote against the separate secession of Alabama,

and he thought the state should wait imtil it was prepared. (Jackson-

ville Republican, July 29, 1851.)
83 Erwin gave his position in a letter pubhshed in the Alabama Bea-

C(m, July 26, 1851.
84 Although Hubbard opposed the compromise measures in Congress,

he probably opposed secession as a means of resisting the measures.

Houston probably leaned toward ultra-Unionism.
85 Murphy's views are given in a letter dated June 20, 1851, pub-

lished in the Southern Advocate, July 16, 1851.
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District, Alexander White, a '* Unionist^' who prob-

ably leaned toward ultraism, was elected over the

secessionist, S. F. Rice.^^

Since both candidates in three (and possibly four)

of the districts were opposed to secession, the election

was not a test of secession strength : it showed merely

that the great majority of Alabamians favored acqui-

escing in the compromise measures.

The Southern Rights party had not hoped to elect

many of its candidates; hence was not greatly dis-

appointed with the returns. The party endeavored

to keep its organization and use its influence whenever

possible. Another state convention was held in March,

1852, but the delegates who attended were from only

seven counties. One of the resolutions adopted at the

convention set forth the future pohcy of the party in

the declaration

:

That we adhere to the conviction that the compromise acts

are unjust, unconstitutional, and dangerous to the South,

and though we are constrained in deference to the unanimous
decision of the Southern States, not to urge secession on

account of those measures, we avow our readiness at all times,

and upon all occasions, to resist them by any means that

may promise to be effectual. ^^

The convention made provision for a permanent cen-

tral committee whose duty was to correspond with

Southern Rights men throughout Alabama and the

8^ Rice was a member of the committee at the State Convention of

Southern Rights Clubs of 1851 which drafted the secessionist address

to the people of Alabama. (Proceedings of the Convention.)

" True South, June 26, 1852.
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other Southern states in relation to party movements
and to provide for the assembhng of a national con-

vention to nominate candidates for President and Vice

President. ^^

The party's national convention met at Montgomery
in September and nominated Troup and Quitman for

President and Vice President respectively. Yancey

and one or two other prominent members of the party

thought it impoUtic to place a party ticket in the field,

and gave no attention to the party's campaign. These

men maintained that the Southern Rights party could

cooperate with either of the other parties and still

preserve its separate organization. In reply to an

inquiry regarding his silence, Yancey said that he

would be willing to vote for Pierce if necessary to keep

Scott from carrying the state ; but as no such necessity

existed, he would vote for Troup and Quitman in an

effort to keep together the Southern Rights party ''with

a view to ulterior usefulness." ^^

The Compromise and the Union hkewise were the

leading issues in the election of delegates to the Ala-

bama General Assembly. The old feud between Whigs

and Democrats nowhere figured prominently in the

election itself. But according to former party affili-

ations the Senate had a Whig majority and the House

a Democratic majority, a situation that made possible

the reviving of the old party feud during the session.

^ Ibid. Yancey was made chairman of the committee.
8^ Letter to G. W. Gayle, quoted in DuBose, Life and Times of W. L.

Yancey, 267-70. Troup and Quitman polled only 2217 votes in Ala-

bama out of a total of over 44,000. They led in only two counties of

the state, Barbour and Lowndes.
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The Whigs of the state had httle hope of being able

to continue their connection with the national party-

organization in conjunction with the Free-Soil wing
of the party, and they looked with favor upon continu-

ing the '^ Union '^ party organization. This policy

would be feasible only if they could keep the ''Union"

Democrats in the organization. Therefore, when the

two classes of Democrats in the state began to show
signs of more cordial relations, the Whigs in the Senate

tried to prevent their reuniting by passing a series of

resolutions condemning the recent actions of the South-

ern Rights party and taking a stand on the Georgia

Platform. These resolutions could not pass the House,

and the votes showed that the division within the

Democratic party of the previous summer was healed. ^°

The ''Unionists" of the Assembly had to content them-

selves with resolutions approving the votes of the

Alabama Senators and Representatives who had voted

for the Compromise in Congress. The strongest

resolution they could pass was :

That we regard those measures as a final settlement of the

slavery question; and that we hold the nonslaveholding

states bound in duty and good faith to adhere to the same
and cease the further agitation of the subject of slavery. ^^

^° The votes in the Senate were in accord with former party affiKa-

tions and not with the positions on the Compromise and the Union.

For speeches on the resolutions see Walker's speech in the Jacksonville

Republican, Dec. 9, 1851, and Baker's speech in the Alabama Journal,

Dec. 15, 1851.

31 Acts of Alabama, 1851-52, p. 535. The Alabamians in Congress

who voted for the Compromise were Senators Clemens and King, and

Representatives Alston, Cobb, and Hilliard.
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In a renewed effort to keep a ''Union" organization,

a number of Whigs, together with a few ''Union"

Democrats, issued a call for the Southern Rights

Unionists to meet in a state convention at Montgomery
in January, 1852, to organize a Constitutional Union

party for the state and to determine the action they

should take in regard to nominating candidates for the

ensuing presidential campaign. ^^ The convention met
at the appointed time and made provision for the selec-

tion of delegates to a national convention which was to

meet at Washington the following June.^^ The pro-

posed national convention never assembled. Most
Whigs of the state alHed themselves with the national

organization of their old party; but because of that

party's failure to endorse the Compromise as a finahty,

many of the "Union" Whigs supported the Demo-
cratic nominees instead.

The Democratic party at its state convention, held

in January, 1852, smoothed over the old party breaches

and adopted a resolution accepting the Compromise

of 1850 as a final settlement of the slavery controversy.

The national Democratic convention also pledged the

party to a faithful execution of the Compromise. The
party's nominees, Franklin Pierce of New Hampshire

and WilHam R. King of Alabama, were highly accept-

^ Alabama Journal, Dec. 15, 1851. There were forty-two signa-

tures attached to the call. According to the Montgomery Advertiser,

thirty-six of these were members of the legislature, twenty-four being

Whigs and twelve, Democrats. Seven of these twelve Democrats had
been elected on the "Union" ticket, from Whig counties. (Weekly

Advertiser, Dec. 23, 1851.)

93 State Register, Jan. 31, 1852.
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able to Alabamians and received over sixty per cent

of their ballots in the November election.

Thus, Alabama passed safely through the crisis of

1850; but the majority of her people, thoroughly

aroused on the subject of Northern aggressions, were

inclined toward secession if further invasions should be

made upon their rights. In short, the majority of the

Alabamians regarded the Union as on probation.



CHAPTER III

THE UNION ON PROBATION

The decade between the crisis of 1850 and the with-

drawal of Alabama from the Union was a period of

uncertainty. At the beginning, the majority of the

people seemed inchned to settle down and accept

the Compromise as a finahty; but as the years

passed, one event after another revived the former

apprehensions until at the end of the period an

overwhelming majority of the people favored seces-

sion.

A chief characteristic of the period was the desire

to free the state from its social and economic depend-

ence on the North. This freedom was sought partly

to retahate for Northern disregard of the constitutional

rights of Southern slaveholders, and partly to enable

the state to stand on its own feet when political inde-

pendence should come.^

Since aboHtionists and their teachings were obnoxious

to the Southerners, pubUc opinion in Alabama came
more and more to demand that people send their sons

to Southern colleges, reject all teachers and textbooks

not in sympathy with the South, and stop patronizing

1 Economic independence was urged as a matter of pride'by some who
thought the South should be self-sufficing regardless of the slavery con-

troversy.

65
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Northern resorts.^ This would not only ehminate

some of the antislavery influences in the South, but

would cut off Northern revenues from those sources,

and possibly stir the more sober-minded Northerners to

check the propaganda of the aboHtionists.

As impractical as the measures to discriminate against

Northern manufacturers were,^ legislators continued to

introduce bills of that sort even to the end of the

decade.^ But most of the projects for economic inde-

pendence were more feasible and more plausible. As
the Alabamians saw one Northern state after another

disregard the Southern ultimatum, they came to

regard as almost inevitable a severance of the political

bonds of union. Despite the declaration by a majority

of the Alabamians and other Southerners that the

preservation of the Union would depend upon the

faithful execution of the Fugitive-Slave Law, over half

of the Northern states proceeded during the decade to

nullify that law by passing ''Personal Liberty Bills." ^

With this prospect of disunion in view, Alabamians

2 For a typical sectional view on education see Governor Winston's

message to the legislature, Nov. 11, 1857. {Journal o/ the Senate,

19-20.)

' See above, p. 46.

* For one of the later resolutions, see Journal o/ the Senate, 171.

(Jan. 16, 1860.)

A different sort of retaliation was taken by the Lowndes County

Bar when on Nov. 14, 1860, it resolved to collect no claim of a creditor

in a non-slaveholding state against a citizen of Alabama. {Mobile

Daily Advertiser, Nov. 20, 1860.)

5 McDougall, Fugitive Slaves, 67-70, gives a brief account of some

of the "Personal Liberty Bills" of Northern states but omits the Ver-

mont Law of 1858 which was one of the most obnoxious to Southerners.

This law fixed a maximum fine of $2000 and maximum term of impris-
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became more enthusiastic about making their state

self-sufficing.

A number of Alabamians attended the annual

Commercial Conventions held to stimulate Southern

commerce and industry. The General Assembly char-

tered some companies to estabUsh direct trade between

the Southern ports and foreign ports ;
^ and in order

onment of ten years against any master who attempted to capture his

runaway slave. (Acts of Vermont, 1858, pp. 43 ff.)

The South Alabamian, Nov. 17, 1860, gave a summary of these

laws. Although the present author has been unable to verify most of

them, the summary shows the kind of information which was placed

before the people. The states listed as having nullified the law were

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wiscon-

sin. Of these, Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Michigan denied the use of all pubHc buildings for aid of the master.

Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan,

and Wisconsin provided defense to the fugitive. Some of the penalties

against a Southern citizen endeavoring to reclaim his property were

as follows

:

State Fine Imprisonment

Maine
Vermont

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Pennsylvania

Indiana

Michigan

Wisconsin

Iowa

$1,000

2,000

5,000

5,000

1,000

5,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

5 years

15 years

5 years

5 years

3 months

14 years

10 years

2 years

5 years

* The Gulf and Atlantic Steam Navigation and Direct Trade Com-
pany (Acts of Alabama, 1851-52, pp. 139 ff.) and the Alabama Direct

Trade and Exchange Company {Ibid., 141 ff.)
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to encourage such trade, exempted from taxes the sale

of goods directly imported into Alabama or into other

Southern states.^ The Governor was authorized to

appoint a commissioner to collect information and co-

operate with others in encouraging direct trade between

the ports of the South and foreign countries.^ The
citizens of Mobile became particularly interested in

building up a direct trade with Belgium and sent

Robert M. Livingston as special agent to Brussels.^

If Mobile was to establish direct trade on a firm basis,

it would be necessary to develop in the back country a

market for the imported goods. The most effective

way to accomplish this development would be to

extend railway connections from her port to the Ten-

nessee and Ohio Rivers.^^ The Mobile and Ohio Rail-

road was practically completed before Alabama with-

drew from the Union, but private capital was not avail-

able for a cardinal road to penetrate the mountains

south of the Tennessee River. The region was sparsely

settled, but since it was rich enough in minerals to

enhance the prosperity of the state in general, pubhc-

spirited citizens advocated state aid to the North and

UUd., 1859-60, pp. 15-16. This act was approved Feb. 25,

1860.

8 Ibid. F. S. Lyons was appointed commissioner.

^ Livingston to Lyons, Brussels, Sept. 24, 1860, Mobile Daily Adver-

tiser, Dec. 12, 1860 ; copies of letters from the director of the Compagnie

Belge-Americaine pour le Developpement du Commerce Direct avec le

Sud des Etats Unis to Livingston, Aug. 29 and Sept. 8, 1860, in Letters to

the Governor, Alabama Department of Archives and History. (These

last letters were printed in the Montgomery Weekly Advertiser, Dec. 12,

1860.)

10 Alabama Journal, Oct. 28, 1850, Nov. 12, 1851.
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South Alabama Railroad and connecting roads which

were to cut through the mountains. ^^

Other roads also sought aid from the state. Several

strategic hues were under construction when secession

came, and others had been projected. If these had

been added to those actually built, Alabama would

have had a network comparable to that of today.

A well-developed transportation system, by making

raw materials more available and cheaper, would have

stimulated the growth of Alabama's embryonic indus-

tries. The purchase of home-manufactured goods

would, in turn, have saved the local merchants much of

the time and expense involved in buying from New York
or Boston. This was the method of gaining economic

independence advocated by such men as Daniel Pratt. ^^

Pratt deprecated the political stir over abolition, for

he maintained that Alabama would be in no position to

secede until her industrial system was well developed.

He said that instead of making fiery speeches and

threats the Alabamians should go to work quietly and

" Cf. letter of Daniel Pratt to Dr. Cloud, "1859," in Tarrant, Hon.

Daniel Pratt, 74 £f.

^ Pratt was a successful manufacturer of textiles and gins, with sev-

eral establishments in Autauga County. In his letter to Dr. Cloud,

published in the Cotton Planter "in 1859" and copied in Tarrant, Hon.

Daniel Pratt, 74 ff., he said the people of the state should use their own
iron, coal, Ume, marble, and their own make of axes, hoes, spades, fire-

arms, powder, wagons, carriages, saddles, bridles, and harness, clothing

for the negroes, plows, doors, sash and blinds, shoes and boots, "and
last but not least, our own cotton gins." He said that he got all his

lime in Alabama, that he was using annually about 150 tons of pig iron,

mostly from Shelby County, and that the Prattville Manufacturing

Company was making up 1200 bales of cotton and 120,000 pounds of

Southern wool per year.
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peaceably, making themselves less dependent on those

who abused and would gladly ruin them. When they

had built those bulwarks, they could not only defend

themselves but conquer their enemies. He hailed the

abolition agitation as a Providential means of arousing

the Southern people to industrial activity. ^^

There were probably a few Alabamians who regarded

economic independence as impossible while in the

Union, and some of these may have favored with-

drawing in order to facilitate the development of

their industries. ^^ There were a number who pointed

to the advantages which secession would bring

to Southern commerce and industry, but most of

these calculated the value of the Union as greater

than the economic advantages to be gained in with-

drawing.

Those who advanced economic considerations as a

ground for seceding were concerned not so much with

facilitating Southern economic independence as with

escaping oppression in the Union. They pointed to

the fact that the South was producing the greater

part of the nation's exports and was bearing the burden

of a protective tariff for the benefit of Northern manu-
facturers ; and yet, they said, an unequal share of the

Federal revenue was spent in the North. ^^ These

" Ihid.; Daniel Pratt to the editor of the Alabama Journal, Oct. 21,

1850, Alabama Journal, Oct. 24, 1850.

^* The author has been especially soHcitous for evidence of such a

motive for secession, but he has found no clear statements upon which

to base a positive conclusion.

^5 Message of Governor Winston to the legislature, Nov. 13, 1855,

Journal of the Senate, 17 ff
.
; letter from B. Manly to , Nov. 20,
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Southerners were smarting under the inequaUty, and

Hnked it with other inequahties which their section

was having to endure. But, lest too much weight be

given to this economic basis of disunion, it should be

noted that these same leaders placed much greater

emphasis upon the horrors of abolition which they

viewed as inevitable since Southern slaveholders

were denied an equal participation in the terri-

tories.^^ Furthermore, most of those who spoke of

the unfair advantages to the North usually pointed

their remarks to the conclusion that the pros-

perity of the North was based chiefly upon the supe-

rior wealth of the South, and that a severance of

the political bonds of union would bring the North

to grief.
^^

Quite a different aspect of the economic problem was

the pecuniary losses which abolition would impose

upon the planters. Even if compensated for the tangi-

ble loss of their slave property they would suffer an

inestimable loss because of the change in their economic

order. This consideration, no doubt, had much weight

with the slave owners and those who were sticklers for

theories regarding Southern rights, but the extant

utterances of most Alabamians warrant the opinion

that pecuniary losses alone could never have induced a

I860, West Alahamian, Nov. 28, 1860; and the speech of W. L.

Yancey to the Young Men's Secession Association of Mobile, West

Alahamian, Dec. 19, 1860. Cf. also remarks of George Goldthwaite,

Alabama Journal, July 17, 1850.

16 lUd.
" Cf . J. L. M. Curry to John Haralson, Nov. 21, 1860, Greensboro

Beaccm, Dec. 21, 1860.
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majority of the people of the state to choose disunion

rather than aboHtion.^^

A few extremists, in order to strengthen the institu-

tion of slavery, would have reopened the African slave

trade and increased the number of slave owners. Better

counsel prevailed, however, and the proposition was
seldom mentioned outside of the Southern Conmaercial

Conventions.

Whatever their reactions to the economic conse-

quences of abolition, the Alabamians could not be

indifferent to the social consequences, and almost

unanimously they favored drastic action if necessary

to avert the destruction of slavery. Accordingly, from

1850 to 1860, every increase in the likelihood of abolition

was countered by an increase in sentiment favoring

secession.

All efforts to keep the slavery controversy out of

Congress and out of national politics were vain. Al-

though the Compromise of 1850 had apparently

adjusted the controversy in so far as it pertained to the

extension of slavery to the territories, a renewal of the

contest came in 1854 with the introduction of bills

for organizing the territories of Kansas and Nebraska.

Stephen A. Douglas, chairman of the Senate Committee

on Territories, was anxious to have those territories

organized. According to the Missouri Compromise

they would be free. The planters of Missouri objected

to having their state surrounded on three sides with

free soil. Senator Atchison of that state offered to

^^ Cf . speech of Judge Dargan in the secession convention, given

below, p. 144.
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support the Kansas bill if Douglas would apply the

principle of non-intervention with slavery and let the

settlers decide the question. Not only did the bill

incorporate such a provision but an amendment offered

by Senator Dixon of Kentucky repealed the Missouri

Compromise. Most Southerners from the very first

had felt that the Compromise was unconstitutional

and had submitted to it only as a measure ^^to save the

Union. '^ Since the Northern congressmen had persist-

ently refused to apply the principle of the Compromise
to the territories extending to the Pacific, the Southern

congressmen were now glad to see the Missouri restric-

tion set aside; therefore, most of them voted for the

Kansas bill. Furthermore, since the Compromise of

1850 had established the principle of non-intervention,

the Northern as well as the Southern congressmen

could maintain that the Missouri restriction was in-

consistent with the territorial policy of the Federal

Government. The bill did not clearly define the status

of slavery in Kansas except that Congress was to place

no restrictions upon slavery there. It did not state

whether or not the people, while in the territorial stage,

could legislate against slavery. Consequently, most

Northerners read into the bill the doctrine of territorial

or popular sovereignty ; that the people through their

territorial legislature could enact laws for or against

slavery; whereas the Southern people interpreted the

law to mean that the question was to be decided when
framing a constitution for admission to the Union as a

state.

To Douglas, the slavery question had been only a
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side issue, but to Chase and other antislavery leaders

of the North the ''crime against Kansas'^ became a

rallying cry for attacking the bill and for arousing the

Northern people against it lest it serve as a precedent

for converting all the North into slave territory. Out-

side of Missouri there were but few Southerners who
believed that slavery could ever go to Kansas; and
instead of creating excitement in the South, the bill

merely gave a sense of satisfaction because of the

repeal of a measure which they had always regarded

as unconstitutional.^^

Many of the early immigrants to Kansas came from

Missouri, and when the inunigration movement was
well under way, large numbers came also from Ohio,

Indiana, and Illinois. The New England Immigrant

Aid Society created considerable stir by its encourage-

ment of organized immigration to Kansas, but only a

small per cent of the Kansas people ever came from

New England.^^ Jefferson Buford of Alabama, assisted

by able lieutenants, raised a force of volunteers in the

South to go to Kansas to counteract the influence of the

Immigrant Aid Society, but organized efforts at inrnii-

" J. L. M. Curry, writing from Talladega to Senator C. C. Clay, Jr.,

July 5, 1854, said, "It is difficult for us to comprehend, or credit the

excitement, that is said to prevail in the North, on account of the

Nebraska question — Men here universally approve of your action but

there is no excitement — no fever, on the subject — It is seldom alluded

to in private or public — and so far as the introduction of slavery is

concerned, such a consummation is hardly hoped for." (C. C. Clay

Papers.)

2° Lynch, "Population Movements in Relation to the Struggle for

Kansas" in Studies in American History dedicated to James Albert Wood-
burn {Indiana University Studies, XII), 381 ff.
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gration from the South were as unsuccessful as those

from New England. ^^

When the first territorial legislature was elected,

the proslavery men gained a majority. Although

there were irregularities on both sides, the antislavery

men refused to abide by the result of the election and

chose a legislature of their own. Each faction drew

up a constitution and applied to Congress for admission

as a state.^2 Thus the question of slavery extension was

brought squarely before Congress. Although a ma-
jority of Congress could be mustered for neither con-

stitution, some extreme Alabamians pointed to the

failure to admit Kansas under the Lecompton Consti-

tution as a refusal to admit a new state because of

slavery, an act which the Georgia Platform men had

declared would furnish grounds for secession. ^^ But

many Alabamians, realizing that Kansas was not

adapted to slavery, and being familiar with the irregu-

larity of both constitutions, wanted Congress to settle

the question amicably.^^

In the Dred Scott Decision the Supreme Court of

the United States held as unconstitutional the part of

2^ Ibid.; Fleming, "The Buford Expedition to Kansas" in Transac-

tions of the Alabama Historical Society, IV, 167 £f.

22 The proslavery constitution was drawn up at Lecompton and the

antislavery at Topeka.
23 In January, 1858, the General Assembly of Alabama provided for a

state convention which should be held in the event Kansas should apply

for admission to the Union under the Lecompton Constitution and be

refused by Congress. {Acts of Alabama, 1857-58, pp. 426-27.)

^ The correctness of their views was attested by the census of 1860

which showed only two slaves in Kansas. (Volume on Population,

160-61.)
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the Missouri Compromise by which Congress had

excluded slavery from the territories north of 36° 30'.

From this the Southerners deduced a corollary that the

territorial legislature, which derived its authority from

Congress, could not constitutionally exclude slavery.

Consequently, Douglas alienated the greater part of

his Southern supporters when he propounded his

Freeport Doctrine that a territorial legislature, even

in the light of the Dred Scott Decision, could exclude

slavery by refraining from passing any protective

legislation for the institution. Since these Southerners

maintained that it was the duty of Congress to pass

laws for the protection of slavery in the territories,

it became evident that in the presidential campaign of

1860 the Democratic party would be divided.

On the eve of the campaign of 1860 the slavery

controversy grew more intense. John Brown's raid

on Harper's Ferry in October, 1859, gave a concrete

example of the dangers to Southern civilization and

alarmed many Southern people who had formerly

viewed antislavery propaganda with indifference.

The raid stirred the Alabamians to consider the need

for defense within their own state. Governor Winston

had urged military preparedness in his message to the

legislature in 1857, but he had met with no response.

When the legislature convened in November following

the raid. Governor Moore made recommendations

similar to those of Governor Winston which met with

immediate response. ^^ During the session the legisla-

25 Journal of the Senate, 1857-58, pp. 20-21 ; Journal of the House,

1859-60, pp. 30-31.
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ture provided for the organization of volunteer corps

in each county, not to exceed 8000 men in all. It

appropriated $200,000 for equipping these forces, and

provided for raising this money by levying a surtax of

five per cent on all state taxes and a poll tax of twenty-

five cents on each white man between the ages of 18

and 45.^^ Although the legislature did not establish a

military school, it provided for the education of two

young men from each county at state expense in the

privately owned military academies at LaGrange and

Glenville. The cadets were to be under obligation to

return to their respective counties and drill the militia.^^

As a further means of preparedness, the legislature

granted a charter to the Southern Fire-Arms Company
to manufacture firearms of all descriptions within the

state.
^^

The same session of the legislature took the first

definite step leading to the secession of the state by
providing for a state convention in the event a Republi-

can were elected to the presidency in 1860. The move-

ment began with a resolution introduced in the Senate

on November 30, 1859, that the Committee on Federal

Relations

. . . enquire what action, if any, is necessary and proper

to be taken by this General Assembly in anticipation of the

probable success in the approaching presidential election of

a sectional northern candidate upon a sectional northern

platform.^®

26 Acts of Alabama, 1859-60, pp. 36-39.
27 Ibid., 91-92.
28 76zU, 373-74.

^ Journal of the Senate, 71.
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The committee reported a series of resolutions pro-

viding for a state convention, as follows

:

Whereas, Antislavery agitation, persistently continued in

the non-slaveholding States of this Union for more than a

third of a century, marked at every stage of its progress by
contempt for the obligation of laws and sanctity of compacts,

evincing a deadly hostility to the rights and institutions of

the Southern people, and a settled purpose to effect their

overthrow even by the subversion of the Constitution, and
at the hazard of violence and bloodshed ; and whereas a sec-

tional party, calling itself republican, committed alike by its

own acts and antecedents and the public avowals and secret

machinations of its leaders to the execution of these atrocious

designs, has acquired the ascendency in nearly every North-

ern state, and hopes by success in the approaching Presiden-

tial election to seize the government itself ; and whereas, to

permit such seizure by those whose unmistakable aim is to

pervert its whole machinery to the destruction of a portion

of its members would be an act of suicidal folly and madness
almost without a parallel in history ; and whereas, the Gen-
eral Assembly of Alabama, representing a people loyally

devoted to the Union of the Constitution, but scorning the

Union which fanaticism would erect upon its ruins, deem it

their solemn duty to provide in advance the means by which

they may escape such peril and dishonor, and devise new
securities for perpetuating the blessings of liberty to them-

selves and their posterity ; therefore

1. Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of Alabama in general assembly convened, That upon
the happening of the contingency contemplated in the fore-

going preamble, namely, the election of a President advocat-

ing the principles and action of the party in the Northern

States, calling itself the Republican party— it shall be the

duty of the Governor, and he is hereby required, forthwith,

to issue his proclamation calling upon the qualified voters of

this State to assemble on a Monday not more than forty days
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from the date of said proclamation at the several places of

voting in their respective counties, to elect delegates to a

convention of the State to consider, determine, and do what-

ever in the opinion of said convention the rights, interests,

and honor of the State of Alabama require to be done for

their protection.^^

These resolutions passed the Senate on December 13,

1859, by a vote of 28 to 0,^^ and passed the House on

February 22, by a vote of 75 to 2.^^ They received the

Governor's approval February 24, 1860.

In thus providing for a state convention, Alabama
acted independently of the other Southern states, but

the General Assembly authorized the Governor to

appoint delegates to any convention of the Southern

states which might meet before their next session. ^^

The South Carolina legislature proposed a Southern

convention but did not designate the time or place it

should meet. The Governor of that state thereupon

sought the views of the Governors of Alabama and

Mississippi regarding the most appropriate time and

place for the convention.^^ Governor Moore replied

that he preferred to postpone the appointment of

delegates until after the Democratic national conven-

tion had met and acted. If that convention should

adopt a platform and nominate a candidate unsatis-

30 Acts of Alabama, 1859-60, pp. 658-97.
31 Journal of the Senate, 126-27.
32 Journal of the House of Representatives, 474.

33 Acts of Alabama, 1859-60, pp. 689-90.
34 Gov. W. H. Gist to Gov. A. B. Moore, March 29, 1860. Manu-

script letters to the Governor, Alabama Department of Archives and

History.
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factory to the South, a Southern convention would be

necessary. If, however, the platform and candidate

were satisfactory to the South, a Southern convention

would not be necessary unless a Republican were

elected President. If a Republican were elected,

Alabama would have a state convention which would

likely provide for the proposed Southern convention.^^

Most of the Democrats of Alabama were determined

to secure a national platform favoring the protection of

slavery in the territories. In 1856, their state con-

vention had not only instructed the delegates to the

national convention to insist upon ''the recognition

and approval of the principle of non-intervention by
Congress upon the subject of slavery in the territories,'^

but had ''positively instructed'' them to withdraw

from the convention if it refused to adopt such a

proposition.^^ The national convention of that year

placed a non-intervention plank in the platform, but

partisans of both North and South interpreted it to

suit their respective views. Therefore, by 1860,

these Alabamians were thoroughly disgusted with

ambiguous platforms. Their state convention of Janu-

ary, 1860, instructed their delegates to the national

Democratic convention to insist upon a platform decla-

ration that neither Congress nor a territorial legislature

had the power to prohibit slavery in the territories,

and that it was the duty of the Federal Government
35 Draft of letter from Gov. Moore to Gov. Gist, April 2, 1860.

Manuscript letters to the Governor, Alabama Department of Archives

and History.

3^ Official Proceedings of the Democratic and Anti-Know-Nothing

State Convention, Jan. 8-9, 1866. (Pamphlet.)
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to protect slaves as well as other kinds of property-

carried there. As in 1856, the state convention

*^ positively instructed'' the delegates to withdraw

from the national convention if it refused to place

these principles in the platform.^^

At the national convention held in Charleston in

April, the majority of the platform committee reported

a platform embodying substantially all the Alabama

delegates had demanded,^^ but a minority of the com-

mittee reported a platform which evaded these points.^^

The delegations of the states represented by the minor-

ity of the committee had a majority of the votes in the

convention ; and although none of their states had a

good chance of casting Democratic electoral votes in

November,^° they defeated the majority report and

adopted the minority platform. Thereupon, the Ala-

bama delegation, in obedience to instructions, withdrew

from the convention. The delegates of several other

states also withdrew and met with the Alabama dele-

'' Proceedings of the Democratic State Convention, January, 1860.

38 Committeemen from the fifteen slaveholding states and from Cali-

fornia and Oregon favored the majority report.

^ Proceedings of the National Democratic Convention, convened at

Charleston, S. C, April 23, 1860.

^ Only four states represented by the minority committeemen had

given Democratic electoral votes in 1856; and in 1860 none of their

state governments was under the control of the Democratic party. The
New Jersey legislature was Democratic in one house and evenly divided

in the other, but the Governor was of the opposition party. (Cf . Trib-

une Almanac and Political Register, 1860, pp. 47 £f.) It is interesting

to note that in the election of 1860 New Jersey was the only one of these

states which gave any Democratic electoral votes ; and she gave four

of her seven votes to the Republican candidate.

nS)
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gates in a separate convention in Charleston. Both

conventions postponed their nominations and ad-

journed to meet again in June, the rump convention

at Baltimore, and the bolters at Richmond.

This split in the party resulted in placing two Demo-
cratic candidates in the field : Stephen A. Douglas

on a platform that would permit a squatter sovereignty-

interpretation, and John C. Breckinridge on a platform

that specifically advocated Federal protection of slav-

ery in the territories. Each faction of the party had an

electoral ticket in Alabama. The Constitutional Union

party placed a third ticket in the state in support of

John Bell for President.

In the campaign which followed, each of the parties

professed to be the Union party ; each contended that

it alone could defeat the Hepublicans and avert seces-

sion. The Constitutional Unionists maintained that

neither faction of the Democracy could win electoral

votes in both North and South, and that their platform

of 'Hhe Constitution of the Country, the Union of the

States, and the Enforcement of the Laws" was the

only one upon which a majority of voters in both sec-

tions could stand. The Democrats replied that such a

platform was so general that even the Republicans

could stand upon it. Many of the Bell and Douglas

followers made conamon propaganda of denouncing

the Breckinridge men as disunionists because of their

action at Charleston ;
^^ but some of the leading sup-

*^ Many attacks were made upon Yancey because of his organization

of the League of United Southerners. The purpose of this league, how-

ever, was 'Ho preserve the rights of the South in the union." Although
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porters of Bell and Douglas declared during the cam-

paign that if Lincoln were elected, they would favor

immediate secession.^^

Although the Constitutional Unionists made light

of platforms as ^Hricks of pohticians/' they held a

state convention at Selma in June and adopted '^resolu-

tions^' stating their position on the slavery question

as follows

:

. . . that neither Congress nor a territorial Legislature has

any right or power to legislate on the subject, except so far

as may be necessary to protect the citizens of the territory

in the possession and enjoyment of their slave property.

. . . That the doctrine of ''Squatter Sovereignty" is hereby

utterly repudiated and condemned as a violation of the Con-
stitution and an insidious and dangerous infringement upon
the rights of the slaveholding states ; that it is as indefensible

in principle and dangerous in practice as the Wilmot Pro-

viso — the most monstrous doctrine ever advanced by an

American statesman, and the people of the South ought not

to, and in the opinion of this Convention will not, support

for oflS.ce any man who is its advocate.

. . . That as the opinions set forth in the preceding resolu-

tions have received the unqualified sanction of the Supreme

the members deprecated the causes tending to dissolve the Union, they

declared that "the election of a man to the Presidency of these United

States, because of his hostility to us and our institutions" would render

any further alliance with the Northern states ruinous and dishonorable,

and that they would prefer disunion. (Address to the People of the

Southern States, by the League of United Southerners of the City and

County of Montgomery, 1858, in Nashville Patriot, Aug. 24, 1860.)

42 Cf. letter of Thomas H. Watts to Daniel Sayre, Sept. 21, 1860,

Montgomery Weekly Post, Sept. 26, 1860 ; and letter of Daniel R. Hund-
ley to Wm. B. Figures, Dec. 1, 1860, Southern Advocate, Dec. 12, 1860.
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Court of the United States, from whose decision there is no
appeal, therefore, the question involved should be considered

as settled, and all further agitation cease.^^

The only essential difference, then, between the

platforms of the Breckinridge and Bell men was that

the Breckinridge men demanded that their national

party platform uphold their position on slavery, whereas

the Bell men maintained that all ^'further agitation''

should cease. Most of the Bell campaign speakers

made the most of this difference by denouncing the

Breckinridge men for agitating a hopeless issue.

The Constitutional Unionists had a few planks pe-

culiar to their party platform within Alabama. Chief

of these was the opposition to the Democratic measures

of the last session of the legislature which were designed

to prepare the state for disunion if a Republican Presi-

dent were elected. In some of the most hotly contested

counties, the Constitutional Unionists, like the Whigs

of 1840, relied largely upon enthusiasm to win the con-

test. In Mobile, for example, they organized Bell

and Everett Clubs, Young Men's Bell and Everett

Clubs, the ''Bell Ringers," and the ''Order of the Bell

Knights"; and they staged a number of rallies and

torchlight processions in the interest of their party.

Few of the Douglas men professed to believe in the

doctrine of squatter sovereignty, but they supported

their candidate because they believed that he alone

could poll enough votes to defeat Lincoln. Douglas

made a tour through Alabama on the eve of the election

and spoke at Montgomery, Selma, and Mobile. He
^ Mobile Daily Advertiser, July 3, 1860.
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received a cordial hearing at each of these places, but

he failed to win the votes of his hearers.

At the polls on November 6, Breckinridge received

a popular vote of 49,019 ; Bell, 27,827 ; and Douglas,

13,657.** Bell and Douglas each carried five counties,

and Breckinridge carried the other forty-two.*^ BelPs

main strength, as shown in Map One, was in the old

Whig coimties of the Black Belt, but he had a consid-

erable following in nearly all the counties. Douglas'

main strength was in the Mobile area and in the Ten-

nessee Valley, which had always been a Democratic

stronghold. Outside those areas, however, only a few

counties gave him strong support.*^

The large vote for Breckinridge was probably attrib-

utable in part to the support of the Buchanan admin-

istration and to the advantage of the regular party

^ The votes for the individual Breckinridge electors were : J. T. Mor-

gan, 49,021; J. S. Kennedy, 49,020; J. S. Dickinson, 49,019; C. A.

Battle, 49,019; R. W. Cobb, 49,019; E. S. Shorter, 49,017; I. W.
Garrott, 49,018; David Hubbard, 49,017; and R. C. Brickell, 48,891.

The votes for the Bell electors were: J. H. Clanton, 27,849; J. W.
Taylor, 27,847; W. B. Wood, 27,845; W. M. Smith, 27,827; J. D.

Webb, 27,824; D. W. Groce, 27,824; G. C. Freeman, 27,823; L. R.

Davis, 27,823 ; and J. R. Morris, 27,822. The votes for the Douglas

electors were: Alex. White, 13,659; B. H. Thrasher, 13,657; M. J.

Bulger, 13,657; C. W. Lee, 13,657; J. W. Ramsey, 13,657; R. B.

Lindsay, 13,656; W. H. Smith, 13,656; J. A. Winston, 13,655; and

Nich. Davis, 13,653.

This tabulation is based on the ofl&cial returns to the Secretary of

State which are available in the Alabama Department of Archives and

History for all the counties except Madison and Talladega. Data for

these two counties were secured from the Southern Advocate, Nov. 14,

1860, and the Montgomery Weekly Post, Nov. 28, 1860.

^^ Breckinridge led Douglas in Morgan County by only four votes.

*6 Henry County returned no votes at all for Douglas.
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machinery. But, in view of the thoroughness of the

campaign of all three parties and in view of the promi-

nence of the slavery issue in those campaigns, it must be

concluded that the majority of the people knowingly

endorsed the stand of the Breckinridge party on slav-

ery. Despite the Bell and Douglas campaign propa-

ganda to the contrary, the majority of the people of

Alabama did not regard the Breckinridge party as

standing for disunion.^^

Although the Alabamians voted for the protection of

slavery, a poUtical majority of the nation voted against

such protection. There has been considerable specu-

lation regarding Lincoln's chances if the opposition had

not been divided, contemporaries as well as some recent

historians charging Yancey and other Breckinridge men
with making Lincoln's election possible by splitting the

Democratic party.^^ On the contrary an examination

of the popular votes in each state of the Union shows

that if all votes cast against Lincoln had been concen-

trated on a single opponent, Lincoln would still have

been elected.^^

« Cf . Map Three.

*8 The anti-Breckinridge papers of Alabama were almost unanimous

in laying this charge at the door of the Breckinridge men. For typical

recent statements, see Harlow, The Growth of the United States, 467

(New York, 1925), and Channing, History of the United States, VI, 250

(New York, 1927).

*^ A convenient table of votes is given in the Tribune Almanac and

Political Register, 1861, p. 64,

The only states in which Lincoln gained the electoral votes by a

minority of the popular votes were California and Oregon. He received

a minority of the popular votes in New Jersey and four of the seven

electoral votes. If he had lost all the electoral votes of these states, he

would still have been elected.



CHAPTER IV

SECESSION SENTIMENT PREVAILS

The election of Lincoln was the decisive factor in

turning public opinion in Alabama in favor of secession.

Before the election, a majority of the people would

have preferred to remain in the Union. After the

election, Union sentiment would have prevailed had the

Repubhcans given assurance that they would respect

the constitutional rights of the Southern people with

regard to slavery. There was nothing illegal or uncon-

stitutional about the election itself to cause such a

shifting of pubhc opinion, but the victorious party

was a purely sectional one whose adherents had but one

principle in common— that of opposition to slavery.

The Republican platform had expressed an opposition

merely to the extension of slavery, but the Southerners

took it to be an abolition party. To prove that it was,

they pointed to the Personal Liberty Laws in the states

under Republican control, to Lincoln's ^^ House Di-

vided" speech, to Seward's ^^Irrepressible Conflict''

speech, and to his '^Higher Law" doctrine, as well as

to numerous other declarations of prominent men of

the party both in and out of Congress, which were

taken to indicate abolitionist leanings.

Such a party in control of the Federal Government
could not abolish slavery in the Southern states at

87
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once, but it could abolish it in the District of Columbia

and in the various other places under Federal control,

such as forts and arsenals. Then by carving free states

from the territories the party might soon be in a posi-

tion to secure an amendment to the Constitution for

freeing the slaves wherever found. To remain within

the Union would probably mean aboUtion, and the

Alabamians preferred to secede rather than face that

prospect.^

The Alabamians had loved the Union as much as

the citizens of any other section, but they declared

boldly that they had loved the fact and not the empty
name of Union. They realized that no fraternal union

had existed between the two sections for years past,

* The editor of the Montgomery Mail summed up the situation as fol-

lows: "In the struggle for maintaining the ascendency of our race in

the South— our home— we see no chance for victory but in withdraw-

ing from the Union. To remain in the Union is to lose all that white

men hold dear in government. We vote to go out." Quoted in the

Republican Banner (Nashville), Nov. 11, 1860.

A good description of the position taken by most of the non-slave-

holding whites was given by Daniel R. Hundley, in a letter to Wm. B.

Figures, published in the Southern Advocate of Dec. 12, 1860: "The
people. . . . The non-slaveholders are even more greatly interested

than the slaveholders: for upon the successful spread of RepubUcan

doctrines, carried to their legitimate results, the non-slaveholders are

the ones who will suffer most. The slaveholders as a class are rich,

and therefore would be enabled speedily to take themselves and their

fortunes out of a country once more delivered over to barbarism and

besotted ignorance of Central Africa. But the non-slaveholders, what

an appalling fate would be theirs? I shudder to contemplate it ! . . .

what social monstrosities, what desolated fields, what civil broils, what

robberies, rapes, and murders of the poorer whites by the emancipated

blacks would then disfigure the whole fair face of this prosperous, smil-

ing, and happy Southern land."
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and they believed it was now impossible to restore

permanent harmony.^ Many of them quite conmionly

spoke of the Union as already dissolved. According

to Hundley ^Hhe day for concession, the day for com-

promise, the day for brotherhood, is past, irrevocably

past. We are no longer one people. A paper parchment

is all that now holds us together, and the sooner that

bond is severed the better will it be for both parties." ^

A few days after the election a lady of Eufaula set

floating from her mansion a flag of fifteen stars and

fifteen stripes, emblematic of a Southern Confederacy

;

and on November 10, the Eufaula Rifles marched to

the front of the house and fired fifteen rounds as a salute

to the flag.^ In its presentments at the December

term of 1860, the grand jury of the United States court

for the Middle District of Alabama declared that sev-

eral of the Northern states not only had nullified

the laws of Congress for the protection of persons

and property, but had assumed an attitude hostile

to the interests of the people of that district of

Alabama, also, that the Federal Government had
utterly failed to execute its enactments for the pro-

tection of property and interests of the district, and

was, therefore, declared to be ^^ worthless, impotent, and

a nuisance." ^

Governor Moore had expected a Republican victory

and had sought the advice of political leaders in advance
2 Cf . editorial in Montgomery Weekly Post, Nov. 28, 1860.

3 Southern Advocate, Dec. 12, 1860.

* Mobile Daily Advertiser, Nov. 14, 1860 (from Eufaula Express).

5 Ibid., Dec. 12, 1860. The presentment was signed by C. G. Gimter,

foreman, and "nineteen others."
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for an interpretation of the joint resolutions providing

for a convention of the people in such a contingency.

E. C. Bullock, of Eufaula, gave his opinion that the

interpretation should be such as a court would give;

and since there was no legal or constitutional obligation

upon the persons chosen as electors to vote for any par-

ticular candidate, it was possible that they might vote

for some unobjectionable person. For this reason, he

advised the Governor not to issue the call for the con-

vention until the electors had cast their votes in

December.^

Newspapers as usual gave advice without invitation.

The Huntsville Independent urged the Governor to call

the legislature that it might rescind its resolutions and

submit the question of a convention to a direct vote of

the people. The editor said that he was voicing the

opinion of the people in Madison County, and sum-

moned his fellow editors to sound the sentiment of the

people in their counties and give it expression through

their papers."^

A similar recommendation was volunteered by S. D.

Cabaniss, a lawyer of Huntsville, who informed the

Governor, on October 29, that the people of the Tennes-

see Valley were not in a fit temper for the election of

6 E. C. Bullock to Gov. A. B. Moore, Oct. 22, 1860, Manuscript

letters to the Governor, Alabama Department of Archives and History.

In a letter to Gov. Gist of South Carolina, dated October 25, but

which was not made public. Gov. Moore interpreted the resolutions to

mean that the Alabama convention could not meet before the first Mon-
day in February. (Nicolay and Hay, Abraham Lincoln, A History, II,

312.)

' Quoted in the Republican Banner (Nashville), Nov. 11, 1860.
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delegates to a convention called under the resolutions

of the legislature. The Bell and Douglas parties, he

said, had combined to denounce the resolutions as a

design of the Breckinridge leaders to get control of

the convention and carry the state out of the Union

against the will of a majority of the people. Some of

the leading opponents were advocating a secession of

north Alabama from the state if south Alabama suc-

ceeded in putting the state out of the Union. He,

therefore, advised the Governor to convene the legis-

lature at an early date to submit the question of con-

vention or no convention to a vote of the people and

thereby head off any opposition to the action of the

convention on the ground that it did not represent the

wishes of the majority.^

Alabama had no constitutional provision for the call-

ing of conventions of the people and the power was

exercised as among the inherent rights of the legisla-

ture.^ But, in 1856, the legislature had consulted the

people in regard to calhng a convention. The joint

resolutions of the Assembly, approved February 15,

1856, provided that the Governor should by proclama-

tion assemble the voters at the usual voting places in

May following to vote for or against a convention.

If the majority favored a convention, the Governor

was to issue a proclamation for an election of delegates

to be held in August. The convention was to assemble

in November, 1856, and the constitution there framed

* Miscellaneous Papers of the Governor, 1859-60, Alabama Depart-

ment of Archives and History.

' Southern Advocate, Jan. 2, 1861.
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was to be submitted to the people for ratification or

rejection in August, 1857. ^'^

Such procedure in 1860 would have ehminated much
of the discontent with the action of the convention, but

if the state was to strike for independence it would need

to act at once. The secessionists were anxious to learn

the views of the Governor, and on November 10, citi-

zens from several counties held a large meeting at Mont-
gomery and appointed a committee to confer with the

Governor to ascertain the construction which he placed

on the resolutions.^^ The committee made this inquiry

by letter, November 12.

The Governor repHed, November 14, saying that

the election of Lincoln could not constitutionally take

place until a majority of electors had voted for him,

and that, therefore, he would not issue his proclamation

until the vote had been cast on December 5. But,

convinced that the circumstances of the time called

for prompt and decisive action, the Governor added

unofficially that he would issue his proclamation imme-
diately after the vote was cast, and that he would ap-

point December 24 as the day for the election of dele-

^° Acts of the General Assembly, 1855-56, pp. 365-67. A like proce-

dure was followed in 1852. {Southern Advocate, Jan. 2, 1861.)
^^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 12. The following

members were on the committee : J. A. Elmore, J. D. Phelan, W. L.

Yancey, J. H. Clanton, G. B. Duval, T. J. Judge, G. Goldthwaite, T. H.
Watts, S. F. Rice, T. Lomax, and M. A. Baldwin, of Montgomery
County; E. W. Pettus and N. H. R. Dawson, of Dallas County; J. B.

Clark, of Greene County; W. E. Clark, of Marengo County; D. W.
Baine, J. F. Clements, J. G. Gilchrist, and C. Robinson, of Lowndes
County; E. D. King, of Perry County; and R. Frazier, of Jackson

County.
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gates and January 7 as the day for the meeting of the

convention . ^^ This unofficial communication made pos-

sible a campaign period three weeks longer than would

have been available if he had withheld the notice until

the time of his official proclamation of December 6.^^

By the time of the Governor's official proclamation

an active campaign for the election of delegates was in

progress in most of the counties. The field was divided

between those who favored immediate secession by sepa-

rate state action, commonly referred to as "straight-

outs/' and those who opposed such action, commonly
called "cooperationists," because most of them wanted

to meet the other slaveholding states in a Southern

convention and cooperate with them in any movement
which might be made toward secession.

This opposition party was made up of at least three

distinct classes. One large division was in favor of

withdrawing from the Union as soon as the Southern

states could devise some form of concerted action.

These might well be designated '^ cooperative secession-

ists," for they desired united action for the sole pur-

pose of adding strength to the cause. They held that

at least the cotton states, and preferably all the slave-

holding states, should go out together. This class,

together with the straight-outs, would give a large

majority for secession. Another large division was

unwiUing to withdraw without making one last effort

^ lUd., 13 £f.

^^ For the ofl&cial proclamation, see Ihid., 17-18. The resolutions

of the legislature provided that the maximum length of time to elapse

between the proclamation and the election of delegates should be forty

days.
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to secure a redress of their grievances within the Union.

These hoped that a united demand from all the South-

ern states would bring the fanatics of the North to their

senses. If this demand failed, they, too, would be

ready to secede ; and hence they may be classed as

^* ultimate secessionists. '^ The third division, the

thorough-going Unionists, were not willing to leave the

Union because of past grievances or the mere appre-

hension of future wrongs. They desired a redress of

grievances, to be sure, but they held that it would be

better to fight for their rights in the Union than out of

it. A few of these were ultra-Unionists who were not

willing to secede under any circumstances, but most of

them held that the state should wait for some overt

act on the part of the Federal Government before

taking any steps which might lead to secession. They
deprecated ^^hasty and inconsiderate^^ action, but

usually guarded against saying what their policy would

be if an overt act were committed. Although they made
common cause with the cooperationists in demand-

ing a Southern convention they designed no work of

secession for that body. So hopelessly were they in the

minority that their best course of action was to delay

secession. Hence they usually went under the guise of

cooperationists, and in most counties worked hand in

glove with the other opponents of immediate secession.

One Alabamian counseled President Buchanan to use

coercion of the sternest sort on South Carolina and

any other states which might attempt to secede. ^^

"Geo. F. Salle (St. Stephens, Alabama) to Buchanan, Nov. 15,

1860, Buchanan Papers.
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Another, designating himself a slave owner who was

wilUng and ready to fight, and die if necessary, in the

cause of the Union, wished to know of the President

what Federal protection he could expect for himseK

and friends who wished to remain at their homes and

continue their allegiance to the United States.^^

The most common argument of the Unionists was

that secession would not cure any of the evils of which

the South complained. It would not return a single

fugitive slave or hush the abolitionists of the North.

On the contrary it would mean the surrender of all

rights to the territories and other common property of

the Union and would undoubtedly lead to war.^^ Thus

at the end of the decade one of the chief issues between

the Unionists and secessionists continued to be whether

the institution of slavery could more likely be perpetu-

ated by contending for their constitutional rights in the

Union or by withdrawing.

One of the leading arguments of the cooperationists

was that a convention of all the Southern states might

be able to secure redress of their grievances and make
secession unnecessary. This argument, however, had
weight with only the Unionists and ultimate secession-

ists. The cooperative secessionists, like the straight-

outs, had had no such faith in conventions and ultima-

tums since the failure of the Nashville Convention of

1850. Those favoring a new ultimatum in 1860 usually

^5 Thos. H. Peters (Moulton, Alabama) to Buchanan, Dec. 6, 1860,

Buchanan Papers.
^® Cf . speech of John Potter, of Cherokee County, in the secession

convention. Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 106-108;

editorial in Montgomery Weekly Post, Sept. 19, 1860.
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advocated demands which would most certainly have

been refused by the antislavery North. ^^ W. L. Yancey
summed up most of the objections to presenting a new
ultimatum

:

No proffered compromises, no amendments to the Consti-

tution, no proffered additional guarantees, can delay her

[Alabama's] action for independence a moment. There is no
defect in our fundamental law ; therefore it needs no altera-

tion. The great defect in the Union is the public conscience

and education of the Northern masses upon the slavery ques-

tion, which begets an irreconcilable and irrepressible conflict

between them and that institution, and of course between
them and all constitutional provisions which protect that

institution. — When parties and rulers can control such con-

science and eradicate such education and can then propose

new guarantees, it might be worth our while to pause and
consider them — but not till then.^^

Although a few cooperationists would have favored

seceding if none but the cotton states should go out,

and although a still smaller number would have fa-

vored Alabama's seceding alone after an unsuccessful

attempt to get other states to go with her, most of

them favored postponing action until the border states

as well were ready to secede. These cooperationists

contended that since all the slaveholding states had a

common grievance they should take common action.

The secession of one state obviously could not fail to

1'^ Cf . resolutions of the Madison County cooperationist meeting,

below (p. 107 footnote), and resolutions of the Minority Report in the

secession convention. Appendix C.
^^ W. L. Yancey to Messrs. H. R. Jackson, J. M. Guerard, and S. Y.

Levy (of Savannah, Ga.), Dec. 14, 1860, Montgomery Weekly Advertiser,

Jan. 2, 1861.
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react on the others. Thus the cotton states, by hasty

action, might force the border states to make a prema-

ture decision and turn them against secession.

A further argument for cooperation was that peace-

able secession would be possible only through con-

certed action. If all the states should go out together,

they could present a formidable front to invaders. In

harping upon the dangers that would beset Alabama

as a separate republic, these cooperationists, whether

knowingly or unknowingly, ignored the fact that the

advocates of secession favored the formation of a new
confederacy by all the seceding states.

The straight-outs advocated separate state action

only in withdrawing. They held that since the states

had entered the Union by separate action in ratifying

the Constitution they should now withdraw by separate

action. They had no intention of remaining aloof

:

they were unanimous in favoring a Southern confed-

eracy upon the principles which they understood the

founders of the old one had intended. Furthermore,

they maintained that Alabama could not participate

in a convention of the Southern states held to devise

concerted secession without violating the section of the

Constitution of the United States which said, '^No

State shall, without the Consent of Congress . . .

enter into any Agreement or Compact with another

State. '^ ^9 Therefore, they said, cooperative secession

would likely lead to an armed conflict with the United

States.

Even if the convention could meet without such

" Article I, Sec. 10, paragraph 3.
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violation of the Constitution, it would not have the

sovereign power to bind the states. It could only

retard and possibly defeat secession by the individual

states. If all the Southern states were to remain in the

Union until they could go out in a solid phalanx, they

might never secede ; for some of the border states had

given a considerable vote to Lincoln and they might

never be able to muster a majority in favor of secession.

Many of the straight-outs preferred to have the

border states remain in the Union as buffer states

between the North and the Lower South while a South-

ern confederacy was being formed. Then, as soon as

the machinery of the new confederacy was set in oper-

ation, these border states could withdraw from the old

and attach themselves to the new Union without

prolonging the dangerous period of transition.^^

Although the cooperationists maintained that sepa-

rate action without consulting the other Southern states

might imply a want of confidence in them, the separate

state secessionists held that on the contrary such in-

dependent action would be the highest evidence of

Alabama's confidence in the other Southern states and

of her reliance upon them. Alabama would thereby

^° Because the cooperationists wanted to devise a new confederacy

before withdrawing from the old one the straight-outs Hkened them to

the county commissioners who resolved

:

First : That we build a new Court-House.

Second : That we build the new Court-House on the site of the old

Court-House.

Third : That we use the material in the old Court-House to build

the new Court-House.

Fourth : That we occupy and do business in the old Court-House

until the new Court-House is completed.
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prove that she expected the sympathy and cooperation

of the other states and that she had no misgivings of

what they would do. On the other hand, if Alabama
should be refused the cooperation of her sister slave-

holding states, then her secession without them would

be a rejection of their counsel, and would be more

offensive to them than if she had not sought their

cooperation.

The opponents of the secessionists charged that

many of them were disunionists per se, but the charge

was not well grounded, for practically all of them would

have desired a continuation of the Union under a strict

adherence to constitutional principles. Since they did

not regard the Union as ''a paramount pohtical good,^'

and since they had become convinced that there were

no prospects of defending the rights of the South in

the Union they looked forward to the opportunity to

defend them outside the Union. ^^ It is evident that

^^ W. C. Bibb, of Montgomery, in a letter to President Buchanan,

Jan. 7, 1861, said he knew of no disunion per se party in the South.

"We all love^the Union and would gladly stand by it [if] we felt safe in

our property rights in doing so." (Buchanan Papers.)

A striking exception is the statement of J. D. F. Williams, of Cahaba,

in a letter to Yancey, dated Jan. 14, 1861, that he was "an extreme

Southern man, sectional in my feelings, and for several years past an

open and avowed disunionist for 'the sake of disunion.'" He expressed

a determination to enter the military service of the South even if only

as a private, but asked Yancey to use his influence to secure him a higher

position. Yancey wrote on the back of the letter, "I cheerfully endorse

this," and turned it over to the Governor. It is not clear whether

Yancey was endorsing the disunionism per se or the offer of the man to

give up a handsome practice in spite of pecuniary embarrassments to

serve in the Southern cause. (Letters to the Governor, 1861, Alabama
Department of Archives and History.)
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even Yancey did not regard himself as a disunionist

per se, for in a speech at the Democratic national

convention at Charleston he denied that there were

any delegates of that character from Alabama.^^ His

position was probably best defined in his statements

that

Neither union nor disunion is the paramount object of

patriotic desire with me. . . . For one, I am bent upon a
maintenance of the rights of the South as defined in the Fed-
eral Constitution. ... I will make efforts as long as the

people of Alabama desire them to be made to maintain them
in the Union. And when it shall be satisfactorily ascertained

that they cannot be maintained there, I am ready to aid in

maintaining them out of the Union.^^

I am determined to act with those who have such hope [of

doing justice to themselves in the Union] as long and only as

long as it may be reasonably indulged. Not so much with

any expectation that the South will obtain justice in the

Union, as with the hope that by thus acting, within a reason-

able time there will be obtained unity amongst our people in

going out of the Union.^*

The citizens of Mobile County were among the first

to begin campaign activities. On November 15, a

large crowd responded to a call for a meeting of all

who were of the opinion that Alabama could not sub-

mit to the election of Abraham Lincoln. The meeting

adopted resolutions declaring that Lincoln's election

was a virtual overthrow of the Constitution and
22 Speech of W. L. Yancey, . . . April 28, 1860, From the Report of

the "Charleston Mercury." (Pamphlet.)
2^ Speech of W. L. Yancey, Delivered to the Democratic State Conven-

tion of the State of Alabama, . . . 1860. (Pamphlet.)
2^ Speech at Columbia, S. C, July 8, 1859, Republican Banner

(Nashville), Oct. 27, 1860.
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that Alabama should immediately withdraw from the

Union. ^^ At another meeting, held December 1, the

secessionists chose four able men as their candidates

for the convention. ^^

The opponents of separate secession in Mobile

County were rather late in choosing candidates. Al-

though the editor of the Advertiser suggested four

candidates as early as November 23, no regular nomina-

tions were made until December 17. Over a hundred

citizens signed the call for a meeting at that time, invit-

ing all the voters of the city and county of Mobile who
were dissatisfied with the proceedings of the separate

state secessionists on December 1, and all who were
^^ opposed to hasty and inconsiderate action on the part

of the State of Alabama." ^^ In the nominees and

platform adopted at this meeting the opposition party

favored cooperative secession and made a close ap-

proach to separate state secession. The resolutions

declared that a common government between the slave-

holding and non-slaveholding states was no longer con-

sistent with the equality of the slaveholding states and

that it was the duty of Alabama to advise and consult

with the other Southern states in order to form a new
government. They further declared that to this end

Alabama should make provision for withdrawing and

declaring itself a separate and independent state on

condition that South CaroHna, Georgia, Florida, and

25 Mobile Daily Advertiser, Nov. 16, 1860.

^ Ihid., Dec. 4, 1860. For list of candidates of the various counties

see Appendix B.

^ Ihid., Dec. 12, 1860.
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Mississippi should also withdraw. But if these states

failed to secede, Alabama should not withdraw until the

people at the ballot box should approve such action.^^

One of the candidates, R. H. Smith, said he would

favor separate state secession after making an un-

successful attempt to secure cooperative secession. ^^

Another, ex-Governor John A. Winston, had been

urging the right and duty of secession for the past

twelve years, and in his letter of acceptance, published

December 20, he devoted attention primarily to the

method he deemed best suited for securing Southern

concert.^^

W. D. Dunn, in his letter of acceptance,^^ said he

no longer regarded the secession of Alabama as imprac-

ticable. He was confident that South Carolina had

undoubtedly adopted an ordinance of secession by that

time, and that there was hardly room for doubting that

Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas

would follow the lead. Alabama's task, therefore,

was but to ''make provision for severing the ties that

bind her to the present government and stand ready

to confederate with them.''

28 Ihid., Dec. 18, 1860.

^ In a letter to the editor of the Advertiser, published Dec. 4, 1860,

Smith said he favored cooperation of at least the cotton states, but he

did not make that a sine qua non. He thought a sincere effort should

be made to secure cooperation before resorting to separate action.

^° His plan was to "resolve on the necessity and expediency of a

separation, fix a day on which the Ordinance shall go into effect," and

invite other states to take joint action on the same day. He also fa-

vored Alabama's acting alone if the other states would not cooperate

'

with her. {Ihid., Dec. 20, 1860.)

^^ Letter not dated, but published in the Advertiser of Dec. 21, 1860.
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Garland Goode's letter of acceptance, though written

on December 20, was not published until two days be-

fore the election.^ ^ He believed that secession was

already practically accomplished, and that nothing

remained to be done but to carry out the form. He
said that in seceding, the state was now assured of the

cooperation of at least four other states, and that a

new Union with them should be prepared to take effect

the moment the last tie of the old one was snapped.

This union, he thought, could easily be secured by an

understanding that the ordinance of secession of each

state should take effect on the same day.

Thus the cooperationists of Mobile County would

delay secession only long enough to secure Southern

concert. Here, as in the other counties of south and

central Alabama, the Unionists and the ultimate seces-

sionists were the minority factions within their party

and were unable to influence its program.^^ In several

counties in these sections of the state, the cooperation-

ists were so hopelessly in the minority that they either

selected no candidates at all or else made only a half-

hearted attempt to elect them.

32 Ibid., Dec. 22, 1860.

^ A few Unionists, like C. C. Langdon of Mobile, withheld their

approval of the cooperationist program. Langdon's name was on the

hst of thirty-five vice presidents appearing in the published accomit

of the Mobile cooperationist meeting of December 17, but he was not

at the meeting ; and in a letter to the editor of the Advertiser, pubUshed

December 20, he protested against the use of his name. He did not

sign the caU or give any intimation that he approved the meeting. Al-

though he did not define his position clearly he said he was "decidedly

adverse to the policy recommended, as well as the doctrines enunciated

by the meeting."
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In north Alabama the situation was quite different.

There the cooperationists were in a majority, and in

several counties the Union and ultimate-secession fac-

tions predominated. The straight-outs were so hope-

lessly in the minority in that section that they selected

no candidates in several counties and made only a half-

hearted campaign in others.

The cooperationists of north Alabama opened their

campaign by issuing a circular letter from Huntsville,

dated November 19, and signed by one hundred citi-

zens, all of whom were probably residents of Madison

County. This letter was widely distributed and

printed in the cooperationist papers throughout the

state. The signers believed that a majority of the

people of the state were unwilling to submit to the rule

of a ^^ Black Republican" President; and as they had
no inclination to oppose the fairly expressed will of the

majority, their plan was to abstain from controversy

whether upon the abstract question of secession or

upon its propriety in the present instance. They in-

sisted upon a conference of all the Southern states

before any act of secession was consununated. They
expected ^Ho secure perfect unity in Our State, and

after that the Union of the South'' by joining the seces-

sionists in resisting the ^^irrepressible conflict" and

requesting in return that the secessionists proceed

"prudently and cautiously as well as firmly." ^^

Jeremiah Clemens, the leading cooperationist of

north Alabama, enclosed a printed copy of this circular

in a letter to Senator J. J. Crittenden, written Novem-

^ Montgomery Weekly Post, Nov. 28, 1860.
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ber 24, saying that he was its author.^^ He explained

to Crittenden that his object in urging a consultation

of all the Southern states was 'Ho gain time to reach

the popular ears.'^ He hoped not only to prevent

immediate secession but also to find a remedy for ''that

Northern disregard of constitutional obhgations which

is disgraceful to them and dangerous to our peace.''

He acknowledged that he did not see his way clearly,

but that the state of feehng in Alabama was such that

he could not hope to reach the desired goal by any other

policy. He said, "There is not a shadow of a doubt

that if the election was held tomorrow two-thirds of the

members elected would be for immediate secession.

Time is everything to us and if we fail to gain that we
are lost." He expressed a determination to devote all

his energies to bring about that consultation, adding,

"If we fail in that, as I fear we may, I shall try some-

thing else." ^^

Further evidence of Clemens' insincerity in pleading

for "perfect unity" appears in his statement to Critten-

den that although the cooperationists would carry

all the counties in the Tennessee Valley by a large

majority, they would be badly beaten south of the

mountains, and there was no concealing the fact "that

we are in very great danger of being hurried into dis-

imion before the month of January is passed." In the

^ This letter and the circular are in the Crittenden Papers.

^ On the day after the election, Clemens wrote Crittenden that he

did not expect the cooperationists to have a majority in the convention

but that he hoped they would be strong enough to refer the question of

secession to the people. He again stated, " My object is to gain time."

(Crittenden Papers.)
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same letter, he said, ^'Our hands are in the lion's

mouth and we must get out as easily as may be." ^^

North Alabama would suffer a greater hardship than

the rest of the state if secession were by separate action.

There was but little prospect of immediate secession in

Tennessee, and if Alabama should precede her in leav-

ing the Union, the products of that section, from which

the Tennessee River and the Memphis and Charleston

Railroad were the only commercial outlets, would have

to be marketed in a foreign country. There could

be no treaty arrangements between an independent

Alabama and the state of Tennessee while the latter

remained in the Union, either for the regulation of

commerce or the return of fugitive slaves.^^ Since

there was but little social or commercial intercourse

between the southern and northern parts of the state,

there was some talk of instructing the north Alabama
delegates to consider the propriety of separating from

south Alabama with a view of uniting with Tennessee

or of establishing a separate state government.^^

With this strong argument in the hands of the cooper-

ationists, the straight-outs could have but little hope of

carrying the northern part of the state. The straight-

outs of Madison County, therefore, met the cooper-

^^ Letter of November 24. The concluding paragraph of the circular

letter read : "We cannot doubt that a majority, if not all, of our Breck-

inridge friends will accede to this request, and that Alabama will thus

be enabled to present an undivided front."

^ The editor of the Southern Advocate gave much weight to these con-

siderations in his paper of Dec. 5, 1860.

^® Letter in the Huntsville Independent, from a ''Native of North

Alabama," quoted in the Mobile Daily Advertiser, Dec. 6, 1860.
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ationists' proposal for a united Alabama by an offer

to form a coalition ticket for the county. To this

end, they held a meeting and appointed a committee,

which, on November 30, communicated to the signers

of the circular letter a proposal that George P. Beirne,

a separate state secessionist, be chosen as one of the

county's delegates and that the cooperationists name
the other. This proposal was rejected in a reply of

December 3, on the ground that the '^compromise"

tendered in the circular letter had not been accepted,

and that since a meeting was to be held five days later

to choose candidates, it would not be wise 'Ho deny

the people the right to govern themselves." ^°

The cooperationists could well reject the overture,

for they realized that they were in a majority. When
their local convention met, it chose Jeremiah Clemens

and Nicholas Davis as candidates, and adopted a

series of resolutions reiterating the views and plans

set forth in the Clemens circular letter. The resolu-

tions suggested a number of demands which should be

made upon the North as a basis for setthng the slavery

controversy. These were so foreign to the views of

the antislavery section that, in offering them as a basis

of settlement, the cooperationists were either visionary

or else were trying to mislead the people in order to

postpone, and possibly defeat, secession.^^ This meet-

^ Southern Advocate, Dec. 12, 1860.

^ These demands were for a faithful execution of the Fugitive-Slave

Law and a repeal of all laws calculated to impair its eflBciency ; a guar-

antee that slavery should not be abolished in the District of Columbia
or any other place over which Congress had exclusive jurisdiction; a

guarantee that the interstate slave trade should not be interfered with;
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ing voiced the sentiments of most north Alabamians in

another of their resolutions which declared that

if the action of the Convention should be in favor of separate

State secession, that action should be referred to a direct

vote of the people, and if sustained by a majority of the

voters of the State, voting directly upon it, however contrary

that decision may be to our wishes, we will abide by and
maintain it at every cost and at every hazard.^

With a coalition ticket thus refused, the straight-outs

of the county urged General L. P. Walker, one of the

state's most prominent secessionists, to take the field

against the cooperationists. Because of the improb-

ability of a straight-out victory in the county and

because of the bitterness already existing there, Walker

deemed it unwise to make a heated campaign. He,

therefore, declined, saying that Alabama would secede

anyway; and if he stayed out of the local race, he

would be in a better position to reconcile his opponents

after secession was accomplished. When the straight-

outs held their local convention on December 10, they

chose George P. Beirne and M. P. Roberts, both of

whom were highly esteemed citizens of the community,

but neither of whom was a speaker .^^ The resolutions

a provision that territories should be admitted into the Union as states

whenever they obtained the requisite population, with or without slav-

ery as they themselves should elect when their constitutions were

adopted; and an amendment to the Constitution by which the Presi-

dent should be chosen alternately from the slaveholding and the non-

slaveholding states. The meeting did not express a "decided opinion''

upon this last demand, however, but merely recommended it for the

consideration of the state convention. (Ibid.)

^ Ibid.

*^ Montgomery Weekly Advertiser, Dec. 18, 1860.
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adopted at this meeting favored separate state seces-

sion, but differed from resolutions of the party in

central and south Alabama in favoring a reference of

the convention's action, whether for or against seces-

sion, to a vote of the people for ratification or rejection.^^

In other parts of the state, feeUng was not as bitter

as in the Tennessee Valley. The Mobile Advertiser

^

though strongly in favor of cooperation, maintained

throughout the campaign that there was no cause for

strife in Mobile County; for the people had before

them two tickets of worthy men, both agreeing that

secession was necessary, and differing only in regard to

the best method of its accompHshment. In St. Clair

County, the cooperationist candidate, John W. Inzer,

was a young lawyer who was boarding in the home of

Alemeth Byers, the straight-out candidate. Thus,

wherever the contest was between straight-outs and

cooperative secessionists, there was little or no strife.

The campaign was bitter only where Unionists and

ultimate secessionists were numerous enough to make
a fairly close race.

It is difficult to learn the exact views of a number of

the candidates. In some of the counties the cooper-

ationists wished to unite all the factions opposed to

separate state action, and it was desirable that they

conceal their views, especially if Unionist, lest some of

the cooperative secessionists vote with the straight-

outs. It is even difficult to tell whether some of the

defeated candidates were cooperationists or straight-

outs. The successful candidates can be classified in

^ Southern Advocate, Dec. 19, 1860.
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this respect by their votes in the secession convention,

but information available in public depositories does

not make it possible to classify some of their opponents.

Practically all writers on the subject have assumed that

the defeated candidates belonged to the party opposing

the successful candidates, but this was not always the

case. Both the successful and the defeated candidates

were of the same party in Henry, Limestone, Mont-

gomery, and Morgan Counties. In Lauderdale County,

one of the defeated candidates was a cooperationist and

the other was a straight-out.^^

It is also difficult to classify the candidates according

to former political affiliations. Some of them were

prominent in the preceding Presidential campaign,

but most of them were comparatively insignificant.

A few of the local conventions, as their published re-

ports show, made it a point to choose candidates from

the parties which had led in the county.^^

During the last few weeks of the campaign, several

things happened which caused the cooperative seces-

sionists to become more reconciled to separate state

^ Appendix B gives classification of candidates in so far as authorized

by available sources.

^ In Mobile County, the cooperationists chose two Bell men and two

Douglas men, whereas the straight-outs chose one Bell, one Douglas,

and two Breckinridge men. Of the cooperationists of Mobile who were

prominent enough in both campaigns to be mentioned by the news items

in the Mobile Daily Advertiser (a Bell and cooperationist journal), 29

supported Bell, 13 supported Douglas, and 5 supported Breckinridge.

Likewise, of the straight-outs, 10 supported Bell, 6 supported Douglas,

and 13 supported Breckinridge. If files of the three other Mobile daily

papers were available, a greater number of Douglas and Breckinridge

men could probably be identified.
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secession. Chief of these were the Governor's appoint-

ment of commissioners to confer with the other slave-

holding states, the secession of South Carohna, and the

increase of evidence that the other cotton states would

soon secede.^^

Governor Moore appointed sixteen of the ablest

citizens of the state to consult and advise with the

Governors and conventions or legislatures of the other

slaveholding states on the impending crisis and report

the result of such consultation in time to communicate

it to the state convention when it met on January 7.^^

Most of the commissioners did not make reports to the

Governor until after the delegates to the convention had

^^ No doubt many of the ultimate secessionists, as well, became
reconciled to immediate secession when they observed the determination

of the Republicans in Congress to refuse any concessions which would

allay the fears of the South. The actual defeat of the Crittenden

Compromise came too late to influence the vote for delegates to the

Alabama convention, but its evident failure and the failure of somewhat
similar proposals showed the temper of the majority party of the North.

This may have satisfied many of the ultimate secessionists that it would

be futile to stick to their proposal for a Southern convention which

should frame an ultimatum demanding, among other things. Federal

protection to slavery in the territories. But since the leaders of the

cooperationists were so strongly devoted to a policy of playing for time,

it is diflBcult to learn how extensively individuals of this class became
reconciled to the plan of immediate secession.

^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 35-36. The follow-

ing men were appointed : A. F. Hopkins and F. M. Gilmer, commissioners

to Virginia; John A. Elmore, to South Carolina; I. W. Garrott and
Robert H. Smith, to North Carolina; J. L. M. Curry, to Maryland;

David Clopton, to Delaware; S. F. Hale, to Kentucky; WiUiam
Cooper, to Missouri ; L. P. Walker, to Tennessee ; David Hubbard, to

Arkansas; John A. Winston, to Louisiana; J. M. Calhoun, to Texas;

E. C. Bullock, to Florida ; John Gill Shorter, to Georgia ; and E. W.
Pettus, to Mississippi.
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been elected, but their appointment was early enough

to influence the campaign by weakening the argument

for holding a Southern convention prior to secession.

The ostensible purpose of these commissioners was
to advise and consult with the other states, but their

real mission was to influence them to secede. Since

South Carolina was ready to go out of the Union and

wanted only an assurance that the other states would

follow, the commissioners from Alabama and Missis-

sippi were present when her convention met ; and on

the night of December 17, each addressed the conven-

tion, declaring that their respective states would secede

as soon as their conventions were held.^^ John A. El-

more, the commissioner from Alabama, advised the

South Carolinians that the only safe way of uniting

the Southern states in a plan of cooperation was for

South Carolina to take the lead and withdraw at once

from the Federal Union. He said that the secession

of one state would precipitate the issue for the other

Southern states, making it imperative that they either

stand by the seceding state or abandon her to the fate

of coercion by the arms of the Federal Government.

He declared that Alabama agreed with South Carolina

in upholding the doctrine of the reserved right of a

state to resume the powers delegated to the Federal

Government, and if necessary, she was ready to argue

the question with plated steel.^^

*9 Charleston Mercury, Dec. 19, 1860.

^° Ibid.; Elmore to Gov. A. B. Moore, Jan. 5, 1861, in Smith, History

and Debates of the Convention, 389 ff.

On December 19, Elmore sent the convention the following telegram
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The Alabamians closely observed the action of

South Carolina.^ ^ When the news of the passage of her

Ordinance of Secession reached Montgomery, the Gov-

ernor ordered one hundred guns fired.^^ A salute of

one hundred guns was also fired in Mobile,^^ and

on the night of December 21, the city was quite

generally illuminated. At a meeting of the Young
Men^s Secession Association, the Palmetto Flag was

displayed beside the Banner of the Southern Cross,

and speeches were made by several of the leading

secessionists.^^

The secessionists of Alabama might well rejoice,

because of the effect South Carolina's action would

have on their position. Henceforth, they were able to

steal the thunder of the cooperationists, and their slogan

became '' Cooperate with South Carolina." In going

out. South CaroUna had invited the other Southern

states to withdraw and meet her in a convention to

form a new confederation. There was abundant evi-

dence that the other cotton states would soon respond

to her invitation, and it would now most certainly be

unconstitutional for Alabama while in the Union to

from Governor Moore (dated Dscember 17) : "Tell the Convention to

listen to no proposition of compromise or delay." (Charleston Courier,

Dec. 20, 1860 ; Charleston Mercury, Dec. 20, 1860.)

^^ The news of South Carolina's probable early secession, as indicated

in the message of Governor Gist, had been celebrated in Enfaula by the

firing of cannon on November 15. (Mobile Daily Advertiser, Nov. 20,

1860.)

^^ Mobile Daily Advertiser, Dec. 25, 1860 ; Charleston Daily Courier,

Dec. 21, 1860.

53 Ibid., Dec. 21, 1860.

" Ibid., Dec. 22, 1860.
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meet in convention with the independent state of South

Carolina.

Alabama's commissioner to Mississippi had reported

on December 12, that the Governor and all other

prominent officials of that state with whom he had con-

versed favored a consultation with all the Southern

states by commissioners as provided by the legislature,

but they desired cooperation with only such states as

would secede from the Union without delay.^^ As the

Florida convention was to meet on January 3, and the

Mississippi convention was to meet on January 7,

there was a prospect that both states might be out of

the Union before Alabama could make a decision.

After those states were out, there could be but little

doubt that Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas would soon

follow.

With these grounds for believing that a Southern

congress of seceded states would be held in the very

near future, the cooperative secessionists had less

reason for serious concern about the method of with-

drawing. Since it now seemed that at least the cotton

states would unite in forming a new confederation,

there was no longer need to fear that Alabama as an

independent state might become another San Marino.

North Alabama would, of course, be reluctant to leave

the Union until Tennessee should go out ; but if a

convention of all the slaveholding states were held,

the border states would probably block any movement
for action in going out at that time, and the secession

55 E. W. Pettus to Gov. A. B. Moore, Dec. 12, 1860, in Smith, Histwy

and Debates of the Convention, 418 ff.
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of a part of the states would only be postponed. Some
of the border states had taken no action toward calhng

a convention, and hence a Southern congress for the

purpose of cooperative secession would have to be

delayed until they could act ; whereas a Southern

congress of seceded states could probably meet to form

a new confederacy before the border states were ready

to meet to discuss secession.

On December 24, the election of delegates went on

quietly, with practically no disorder at the polls. In

a number of the counties a majority of the people were

known to be so strongly in favor of one side or the other

that their opponents did not consider it worth while to

go to the polls. For the state as a whole, the vote was
only about seventy or seventy-five per cent as heavy
as on November 6.^^

No returns are available for Lawrence County, and

only partial returns from a newspaper account are

available for De Kalb County.^^ Returns for five

other counties are available only in the newspaper ac-

counts. The total vote for fifty-one counties ^^ was

^^ The calculation of the total number of votes cast in the December
election presents a very complicated problem, for in only one county do

the official returns show that all the candidates of a party received the

same number of votes. (See Appendix B for hst of votes.) Since the

numbers are too diverse to arrive at any better method of ascertaining

the party's strength, the highest number of votes cast for a candidate of

each party is taken. The sum of these, however, gives a number greater

than the number of votes actually cast, and the difference between the

number of votes at the two elections may have been greater than

appears.

^^ See Appendix B, for estimate of the vote in De Kalb County.
^ All but Lawrence County.
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approximately 35,693 for the straight-out candidates

and 28,181 for the cooperationist candidates.^^

The number of votes for delegates to the convention

exceeded that for presidential electors in only Blount,

Jefferson, and Winston Counties, but the vote at the

December election was almost as great as at the Novem-
ber election in the counties of Autauga, Cherokee,

Fayette, Morgan, Randolph, and St. Clair. On the

other hand, the vote for convention delegates was less

than forty per cent as large as the former vote in the

counties of Butler, Marengo, Russell, Bibb, Baldwin,

and Washington ; and in the last three, it was only

about twenty per cent as heavy.^^

The returns came in slowly, and it was not known
for certain which side had a majority until the con-

vention met. Of the 100 delegates elected, 54 were

straight-outs and 46 were cooperationists. As shown

by Map Two, the counties sending cooperationist dele-

gates were, in general, northern, whereas the counties

sending straight-outs were, in general, central and

southern. The most striking exceptions to this rule

were Conecuh County, which sent a cooperationist

^^ This is the sum of the highest votes Hsted in Appendix B (counting

the estimate for De Kalb County) , and does not include a few insignifi-

cant scattering votes not Hsted there.

The Montgomery Weekly Advertiser of Jan. 30, 1861, gives the total

for forty-nine counties (all except Blount, De Kalb, and Lawrence)

as 36,167 for separate state action and 27,198 for cooperation. These

exaggerations are attributed to the Advertiser's assumption that the

successful and defeated candidates in each county belonged to opposite

parties.

^° In these last six counties there was little or no opposition to the

straight-out candidates.
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from the southern part of the state ; Calhoun County,

which sent three straight-outs from the northeastern

part of the state ; and Coosa and Tallapoosa Counties,

which sent six cooperationists from a salient extending

well into the straight-out region of central Alabama.

Many explanations have been advanced to account

for this sectional division of the state. There had been

a deep-rooted sectionalism ever since the state was

settled. But it would be easy to over-emphasize the

influence of this division.®^ In the old contests between

Whigs and Democrats the sectional divergence was

fairly well defined,^^ but in the decade before secession,

the old party lines were more or less obliterated. In

the contest over the Compromise of 1850, there was

Httle or no sectional division of the state, and likewise

in the Presidential election of 1860 there was but little

to indicate a sectional division.

The most likely cause for north Alabama's taking a

stand on secession different from the rest of the state

was her relation to Tennessee. This explanation is

substantiated by articles in the north Alabama press

^^ T. H. Jack, in his Sectionalism and Party Politics in Aldbamaj

1819-42 (Introduction, vii), has maintained the thesis that from the

admission of Alabama into the Union mitil its secession, "The most

striking and significant featm-e in the history of the State was the growth

of a spirit of sectionaHsm and the almost complete control of that spirit

in shaping its political, social, and economic development."
^^ Jack states that in 1840 there were 54 Democrats elected to the

lower house of the Alabama legislature, all from north Alabama ; and
46 Whigs, all from south Alabama. He adds in a footnote that the

composition of that body then represented "exactly" the relative posi-

tion of the cooperationists and secessionists in the secession convention.

(Ihid., 72.) Cf. Map Two.
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and by the debates of delegates from that section in

the secession convention.^^ An article published in

the Florence Gazette several years previous and signed

by **W" contained the following :

The proposition to annex a portion of North Alabama to

Tennessee has been agitated more or less for the last twenty
years. And although it is almost universally desired by the

people of the Tennessee valley yet no definite action has ever

been taken to bring about so desirable a result.

We are a mere dependency of Alabama — entirely useless

to the great body of the State, except to pay our proportion

of the taxes. The legislation of the State is never directed

to the development of the resources of this section. The
pitiful sum of a few thousand dollars to open the navigation

of our great river cannot be obtained. Banking facilities are

confined to a single institution. Aid to our railroads is not

to be had. Our educational facilities are languishing in a

sickly and useless condition for the want of wise legislation —
and it is impossible to conceive of a single public good that

we derive from our connection with Alabama, whilst we have

only to cast our eye across the line of the State and see all

these great public enterprises promoted by an enlightened

statesmanship, elevating, improving and advancing the con-

dition of the State, and opening new sources of wealth and
prosperity to her citizens.

. . . Let this matter be agitated until all North Alabama
shall desire it and the work is done.^^

It has been customary to associate the Black Belt

with secessionism and the white sections with Unionism

®' See Chapter Five for the debates in the convention.

^* Quoted in the Southern Advocate, Feb. 1, 1854.

For similar views see Southern Advocate, May 14 and Oct. 1, 1851

;

March 1, 1854; Dec. 5, 1860; and Mobile Daily Advertiser, Dec. 6,

1860.
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or cooperationism. Although this relation is evident in

a number of counties, a comparison of Map Four with

Map Two will reveal enough striking exceptions to dis-

credit any such rule-of-thumb correlation.^^

Many of the journals formerly for Bell or Douglas

were conducted as though the mantle of their parties

had fallen on the cooperationists, and that of the

Breckinridge party on the separate state secessionists.

Although many writers have accepted this view of the

inheritance of clientele, a careful examination of the

former political affiliation of the leaders of each party

will not justify such inference. In so far as county

majorities were concerned, this succession actually

took place in only 27 of the 52 counties of the state.

In one of the Douglas counties and all of the Bell

counties the sequence was the opposite.®^

The straight-outs had won by such a small margin

that a change of five delegates would have given their

opponents a majority. This fact has caused much
speculation regarding counties which might have elected

cooperationist delegates. Those most commonly sin-

gled out were Autauga and Mobile Counties. The
Southern Advocate stated that ^'but for the unexpected

loss of Autauga and Mobile by bad management, the

cooperationists would have had a majority in the

Convention"; and historians have taken this as a

^ Compare, for example, Greene Comity with Dale Comity, Conecuh

with Butler, Talladega with Calhoun, Tuscaloosa with Bibb, Limestone

with Blount, etc.

^^ Cf . Map Three. The precinct returns for a few counties are avail-

able for both elections, but these do not warrant any conclusion that

there was anything like a regular succession of chentele.
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basis for their discussion. ^^ The straight-out candidate

had won in Autauga by a margin of only twenty-three

votes, but there were other counties in which the coop-

erationists had won by a margin even smaller than that.

There was no special reason for expecting a coopera-

tionist victory in the county unless by virtue of Senator

Fitzpatrick's popularity. The returns from Mobile

County came as quite a surprise to those who regarded

the cooperationist party as the successor of the Bell

and Douglas parties ; for the vote for President in the

county had been 1823 for Douglas, 1629 for Bell, and

1541 for Breckinridge ; whereas the vote for separate

state secession was 2297, and for cooperation only 1229.

A number of the Bell and Douglas leaders, as we have

already seen, were prominent in the camp of the seces-

sionists, and the leaders were evidently not alone in this

respect, for the total vote for Breckinridge was only

about two-thirds as large as that for separate state

secession. The cooperationists of the county had ad-

vocated a method of withdrawing so closely akin to

straight-out secession that they should have received

the votes of all those not strongly in favor of separate

state action ; therefore, the large majority for the

straight-outs indicates that the people of Mobile County
were in harmony with the interior of the state.

A more logical instance of a cooperationist disappoint-

ment is found in Shelby County. Here the official re-

turns gave a slight majority for the straight-out candi-

dates, McClanahan and Shortridge. Their opponents,

however, contested the election on the grounds that the

® Hodgson, Cradle of the Confederacy, 485, 513.
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returns had been sent to the Secretary of State before

the votes from Bear Creek (Precinct No. 11) were

received. Depositions taken later reveal the fact that

three precincts had not been heard from when the

returns were made out on December 29 ;
^^ but what

were supposed to be returns from Bear Creek, sealed in a

conamon stamped envelope and addressed to Sheriff R.

H. Brasher, were received by N. B. Mardis, a Justice

of the Peace, on January 1, and turned over to the

Sheriff on January 3. The package was taken to the

office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court and opened in

the presence of the attorney of the cooperationist can-

didates. Since these tardy returns showed that the

cooperationists, Kenan and Welch, had received a

majority in the precinct large enough to have given

them a county majority had they been received in time,

those candidates filed an affidavit contesting the

election.^^

The closest contest in the state was in Cherokee

County. Four delegates were to be elected, and each

party placed as many candidates in the field. One of

the straight-out candidates so closely resembled the

cooperationists in principle that he was elected along

with three cooperationists. His margin over the de-

feated cooperationist, however, was only fifteen votes.

The successful cooperationist with the smallest number
of votes had only three more than the defeated straight-

^^ Probably all the official returns now in the papers of the Secretary

of State were made out on or before December 29.

^^ The depositions and accompanying documents concerning this

phase of the contest are filed with the official returns to the Secretary

of State in the Alabama Department of Archives and History.
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out with the highest number of votes ; and the coopera-

tionist elected with the highest number of votes had
only forty-five as a margin over the defeated straight-

out with the lowest number of votes 7^

One of the most striking things about the election

was the large number of counties which were carried by
one or the other parties with almost no opposition.

Fifteen of the straight-out counties and at least three

of the cooperationist counties were won by a vote of

ninety per cent or more of the total. Since the vote in

most of these counties was very small in comparison

with that cast in the presidential election, and since

many of these counties were among the most populous

in the state, it can only be inferred that a considerable

number of the people had not troubled themselves to

vote because they were confident of the outcome. The
cooperationists contended that the election did not

truly represent the wishes of the people, and that a

majority were opposed to secession by separate state

action. On the contrary, however, it may safely be

asserted that the separate state secessionists had won
by both a representative and a popular majority, and

that the cooperationists rather than the separate state

secessionists were to have a delegation in the convention

greater than their ratio of popular votes. "^^

™ See Appendix B.
""^ If all the votes cast for candidates whose stand on secession is in

doubt were counted as for cooperation, the straight-outs would still have

a majority. If the highest number of votes for the cooperationists (and

doubtful candidates) were compared with the lowest number of votes

for the straight-outs, the latter would still be in the lead.



CHAPTER V

ALABAMA WITHDRAWS FROM THE UNION

In the fortnight between the election of delegates

and the assembhng of the convention, the Alabamians

took the precaution to seize the Federal forts and ar-

senal within the state. Although most of the Alaba-

mians beheved that their state had a sovereign right to

secede, they were doubtful whether the United States

Government would respect that right or not. Some of

the leading secessionists had repeatedly declared that,

because of the importance of '^King Cotton '' in the

world's commerce, the North would not attempt to use

force against the seceding Southern states.^ Since such

a prominent journal as the New York Tribune had

favored allowing the Southern states to secede in peace,^

many of the Southerners had hopes that the Union

could be divided as peaceably as the Methodist Church

had been divided. Others, however, who had no mis-

givings about the situation, expected war to follow

secession.

Governor Moore hoped that secession would be

peaceable ; but, by way of preparing for any possible

1 If such force were used, they said, it would be in vain ; for the

South could call to its aid all the powerful nations of the earth, who,

dependent upon the South for cotton, would aid the South in her struggle

rather than be cut off from their supply of this staple.

2 Issues of Nov. 9 and Dec. 17, 1860.

123
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emergency, he seized the Federal forts and arsenal

located within the state. The immediate incentive for

this step came from Governor Brown of Georgia, who,

on January 2, telegraphed to Governor Moore that he

had ordered Georgia troops to occupy Fort Pulaski

until that state's convention assembled, and that he

hoped Governor Moore would cooperate and occupy

the forts in Alabama.^

On January 3, Governor Moore telegraphed an order

to Colonel J. B. Todd, commander of the First Volun-

teer Regiment at Mobile, to '^occupy Forts Morgan
and Gaines, and to take possession of the U. S. Arsenal

at Mt. Vernon immediately and to hold them for the

State of Alabama, with your entire force if necessary." ^

This order was accompanied by an explanation that he

had been advised that the Federal Government, with

the intention of coercing the seceding states, would

immediately reinforce all the Southern forts. In this

same communication he urged Todd to be particularly

secret about the expeditions and to take a force large

enough to make the surrender certain without a conflict,

for it was "all important ^ that both the forts and

arsenal should be taken without bloodshed.^ Later,

when he communicated this order to Colonel Todd in

writing, the Governor inserted an additional explana-

tion that aside from any other consideration the sacri-

fice of life should be avoided because Alabama had not

' This telegram is in the Samuel W. Crawford Papers.

^ General Order No, 1, Executive Record Book (office of the Gov-

ernor), Alabama Department of Archives and History.

^ Explanation of Order No. 1, in Ibid.
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yet seceded ; and since he had issued the order on his

own authority ^'simply as a precautionary movement
to protect the state and not an act of hostihty towards

the Federal Govt, of which we continue an integral

part," the colonel should be careful to preserve and

protect all Federal property which might fall into his

hands. ^

In obedience to the Governor's order, Mount Vernon

Arsenal was surprised and taken at daybreak, Jan-

uary 4. There were only thirteen soldiers in the

arsenal, but the defenses were such that they could

have shed much blood had they not been taken by
surprise.^ Fort Morgan and Fort Gaines, neither hav-

ing garrisons of any consequence, were peaceably oc-

cupied on the same day.

Governor Moore at once reported these seizures to

President Buchanan by letter and gave the motives

which had induced him to take such action. Although

he informed the President that the state would resist

any attempt to coerce Alabama in contravention of her

Ordinance of Secession, he reiterated his intention to

avoid and not to provoke hostilities between the state

and the Federal Government. Next to his desire for

the honor and independence of the state, he said, was

his desire for the preservation of amicable relations

with the Federal Government.

The Governor further informed Buchanan that he

had ordered an inventory of the property in the forts

«The insert is pasted onto General Order No, 1, in the Order Book,

but the wording shows that it was added after the order had been sent.

^ Mobile Daily Advertiser, Jan. 6, 1861.
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and arsenal to be made and that the strictest care

would be taken to prevent the injury or destruction of

it while peaceable relations continued. The forts and

arsenal, he told the President, were to be held by order

of the Governor only and would be subject to the con-

trol of the convention which was to meet three days

later. ^

Several Alabamians looked to President Buchanan to

take steps to save the Union. On December 8, T. B.

Taylor, of Montgomery, had asked the President to

enforce the Constitution with regard to fugitive slaves :

If you have the constitutional power, enforce the Laws of

the Constitution against the Northern people and states who
have violated it first — you have the army and navy for this

purpose to assist you if I understand it in the performance of

your duty — Blockade their ports, cut off their commerce,
do something to bring them in obedience to the Constitution

and the Union may be saved — But if you have no such

power and states can violate the Constitution with impunity,

our government is not worth preserving.^

John A. Campbell, an Alabama justice of the United

States Supreme Court, hoped for a constitutional

8 Governor Moore to President Buchanan, Jan. 4, 1861, Buchanan
Papers ; Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 40-42.

Late in January Governor Moore commissioned Thomas J. Judge to

go to Washington and negotiate with the President for a settlement with

reference to the forts, arsenals, and custom houses within the state and
Alabama's share of the public debt of the United States ; but Buchanan
refused to recognize Judge as a commissioner of an independent state.

(See correspondence of Judge, Clay, and Buchanan, Jan.-Feb., 1861,

Buchanan Papers; Montgomery Weekly Advertiser, Feb. 27, 1861;

Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 452-55.)

^ Taylor to Buchanan, Dec. 8, 1860, Buchanan Papers. Compare
this plea with that of Salle, page 94 above.
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settlement of the difficulties between the North and

South, but realized that unless agitation was stopped

and the fears of the Southern people were quieted seces-

sion and civil war would follow. He, therefore, endeav-

ored to get President Buchanan to send commissioners

to the states of the Lower South to quiet their fears

and to give support to those who were trying to with-

stand the current of secession. He recommended
ex-President Pierce as the most suitable person to go

to Alabama. ^°

Campbell then wrote to Pierce to learn if he would

go if the President invited or requested him to do so.

He assured Pierce that Senator Fitzpatrick, of Alabama,

or any other person he desired, would go with him.^^

Pierce replied that on account of a severe cold he

would not be able to go out for some time, that the

highways were broken up and the waters were out;

and that whatever was to be done to arrest the progress

of disintegration must be done quickly. In this letter,

written at Andover, Massachusetts, on the day the

delegates were being elected to the Alabama convention,

he penned the considerations which he would have

urged upon his Southern friends if he were among them.

He believed that the voters of Massachusetts and some

of the other Northern states would demand the repeal

of the unconstitutional Personal Liberty Bills in the

near future, and he pleaded with his ^'brethren of the

South" to remember the unfaltering defense of their

rights by hundreds of thousands of the people in the

^° Campbell to Pierce, Dec. 19, 1860, Pierce Papers.
" Ihid.
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Northern states. He did not ask them to endure in

patience or to endure at all for any ^^ further consid-

erable period" the aggressions upon their constitutional

rights, but simply insisted that they ought not imperil

everything most important to both sections by incon-

siderate haste or precipitate action. He asked that

they give the people of the North time to show that

they were able to redress the grievances of the South.

If they were not able to show in a few months that they

were able to do that, then they would frankly admit

that the authority of the Constitution could not be

upheld and that the triumph of right among the people

was hopeless; and bowing their heads in shame and

sorrow they would, if they must, bid farewell to the

Union. ^^

Although President Buchanan was not disposed to

take any action to try to avert secession, Campbell

sent the letter from Pierce to be published in the pa-

pers of Alabama. But it was then too late to have

much influence on a policy already determined.

On January 7, the state convention assembled in the

hall of the House of Representatives at the capitol in

Montgomery. Probably because of their extreme

concern for party majority, all of the hundred delegates

were present at the opening session.

On the night preceding the opening of the convention,

each party seriously claimed the ascendancy; but

before the hour for organizing the convention, the

cooperationists, realizing they were in the minority,

notified the straight-outs that they would concede

12 Draft of letter to Campbell, Dec. 24, 1860, Pierce Papers.
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to them the temporary organization of the convention.

Consequently, William S. Phillips, a straight-out from

Dallas County, was made temporary chairman.

The roll of delegates included the names of some of

the most outstanding men of the state, but as a whole

the delegates were not of unusual ability. The chief

figure in the convention was William L. Yancey, from

Montgomery County. Yancey had led in the secession

movement a decade earlier, but seeing the majority of

the Alabamians were not with him, he bided his time

until the course of events should bring the people to his

point of view. He was now at the height of his glory,

and was generally regarded as the spokesman of the

straight-outs. He was fiery in temperament and un-

compromising in dealing with his opponents. But for

the counsel of his more reserved colleagues, he probably

would have antagonized the cooperationists and pro-

duced a long and bitter struggle in the convention.

Thomas H. Watts of Montgomery County and John

T. Morgan of Dallas County were the other leaders

of the straight-outs. Both were men of remarkable

ability and both commanded the highest respect and

confidence of the cooperationists as well as of members
of their own party.

Jeremiah Clemens was the most prominent coopera-

tionist delegate, but the members of his party were

unwilHng to acknowledge him as their leader because of

his former vacillations .
^^ Robert Jemison of Tuscaloosa

^3 Clemens might well be designated Alabama's "Political Chame-
leon" because of his many changes. He was first a Jacksonian Demo-
crat ; he was for Pierce in 1852, Fillmore in 1856, and Bell in 1860. For

his subsequent vacillations see below, pages 143 and 150 (footnote).
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had been less prominent, but he was both capable and

reliable. He therefore became the leader of the coop-

erationists. Another able leader of the party was

Nicholas Davis of Madison County.

The first test of party strength came with the election

of a permanent chairman. William M. Brooks, the

straight-out candidate, received 53 votes, and Robert

Jemison, the cooperationist candidate, received 45

votes. Since neither Brooks nor Jemison voted in that

election, the voting strength was 54 for separate state

secession and 46 for cooperation. These relative

strengths appeared on nearly all the major issues until

the Ordinance of Secession was voted upon.^^

Since there had been so much uncertainty regarding

the exact views of some of the cooperationists, G. C.

Whatley introduced a resolution on the first day of the

convention which was designed to ascertain if there

were any delegates who favored absolute submission to

a ^' Black Republican" administration. The preamble

stated that not only a majority of the Northern states

but the United States Government as well had denied

to the Southern states their constitutional rights. It

also called attention to the antislavery principles of the

"The two cooperationist candidates from Shelby County were in

the lobby when the convention opened and the cooperationist delegates

felt that they should have been seated instead of the two straight-outs

who had received the certificates of election.

The secretary of the convention, William H. Fowler, was not a dele-

gate. Like the secretary of the Philadelphia convention of 1787, he

made but few entries in the oflBcial journal. William R, Smith, of Tus-

caloosa County, kept notes during the convention and later published

them along with other documents in his History and Debates of the Con-

vention. . . .
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Republican party. The resolution in its original form

declared

:

That these acts and designs constitute such a violation of

the compact, between the several states, as absolves the

people of Alabama from all obligation to continue to support

a Government of the United States, to be administered upon
such principles, and that the people of Alabama will not sub-

mit to be parties to the inauguration and administration of

Abraham Lincoln as President, and Hannibal Hamlin as

Vice President of the United States of America.^^

The cooperationists objected to this resolution on

several counts. In the first place, they resented the

ungenerous intimation that some of the cooperationist

delegates did not look upon the incoming ^^ Black

Republican" rule with scorn equal to that of the

straight-outs. In the second place, although willing to

express a determination to resist the incoming admin-

istration, they objected to the proposed resolution as

implying that the mode of resistance should be separate

state secession. They were unwilling to state what
their mode of resisting should be other than that it

would be based upon consultation and unity of action

with the other slaveholding states.^^

Yancey replied that the resolutions did not make
a discrimination between separate state secessionists

and cooperative secessionists, but only between those

who were willing to continue the Union upon the prin-

ciples of the ^* Black Republican" party and those who
preferred to dissolve the Union rather than see it

" Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 24-25.
i« Ibid., 25-27. (Speeches of Smith and Posey.)
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governed by those principles. Yancey could see no

mode of resisting Lincoln's administration other than

secession, and he considered the resolution as antago-

nistic only to those who opposed any resistance to the

administration. He did not wish to conciliate such

persons; he wished to antagonize them.^^

Clemens declared that he would vote against the

resolution as it stood, and that the other forty-five

cooperationists would vote likewise. He asked if this

would mean that those members favored submitting to

the principles of the Republican platform. ^^

After considerable debate, the resolution was

amended to make a simple declaration that the state

of Alabama could not and would not submit to the

administration of Lincoln and Hamlin upon the prin-

ciples enunciated by the Republican party. In this

form it was passed unanimously.^^

On the evening of January 7, the leaders of the

majority proposed to the minority to appoint a Com-
mittee of Thirteen, consisting of seven members from

the majority and six from the minority, to prepare a

report to the convention and to endeavor to agree

upon some plan of action.^° On the following day the

convention provided for such a Committee with instruc-

tions to '^ consider and report what action should be

taken by this convention in order to protect and pre-

serve the rights and liberties of the people of the State

" lUd., 27-28.
18 lUd., 28-29.
19 lUd., 30.
20 T. J. McClellan to John McClellan, Jan. 7, 1861, McClellan

Papers.
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of Alabama." The resolutions of the General Assem-
bly, under which the convention had assembled, were

referred to the Committee. ^^

On the second day of the session. Commissioner

A. P. Calhoun of South Carolina addressed the conven-

tion. He presented a certified copy of his state's Ordi-

nance of Secession and explained why it had been

adopted. He also presented a copy of the Address

of the People of South Carolina to the People of

the Other Slaveholding States; and, in obedience to

his instructions, invited Alabama to cooperate with

South Carolina in the formation of a Southern con-

federacy.^^

On the same day, the Governor transmitted to the

convention all reports which had been received from

Alabama's conamissioners to the other slaveholding

states. All the reports from the commissioners to the

cotton states testified that those states would likely

secede immediately; whereas most of those from the

border states said that there was no likelihood of imme-

diate secession, but that when forced to make a choice

between remaining in the Union and fining up with the

cotton states, those states would also secede.

In addition to these reports, the convention received

telegraphic reports from several of the commissioners.

A telegram from E. C. Bullock stated that on January

7, the Florida convention had, by a vote of sixty-two

^^ Manuscript Journal of the Convention, 8-9.

The president appointed Messrs. Yancey, Morgan, Yelverton, Dar-

gan, Webb, Gibbons, Clark of Marengo, Jemison, Kimball, Winston,

Lewis, Watkins, and Clemens. (Ihid.)

^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 31-33.
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to five, adopted resolutions in favor of immediate

secession. ^^ Another from E. W. Pettus stated that

the Mississippi convention had appointed a committee

to draft an ordinance of secession and that the state

would probably secede on the ninth or tenth.^^ A. F.

Hopkins and F. M. Gilmer sent two telegrams from

Richmond. One stated that the Virginia legislature

had resolved, by a vote of one hundred and twelve

to five, to resist, by all means in her power, any

attempt to coerce a seceding state. This telegram

added: *^What has your Convention done? Go out

promptly and all will be right." ^^ The other telegram

stated: ^'Our friends here think the immediate se-

cession of Alabama, not postponed to any future time,

would exercise a favorable, perhaps, controlling effect

on the Secession of Virginia." ^®

Still another telegram, sent by two Alabama con-

gressmen, Moore and Clopton, stated that the Republi-

cans in the House of Representatives had, on January 7,

refused to consider the Border States' Compromise,

^ Ibid., 42. On January 10, Governor Perry telegraphed that the

Florida convention had voted sixty-two to seven in favor of uncondi-

tional secession.

^ Ibid., 42. On January 9, the president of the Mississippi con-

vention telegraphed that the state had seceded unconditionally.

25 Ibid., 34.

^^ Ibid., 49. In a letter to the Governor, dated January 8, 1861,

the commissioners explained that Senator Mason and Representative

Jenkins of Virginia had urged them to send these telegrams, hoping that

the immediate secession of Alabama might induce Virginia to take the

decisive action which in itself might defeat the coercive policy of the

government at Washington. (Letters to the Governor, Alabama De-

partment of Archives and History.)
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had complimented Major Anderson, and had pledged

themselves to sustain the President. ^^

All contemporary accounts of the convention mention

the great excitement which prevailed outside. Crowds
of people deeply interested in the proceedings flocked

to the capitol, packing the lobbies and galleries.

Their applause, following the address of Commis-
sioner Calhoun, led to a motion to hold all delibera-

tions behind closed doors. After rather heated de-

bates on both sides of the question, the conven-

tion resolved to sit, as a general rule, with closed

doors. ^^

One of the first questions considered in secret session

was that of sending troops to aid in seizing the forts at

Pensacola. Governor Perry of Florida had ordered

the forts to be occupied by Florida troops, but the force

at his command in west Florida was too small to take

and hold them. Since troops from Alabama could

reach the point before the troops of middle and east

Florida, and since command of Pensacola was as vital

to Alabama as to Florida, Governor Perry called upon

Governor Moore for aid. The convention, by a strictly

party vote, authorized the Governor to raise 500 troops

to be placed at the order of the Governor of Florida

for the purpose of taking the forts and for the purpose

of protecting Alabama from invasion or coercion dur-

ing the dehberations of the convention. To defray the

^ Ibid., 34.

^ Ibid., 43-49. On the next day, it was agreed that the flag of

Alabama should be raised above the capitol when the convention was in

open session. {Ibid., 56.)
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expenses of these troops, the convention appropriated

$10,000.29

The third day of the convention was almost entirely

taken up by the debates on a proposed resolution to re-

sist any attempt to coerce any of the seceding states.^°

The straight-outs contended that Alabama should not

be behind Virginia in promptly expressing her deter-

mination to stand by the seceding states. They de-

clared that whether she seceded or not, Alabama was

determined to resist such coercion, for a war upon South

Carolina would be a war upon Alabama. Even if the

state gave no aid officially, her individual citizens would

aid with their money and services. The straight-outs

thought a timely announcement of their attitude might

be conducive to peace. They, therefore, favored

prompt action.

The cooperationists, as usual, played for time, with

the plea that they wished to examine and deliberate

upon the resolution. Some of them expressed a willing-

ness to vote for the measure, but asked for a delay until

they should be absolved from their allegiance to the

United States by the adoption of the Ordinance of

^^ Ibid.y 49-55. The cooperationists, being unaware of any hos-

tile movements of the Federal Government, objected to the measure as

xmnecessary and as likely to precipitate war ; but they refrained from

attempts to obstruct the measure other than voting against it.

^^ Ibid., 57-74. Only two other matters of importance weie con-

sidered that day. One, Nicholas Davis' resolution to refer to a vote of

the people any ordinance of secession adopted by the convention, was

tabled by a vote of 54 to 46. (Ibid., 55-56.) The other, M. J. Bul-

ger's series of resolutions deprecating separate state secession and pro-

posing a Southern convention, was, on motion of Bulger, referred to the

Committee of Thirteen. (Ibid., 56-57.)
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Secession. Others, also expressing a willingness to

vote for the resolution, argued for a ^'reasonable''

delay in order to secure a unanimous approval. Wil-

liam R. Smith maintained that a bare majority's

assurance of aid would be an insult to South Carolina,

especially if it should be proved, as he intimated it

might be, that the cooperationists really represented

the majority of the people.

Yancey stirred the convention by defiantly declaring

it useless to disguise the fact that in some portions of

the state there was not only disapprobation of the

convention but a determination to resist any ordinance

of secession it might pass. Such resistance, he said,

would be treason against the state ; for even if only a

majority of one voted for the Ordinance of Secession,

it would represent the sovereign people.

Although Yancey had in mind only certain sections

of north Alabama, Jemison and Davis resented the

speech as an affront to all that section of the state.

Jemison spoke in derogation of such a commentary

on the charity of party majorities and asked if the

execution of such traitors were to be the first fruit of a

Southern republic. Davis said his constituents denied

the sovereignty of the convention because of the way
in which it had been called, and he pledged them to

sustain the action of the body only if it reflected the

popular will. The only way to ascertain that will, he

said, was to submit the action of the convention to a

vote of the people. He, like Jemison, denounced as

inconsistent with the spirit of the resolution under

discussion Yancey's threat to coerce an unwilling people
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within the state. He made it clear that his people

would resist such coercion by a tyrant at home as

readily as from abroad; and he declared that they

would, if necessary, determine this question of the

sovereignty of the people on the field of battle.

Thomas H. Watts deprecated his colleague's rash

speech and endeavored to pour oil on the troubled

waters. He and several other straight-outs were willing

to conciliate the cooperationists by referring the resolu-

tion to the Committee of Thirteen. To John T. Mor-
gan, however, should go most of the credit for placating

the minority. With a keen interest in the welfare of

his state as a whole, he was resolved that in the con-

vention north Alabama should neither be driven nor

permitted to make an issue with south Alabama.^

^

Although he was ready to take decisive and summary
action, he repeatedly expressed a willingness to delay

action until the minority should be ready to join with

the majority, or until their reason told them that they

could not thus join.

When the hour of adjournment arrived, no vote had

been taken ; and, since the Ordinance of Secession was

reported on the following day, the resolution was not

again taken up.

On the fourth day of the session, the Committee of

Thirteen made its report. Yancey, the Chairman of

the Committee, reported for the majority an Ordinance

of Secession and a resolution inviting the other slave-

holding states to meet Alabama in convention at Mont-

31 Cf. letter of John T. Morgan to C. C. Clay, Feb. 17, 1862, C. C.

Clay Papers.
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gomery on February 4, 1861 ^'for the purpose of con-

sulting with each other as to the most effectual mode
of securing concerted and harmonious action in what-

ever measures may be deemed most desirable for our

common peace and security." ^^ Clemens reported for

the minority a proposition to hold a Southern conven-

tion before seceding and accompanied this proposition

with resolutions giving the basis upon which the Ala-

bama delegates to such convention should seek a set-

tlement of the difficulties between the Northern and

Southern states. He also reported a resolution declar-

ing that, in the opinion of the minority, secession should

not be attempted until the Ordinance should be ratified

at the polls by a direct vote of the people.^^

This minority report was in keeping with the coop-

erationists' efforts to delay secession. Since the pro-

gram for protection to slavery in the territories as ad-

vocated by the Breckinridge Democrats had been

rejected, and since the more recent Crittenden Com-
promise and the Border States' Compromise had been

rejected, the cooperationists were either insincere or

extremely impractical in suggesting protection to slav-

ery as a basis for settlement with the Northern states.

With carefully guarded phrases, the cooperationists

avoided committing themselves to any specific mode
of resistance if their propositions should be rejected.

After making his report, Clemens moved that all of

it, except the resolution favoring a submission of the

^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 76-77. The full

Ordinance and resolution are given in Appendix C.
^ Ihid., 77-80. The full report is given in Appendix D.
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Ordinance to a popular vote, be taken up and sub-

stituted for the Ordinance. The motion was straight-

way defeated by a strictly party vote.^^ Thereupon

Clemens proposed an amendment that the Ordinance

of Secession should not go into effect until March 4,

1861, and not then '^ unless the same shall have been

ratified and confirmed by a direct vote of the people."

This amendment was likewise defeated by a strictly

party vote.^^

These were the final efforts to delay secession. After

their defeat, Yancey moved to take up the Ordinance

of Secession and to adopt it. Pending his motion, the

cooperationists were given an opportunity to speak

against the Ordinance and thereby place on record their

reasons for opposing separate state secession. Only a

few straight-outs spoke in reply. They were ready to

vote on the Ordinance. They conciliated the cooper-

ationists by granting them most of the time until

adjournment on January 10, and up to the passage of

the Ordinance on January 11.

In the main, these opposition speeches were a reiter-

ation of the arguments used against separate state

secession during the December campaign. Most of

the cooperationists ignored the facts that South Caro-

lina had seceded on December 20, Mississippi on Jan-

^ Ihid., 80. All the cooperationists except Brasher voted for the

substitution. In the light of the previous day's debates, this vote is

interesting since the minority report pledged that while waiting for

the proposed Southern convention to act, the state would resist any

attempt of the Federal Government to coerce a seceding state.

^ Ibid., SO-Sl.
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uary 9, and Florida on January 10 ; that these states

had expressed a desire to form a new Union of the se-

ceded states; and that the majority report invited

these states to meet with Alabama in convention on

February 4, for that purpose. For, despite all these

prospects for a united South after secession, some of

the speakers still predicted a dark future for Ala-

bama as a separate repubhc. If these speakers

were not wholly ignorant of the strong movement
for a new Union of the Southern states, they were

either slaves to previously prepared speeches or else

insincere in their declarations. A few members of

that party did realize the change in situation and

declared that because of that change they would offer

no further resistance to separate state secession.

James S. Clark of Lawrence County opened the de-

bates by imploring the convention 'Ho yield something,

for once, to the demand of north Alabama." North

Alabama, he said, was violently hostile to separate

state secession, for she had ''no idea of permitting her

citizens and cotton to run the gauntlet of passports,

custom houses, and the other machinery of a foreign

government as they go to market." He added that

"Already many of her best and truest citizens are

speaking of secession from Alabama and annexation to

Tennessee ; thus illustrating at once the utter absurdity

of the doctrine of secession, as well as foreshadowing

the storm that is impending over our own State."

Clark, tacitly ignoring the fact that the South had been

remonstrating in vain with the North for over a decade,

pleaded for time to permit the South to remonstrate
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with the North as the colonies had remonstrated with

Great Britain.^^

J. P. Timberlake of Jackson County offered an

amendment to the Ordinance, declaring that the pur-

pose of seceding was to form a provisional government

and a Southern confederacy upon the basis of the

Constitution of the United States.^^

Yancey was willing to add an amendment that it was

the desire and intention of the people of Alabama in

seceding to join other seceding states in a Southern

confederacy, but he objected to Timberlake's amend-

ment announcing such design as the sole motive in

seceding. Timberlake's amendment was therefore ta-

bled, and upon motion of Yancey, an amendment was

adopted which read

:

And as it is the desire and purpose of the people of Alabama
to meet the slaveholding states of the South, who may ap-

prove such purpose, in order to frame a provisional as well as

permanent Government, upon the principles of the Constitu-

tion of the United States.^^

S. C. Posey of Lauderdale County, in speaking of

the cooperationists' desire to have the Ordinance sub-

mitted to a popular vote, said that some of his party

had originally intended to bolt the convention and

return home if this concession should be refused. They
were induced to remain, he said, by the conciliatory

policy of the majority which would permit them to stay

36 lUd., 81-90.

^ Ibid., 90.

^ Ibid., 92. This amendment was inserted immediately after the

Ordinance and before the resolution. See Appendix C.
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and provide for the future without being responsible

for the act of secession.^^

Most of the cooperationists declared that after they

had obeyed their instructions in voting against the

Ordinance, their opposition to secession would cease,

and that thereafter they would stand by the action of

the convention. A few even promised to vote for the

Ordinance. N. D. Johnson, speaking in behalf of the

delegates from Coosa and Talladega Counties, said

they would all vote for the Ordinance. He said they

favored resistance to ''Black Republican" rule and had
already expressed their preference for cooperative

secession as the best means of resisting ; but since the

majority chose separate state secession, they were

confronted with the alternatives of choosing separate

state secession as their means of resisting or of saying

to the world that they preferred submission rather than

that mode of resistance. These votes, he said, would

not be cast to conciliate the majority or to obtain

popularity, but to tell the common enemy that if they

could not resist by their preferred method, they would

resist by another, and present a solid front against

aggression.^^

Jeremiah Clemens also said he would vote for the

Ordinance. He explained that he would not vote for it

if its passage depended upon his vote. He realized

that his act would be regarded as treason if secession

were unsuccessful, but he declared a willingness to

share the perils of revolution to defend his native

state.^^

39 Ibid., 95. «» Ibid., 101. ^ lUd., 116-18.
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E. S. Dargan of Mobile, one of the straight-outs on

the Committee of Thirteen, was one of the few from

his party to speak in defense of the Ordinance. In

giving the reasons which impelled him to support the

Ordinance, he said he had for years been convinced that

the Southern states would either be compelled to sepa-

rate from the Northern, or else they would be compelled

to abolish slavery. The day had now come, he said,

when Alabama must make that choice. He said :

Mr. President, if pecuniary loss alone were involved in the

abolition of slavery, I should hesitate long before I would
give the vote I now intend to give. If the destruction of

slavery entailed on us poverty alone, I could bear it, for I

have seen poverty and felt its sting. But poverty, Mr. Presi-

dent, would be one of the least of the evils that would befall

us from the abolition of African slavery. There are now in

the slaveholding states over four millions of slaves ; dissolve

the relation of master and slave, and what, I ask, would
become of that race? To remove them from amongst us is

impossible. History gives us no account of the exodus of

such a number of persons. We neither have a place to which

to remove them, nor the means of such removal. They
therefore must remain with us ; and if the relation of master

and slave be dissolved, and our slaves turned loose amongst
us without restraint, they would either be destroyed by our

own hands — the hands to which they look, and look with

confidence, for protection — or we ourselves would become
demoralized and degraded.

This being the alternative as he viewed it, he did not

hesitate to choose secession.^^

Yancey, as chairman of the Committee of Thirteen,

had the privilege of closing the debate on the Ordinance.

*2 Ihid., 93-94.
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He spoke at length, endeavoring to placate the coop-

erationists as best he could. He explained that the

majority of the committee had preferred a simple

Ordinance of Secession, but, upon the insistance of

Clemens, had added the preamble and resolutions to

the report before submitting it to the convention. He
maintained that the convention had the power neces-

sary to pass upon the Ordinance without submitting

it to popular vote. Such submission, he said, would

involve a dangerous delay, and since it would almost

certainly result in a triumph for secession, it could only

serve to stir up strife and increase the irritation of the

defeated party.^^

The Ordinance was then put to vote, and it passed

with 61 ayes to 39 nays.^^ The president announced

the result of the vote, declaring that the Ordinance of

Secession was adopted and that Alabama was a free,

sovereign, and independent state. Thereupon the

secrecy was removed from the proceedings and the

doors thrown open. Crowds of people who had been

standing in the lobbies for hours swarmed into the

convention hall to take part in the excitement.*^ A new

^ Ibid., no-m.
^ Ibid., 118. The cooperationists who voted for the Ordinance were

Clemens of Madison County, Crumpler, Leonard, and Taylor of Coosa

County, and Barclay, Johnson, and Slaughter of Talladega County.
^ The crowds waiting outside had, on January 10, organized a mock

convention in the Senate chamber, adopted an ordinance of secession,

and appointed a messenger to convey a copy of it to the "lower house,"

the real convention, and ask its concurrence. {Mobile Daily Advertiser,

Jan. 16, 1861 ; W. H. Mitchell to his wife, Jan. 10, 1861, in Miscellaneous

Collections of Manuscripts, Alabama Department of Archives and His-

tory ; Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 119.)
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state flag made by the women of Montgomery was
presented to the convention and soon afterward raised

over the capitol.^^ News was spread to all parts of

the city and to the rest of the state. Intense excite-

ment, marked by patriotic demonstrations, raged from

about three in the afternoon until well into the night .^^

Except for a short recess, the convention continued

its sessions until March 21, 1861, attending to such

matters as selecting delegates to the convention of

seceded states and ratifying the Provisional Constitu-

tion of the Confederate States.

Fifteen cooperationists who had voted against the

Ordinance later signed it. Four of these acted upon

the known wishes of their constituents and discontinued

all opposition to secession when the Ordinance was

passed.^^ The other eleven were among the thirty-three

delegates who issued the Address to the People of Ala-

bama, explaining that they did not feel authorized to

sign, for they had been elected to oppose such an Or-

^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 119-22,

The Montgomery Weekly Advertiser of Jan. 16, 1861, described the

flag as follows: on one side was a representation of the Goddess of

Liberty holding in her hand a small flag with one star. In an arch just

above this figure were the words "Alabama— Independent Now and

Forever." On the other side was the figure of a cotton plant with a

rattlesnake coiled at its roots. Immediately above the snake were the

words "Noli me tangere" (Touch me not). Also on the same side ap-

peared the coat of arms of Alabama. W. H. Mitchell in a letter to his

wife, dated January 11, 1861, gave the words above the Goddess of

Liberty as "Liberty Now and Forever." (Miscellaneous Collections

of Manuscripts, Alabama Department of Archives and History.)

^^ Ibid.; Mobile Daily Advertiser, Jan. 12, 1861.

^ These were Earnest of Jefferson County, Lewis and Clark of Law-

rence County, and Inzer of St. Clair County.
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dinance unless it were submitted to a popular vote.

They pledged themselves to support the state in all the

consequences that might result from the Ordinance

and to aflSx their signatures if it became evident that

the public required them.^^

A public meeting in Marshall County endorsed the

action of its delegates and instructed them to sign the

Ordinance and support the state in its new position ;
^^

and toward the close of the convention, Robert Jemison,

the leader of the cooperationists, urged all the delegates

to sign the document before they went home.^^

The cooperationist press of north Alabama joined

the returning delegates in urging the people to acquiesce

in the passage of the Ordinance.^^ Some citizens of

Madison County held a meeting at Maysville to wel-

come Jeremiah Clemens on his return from the con-

vention, and adopted resolutions approving his vote

in favor of the Ordinance.^^ This meeting brought

^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 445-47.

^ Montgomery Weekly Advertiser, Feb. 6, 1861.

^^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 363.

The signatures of the following twenty-four delegates do not appear

on the lithographed copies of the Ordinance in the Alabama Department

of Archives and History and the Library of Congress: Edwards and

Brasher of Blount County; Potter, Whitlock, and Sanford of Cherokee

County ; Winston and Franklin of DeKalb County ; Wilson and Jones

of Fayette County; Watkins and Steele of Franklin County; Posey

and Jones of Lauderdale County ; Coman and McClellan of Limestone

County; AUen and Stedham of Marion County; Ford of Morgan
County; Kimball, Bulger, and Russell of Tallapoosa County; Smith

of Tuscaloosa County; Guttery of Walker County; and Sheets of

Winston County.
^^ Southern Advocate, Jan. 16 and Feb. 6, 1861.

^ Montgomery Weekly Advertiser, Jan. 30, 1861.
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forth a protest from the friends of Nicholas Davis,

who would gladly have staged a demonstration in his

honor for voting against the Ordinance had they not

desired to refrain from creating any excitement at the

time.^^

The chief obstacle to reconciling north Alabama to

the fact of secession was the adoption of the Ordinance

without referring it to the people at the ballot-box.^^

Before the convention had met, its opponents had ques-

tioned its validity because it had been called only by
authority of the legislature, and when it met, the coop-

erationists had claimed that they represented a popular

majority of the state. In the convention Nicholas

Davis had hurled defiance at Yancey by saying that

the people of north Alabama would sustain or resist

the action of that body ''as the popular will may be

reflected through it," and that they would resist the

invasion of their rights by a tyrant at home as readily

as from abroad.^®

This intimation of the danger of a civil war within

the state had its echo in a popular meeting at Huntsville

on the night of January 10, which instructed the dele-

gates from the county to retire from the convention if

the Ordinance of Secession were not submitted to a vote

of the people.^^ At this meeting Joseph C. Bradley
^ Southern Advocate, Feb. 6, 1861.

^ Ibid., Jan. 16, 1861. Cf. also the remarks on this subject in the

speeches of Jemison and others upon the proposal to refer the Constitu-

tion of the Confederate States to a popular vote. (Smith, History and

Debates of the Convention, 323 ff.)

^® Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 72-74.

"H. L. Clay (Huntsville) to C. C. Clay, Jr., Jan. 11, 1861, C. C.

Clay Papers.
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made a Unionist speech denouncing secession and laud-

ing the Union, saying that he would '^have his neck

stretched three feet^' and ''spend his money to the last

dollar '^ before he would ''consent to the dismember-

ment of the Union— that it suited him and the people.
fJ 58

H. L. Clay was of the opinion that a successful at-

tempt would be made to excite the people of north

Alabama to rebelUon against the state and that they

would have civil war in their midst. "The State of

Nickajacky^ he said, "looms grandly in the future, in

the imaginations of some of the leaders of the Union

Party.'' ^^

Early in February, Jeremiah Clemens wrote from

Huntsville to the Governor that the feehng of discontent

at the passage of the Ordinance was rapidly dying

away.

There is still some soreness but with the exception of Lime-

stone County there is no disposition to indulge in violent

manifestations of resentment. In that county Yancey was
burned in effigy a few days ago, but I think they will be satis-

^ Ibid. It is interesting to note that on March 8, Bradley wrote to

Andrew Johnson that as much as he had been opposed to the precipita-

tors in all their moves, he could not take part against his own state and

section and that he hoped a collision with the Federal Government

might be avoided. He added : "A large majority of the people of North

Alabama would today be in favor of a reunion of the states if we of the

South could only get Constitutional safeguards for our negro rights or

property, — but if such are not granted our people will never be wilUng

to reenter the Federal Union." (Andrew Johnson Papers.)
^' Ibid. The proposed state of Nickajack was to be formed of the

counties of north Alabama, which might possibly be joined by counties

in northeast Georgia and eastern Tennessee.
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fied with this ebullition, & like their fellow citizens of the

adjoining counties I have no doubt that another month will

suffice to array them warmly on the side of the state. . .
.^

The most conspicuous citizen of north Alabama who
was openly for the Union at that time was George W.
Lane.®^ But when the Federal troops invaded that

section of the state, a number of people sided with the

Union, prominent among them being Nicholas Davis

and Jeremiah Clemens.^^

It was rumored that the United States flag was flying

over the courthouses at Athens and Huntsville after

the Ordinance of Secession had been adopted.^^ In

deprecating such action the Montgomery Confederation

60 Letter dated Feb. 3, 186L Letters to Governor Moore, 1861,

Alabama Department of Archives and History.

®^ Montgomery Weekly Mail, April 4, 1861.

^2 C. C. Clay to Governor Shorter, May 28 and May 30, 1862, Let-

ters to the Governor, Alabama Department of Archives and History;

C. C. Clay to his wife, May 29, 1862, C. C. Clay Papers.

Clemens had voted for the Ordinance of Secession when he saw he

could not defeat it, had pledged his allegiance to the independent state,

and had served as Major General of Alabama at the beginning of the

war ; but he later went to Philadelphia and made speeches for the Union

League Club and wrote a letter to a citizen of Huntsville, urging north

Alabama to secede from the rest of the state. (Clemens to Governor

Moore, March 11, 1861, and subsequent letters as late as July, 1861, in

Letters to Governor A. B. Moore, 1861, Alabama Department of

Archives and History ; Daily Evening Bulletin (Philadelphia) and The

Press (Philadelphia), for Nov. 4, 1864; Clemens to James H. Orne,

Oct. 20 and Nov. 2, 1864, Society Collection, Pennsylvania Historical

Society ; and Clemens to , esq., Huntsville, Alabama, October, 1864,

published as Union League Club Pamphlet, also in Philadelphia Public

Ledger and Daily Transcript, for Oct. 25, 1864.)

®^ Montgomery Weekly Mail, April 4, 1861 ; Montgomery Confedera-

tion, Feb. 1, 1861.
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gave the basis upon which a reconstruction of the Union

would be possible

:

If the Northern People in the next election rise in their

might and majesty and speak in thunder tones against the

violators of the Federal compact, it is possible, if not prob-

able, that we may be able to reconstruct the government upon
a fair, just and equitable basis. We have loved the old flag

of the stars and stripes ourselves, but since the sovereign

voice of the people of our State has been heard, it becomes all

as good, true and loyal citizens, to give allegiance to her flag.^

An intense devotion to the stars and stripes was ex-

pressed by a member of the legislature from north

Alabama two days after the Ordinance of Secession

had been adopted. He wrote from Montgomery

:

. . . Here I sit & from my window see the nasty little

thing flaunting in the breeze which has taken the place of

that glorious banner which has been the pride of millions of

Americans and the boast of freemen the wide world over. I

look upon the old banner as I do or would view the dead body
of a friend and I would scream one loud shout of joy could I

now see it waving in the breeze although I know the scream

would be my last.^^

The hope of reuniting was also expressed by Thomas
J. McClellan, a delegate from Limestone County, in

writing to his wife :

You, I know will feel as acutely as I do the necessity of

separating from the land of our birth and the graves of our

ancestors, and the only thing that makes the thought of it

supportable is the hope that we may be again reunited.®^

64 Issue of Feb. 1, 1861.
65 L. R. Davis to John McClellan, Jan. 13, 1861, Thomas J.

McClellan Papers.
66 Letter of Jan. 14, 1861, Thomas J. McClellan Papers.
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William R. Smith, who styled himself the most per-

sistent of the convention delegates in opposing secession,

made a speech on January 23, proclaiming the doctrine

of reconstruction of the Union and expressed a hope

for a complete restoration of relations with the general

government.^^ This speech, made in opposition to an

ordinance to authorize confiscation of property of citi-

zens of the Northern states, laid emphasis upon the

large minority of voters who had opposed the Republi-

cans in the recent Presidential election, and predicted

a victory of the friends of the South in the next election.

He deprecated any action which might lead to a rupture

of peaceful relations and make reconciliation more
difficult. But in laying down a basis for restoration

satisfactory to the South, he spoke of ^'a redress of our

grievances ; indemnity for the past ; complete and

unequivocal guarantees for the future/'®^

The opposing view was expressed by President Brooks

in bidding farewell to the delegates at the close of the

first session of the convention :

Alabama has withdrawn from the Union, moved thereto

by a sense of self-preservation ; she is now free. Does any
one entertain a lingering hope that she will enter that Union
again— that she will once more place her fortunes, her des-

tiny, the happiness and liberties of her people within the

power and under the control of the Black Republicans of the

North? If any man entertains such a hope, he has read the

signs of the times to but little purpose ; and let me entreat

him, as he values the blessings of equality and freedom, to

dismiss it at once and forever as an idle and pernicious dream.

«7 W. R. Smith to his wife, Jan. 24, 1861, W. R. Smith Papers.

^ Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 179-81.
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There is not— there cannot be any peace and security for

us in such a reconstructed Union. We have, I confess, many
true friends at the North, but too few to render their assist-

ance available. They will, as heretofore, be unable to resist

the dark tide of aggression which has threatened to engulf

our Hberties under and through the agency of a common
Government. Looking back at the many grievous wrongs

under which we have so long suffered at the hands of our

Northern brethren, and reflecting upon the threatened perils

from which we have escaped by withdrawing from the Union,

I cannot but rejoice at our deliverance ; and this joy is in-

creased by an abiding conviction that come what may, sink

or swim, Hve or die, survive or perish, Alabama will never

again enter its ill-fated portals ; no, never — never— never.^^

Thus in their attitudes toward reconstruction of the

Union as in their attitudes toward secession the Ala-

bamians differed from one another in accordance with

their views of the possibility of securing redress of their

grievances and protection of their Constitutional rights

in the Union.

69 Ibid., 267-68.



MAP NUMBER ONE
PoPULAB Votes for President, 1860

Background represents leading candidates m each

county. Size of circle represents percentage of

vote for others. /^"^

O 5-15%O '5-30% CJ 30-40%V^ 40-49%

Breckinridge ^^ Douglas and ^^ Bell and

and Lane ^^ Johnson KVsvlEvCTett
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MAP NUMBER TWO
Votes for Delegates to the Secession Convention

$By0^ For separate state secessionists For coSperationists""^
50-60% ^M 50-60%

[60-70% innn 60-70%
70-80% ^^70-80%
^80-90% ^H 80-90%

irm ^c^ K^ ^90-100% 11190-100%

Chttokee County divided— three delegates for co5peration and one for sepa-

rate state secession. No returns available for Lawrence County other than that

a coBperaticmisl delegate was elected.
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MAP NUMBER THREE
A Comparison op Maps One and Two

Counties which gave majorities for Bell or

Douglas, but gave majorities for separate

state secession. (6)

Counties which gave majorities for Breckin-

ridge, but gave majorities against separate

state secession. (19)
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MAP NUMBER FOUR

Distribution op Slaves in Alabama, 1860

I I Slaves, less than 25% oi population.

^^ Slaves, 25-50% of population.

I#l#lj Slaves, 50-70% of population.

B:|W Slaves, over 70% of population.

(Figures in each county represent the

par cent of slaves.)
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The Alabama Platform^

Whereas, Opinions have been expressed by eminent mem-
bers of the Democratic party and by a Convention of the

party assembled in New York to appoint delegates to the

Baltimore Convention, that the municipal laws of the Mexi-
can territory, ceded to the United States, should not be

changed and that slavery could not be re-established except

by authority of the United States or of the Territorial govern-

ment, therefore, to the end that no doubt should be allowed

to exist upon a subject so important and at the same time so

exciting. Be it Resolved

:

9. Resolved, That the treaty of cession should contain a
clause securing an entry into those Territories to all citizens

of the United States together with their property of every

description and that the same should remain protected by the

United States while the Territories are under its authority.

10. Resolved, That if it should be found inconvenient to

insert such a clause into the treaty of cession, that our Sena-

tors and Representatives in Congress should be so vigilant

to obtain before the ratification of such a treaty, ample
securities that the rights of the Southern People should not

be endangered during the period the territories shall remain
under the control of the U. S. either from the continuance

of the municipal laws of Mexico, or from the legislature of

the U. S.

11. Resolved, That the opinion advanced or maintained by

1 Yancey, Address to the People of Alabama, 1848.
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some that the people, of a Territory acquired by the common
toil, suffering, blood and treasure of the people of all the

States, can, in other event than the forming of a State Con-
stitution preparatory to admittance as a State into the Union,

lawfully or constitutionally prevent any citizen of any such

States from removing to or settling in such Territory with

his property, be it slave property or other, is a restriction as

indefensible in principle as if such restriction were imposed
by Congress.

12. Resolved, That the Democratic party is, and should

be, co-extensive with the Union ; and that while we disclaim

all intention to interfere in the local divisions and controver-

sies in any of our sister States, we deem it a solemn duty,

which we owe to the Constitution, to ourselves and to that

party, to declare our unalterable determination neither to

recognize as Democrats or to hold fellowship or communion
with those who attempt to denationalize the South and its

institutions, calculated to array one section in feeling and
sentiment against the other; and we hold the same to be

alike treason to party faith and to the perpetuity of the

Union of these States.

13. Resolved, That this Convention pledge itself to the

country, and the members pledge themselves to each other

under no political necessity whatever to support for the

offices of President and Vice-President of the United States,

any persons who shall not be openly and unequivocally op-

posed to either of the forms of excluding slavery from the Ter-

ritories of the United States, mentioned in these resolutions,

as being alike in violation of the Constitution and of the just

and equal rights of the citizens of the slaveholding States.

14. Resolved, That these resolutions be considered as in-

structions to our delegates to the Baltimore Convention to

guide them in their votes in that body ; and that they vote

for no men for President and Vice-President who will not

unequivocally avow themselves to be opposed to either of

the forms of restricting slavery which are described in these

resolutions.
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Election of Delegates to the Secession Convention'

Names of Candidates No. OFCounty (defeated candidates Remabes
in parentheses)

Autauga George Rives 626 S
(BoUing HaU) 603 c Br

Baldwin Joseph Silver 91 s Only one vote

in opposition.

Barbour John Cochran 1640 s Five scattering

Alpheus Baker 1653 s votes.

J. W. L. Daniel 1651 s
Bibb J. W. Crawford 245 s Be Datanot from of-

ficial returns.

Blount W. H. Edwards 805 c A few scattering

J. S. Brasher 682 c votes for other

(W. B. Deavor) 505 s candidates.

(W. H. Musgrove) 353 s
Butler S. J. Boiling 695 s Be Five scattering

John McPherson 692 s votes.

Calhoun G. C. Whatley 1574 s
D. T. Ryan 1570 s
J. M. Crook 1564 s
(J. C. McAuley) 558 c
(D. C. B. Taylor) 554 c
(B. 0. Ramez) 537 c

1 This table has been compiled from such official returns as are avail-

able, and from other contemporary sources.

Abbreviations are as follows

:

C— cooperationist

S — separate state secessionist

Be— supported Bell and Everett

Br— supported Breckinridge and Lane

D— supported Douglas and Johnson
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Election of Delegates— Continued

Names op Candidates No. OF
VotesCounty (defeated candidates

in parenttieses)
Remakks

Chambers W. H. Barnes 1018 S Be
James F. Dowdell 1007 s Br
(Jonathan Ware) 665 c
(ToUiver Towles) 662 c Br

Cherokee John Potter 1139 c
W. L. Whitlock 1127 c D
John P. Ralls 1125 s
H. C. Sanford 1121 c
(F. M. Hardwick) 1118 s
(L. J. Standifer) 1110 c
(D. L. Nicholson) 1101 s
(J. T. Stewart) 1094 s

Choctaw S. E. Catterhn 463 s OflBcial return

A. J. Curtis 448 s states a total

(James Hamrick) 217 c of 675 votes

(Samuel Ruffin) 163 c were polled.

Clarke 0. S. Jewett 733 s
(Charles Poole) 170 c

Cofifee G. T. Yelverton 714 s
(F. A. Byars) 359 c

Conecuh John Green 399 c
(Wilson Ashley) 372 s

Coosa George Taylor 1126 c
J. B. Leonard 1108 c
Albert Grumpier 1088 c
(John Q. Loomis) 898 s
(H. W. Cox) 884 s
(J. H. Bradford) 856 s

Covington D. C. Davis 337 s
(A. G. Mallett) 229 c

Dale James McKinnie 1007 s Data not from of-

D. B. Creech 1007 s ficial returns.

Montgomery
Weekly Adver-

tiser, Jan. 9,

1861, gives

secession —
1007, cooper-

ation— 195.
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Election of Delegates— Continued

Names of Candidates No. OP
CotJNTT (defeated candidates Remabks

in parentheses)

DaUas Wm. S. PhilUps 1015 S Be
John T. Morgan 1014 S Br
(Thos. M. Mathews) 358 C D
(B. F. Saffold) 340 C

DeKalb Wm. 0. Winston C D An unofl5cial

J. W. FrankUn C source gives a
( Ward) S cooperation-

( Wills) S ist majority

of about 600.2

Fayette B. W. Wilson 1110
ElHott P. Jones 1090 C D
(Edwin Harriss) 432 s
(T. P. McConnell) 427 s

Franklin R. S. Watkins 1372 C Be
John A. Steele 1365 C D
(John W. Harris, Jr.) 348 s
(W. D. A. Booker) 344 s

Greene Thomas H. Herndon 823 S Br OflBcial return

James D. Webb 808 S Be states a total

(Wm. P. Webb) 530 C Be of 1343 votes

(A. P. Jefries) 501 were cast.

Henry Thomas T. Smith 763 S
Hasting E. Owen 675 s
(G. W. WUhams) 76 s

Jackson John R. Coffee 1263 c
J. P. Timberlake 1244 c
Wm. A. Hood 1232 c
(Wm. M. Mason) 1025 s
(F. A. Hancocke) 917 s
(S. D. J. Moore) 915 s

Jefferson WiUiam S. Earnest 675 C Be
(Moses Kelly) 574 s

Lauderdale S. C. Posey 1197 C D
H. C. Jones 1093 C D

2 DeKalb County cast 1255 votes November 6, and most counties

cast about seventy-five per cent as many votes on December 24 as on

the former date. On this basis the vote was probably about 950, with

775 for the cooperationists and 175 for the straight-outs.
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Election of Delegates — Continued

Names of Candidates No. OF
VnTWHCOXTNTT (defeated candidates Remabes

in parentheses)
VOTES

Lauderdale (W. B. Wood) 505 C Be
(J. E. Moore) 350 s Br

Lawrence David P. Lewis c No data found
James S. Clark c Be for number of

votes.

Limestone Joshua P. Coman 774 c
Thomas J. McClellan 680 c Be
(B. M. Townsend) 314 c

Lowndes J. G. Gilchrist 990 s One vote cast

J. S. WilUamson 990 s for each of

three oppo-
nents.

Macon James M. Foster 1549 s A total of seven-

Samuel Henderson 1321 s teen votes

0. R. Blue 1314 s cast for five

opponents.

Madison Jere. Clemens 1487 c Be
Nich. Davis 1480 c D
(G. P. Beirne) 404 s
(M. P. Roberts) 371 s D

Marengo William E. Clark 527 s Br Official return

gives total of

586. Balance
scattering.

Marion L. C. Allen 793 c Official return

Winston Stedham 754 c D states a total

of 1000 votes

were cast, but
does not name
other candi-

dates.

Marshall James L. Sheffield 906 c D Official return

Arthur C. Beard 695 c states total of

(S. K. Rayburn) 327 s D 1050 votes

cast.

Mobile John Bragg 2297 s Br
E. S. Dargan 2258 s Br
G. A. Ketchum 2265 s Be
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Election of Delegates -- Continued

Names op Candidates No. OP
VotesCounty (defeated candidates Remabks

in parentheses)

Mobile H. G. Humphries 2098 S D
(R. H. Smith) 1229 c Be
(John A. Winston) 1176 c D
(W. D. Dunn) 1075 c Be
(Garland Goode) 1014 G D

Monroe L. Gibbons 615 s Br
(Asa Parker) 465 c

Montgomery Thomas H. Watts 1274 s Be
Wm. L. Yancey 1149 s Br
(W. J. Wilson) 158 s

Morgan Jonathan Ford 627 c
(W. M. Welch) 520 c

Perry Wm. M. Brooks 781 s Br Montgomery
Jas. F. Baily 781 s Advertiser

gives : Seces-

sion 781, Co-
operation 19.

Pickens W. H. Davis 1001 s Be
L. M. Stone 993 s Br
(Jeptha Spruill) 300 c Be
(Henry Stitt) 287 c

Pike EU W. Starke 1571 s Data not from

J. A. Henderson 1571 s ofl&cial returns

A. P. Love 1571 s
Randolph George Forrester 1303 c

R. J. Wood 1301 c
Henry M. Gay 1293 c D
(H. C. Ghent) 1109 s
(W. E. White) 1107 s
(C. P. Sisson) 1100 s

Russell B. H. Baker 554 s Be Total of five

Ralph 0. Howard 553 s votes for two
opponents.

St. Clair John W. Inzer 763 c Br Data not from

(A. Byers) 499 s Br official

returns.

Shelby J. M. McClanahan 635 s Be Returns from

G. D. Shortridge 762 s Bear Creek

:
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Election of Delegates — Continued

Names of Candidates •Vr^ ^-r^

County (defeated candidates
in parentheses)

JNO. OP
Votes Remarks

Shelby (John R. Kenan) 588 C McClanahan,
(John Welch) 576 C 6; Shortridge,

7 ; Kenan, 77 ;

Welch, 77.

These returns

too late for re-

port to Secre-

tary of State.

Sumter A. A. Coleman 665 s Also a few scat-

(John Mclnnis) 31 c tering votes.

(W. V. Hare) 13 c
Talladega N. D. Johnson 1174 c Be

M. G. Slaughter 1146 c Be
A. R. Barclay 1135 c
(J. G. Huey) 993 s
(W. P. Shelley) 983 s Be
(J. J. Woodward) 951 s

Tallapoosa A. KimbaU 1609 c Be Data not from
M. J. Bulger 1609 c D oflBcial

T. J. Russell 1609 c Br returns.

(B. B. McGraw) 983 s Be
(B. Gibson) 983 s
(D. Taylor) 983 s

Tuscaloosa Robert Jemison, Jr. 1270 c Be
Wm. R. Smith 1169 c Be
(B. Manly) 718 s
(A. S. Nicholson) 616 s

Walker Robert Guttery 796 c A straight-out

candidate re-

ceived 143

votes accord-

ing to unoflS-

cial source.

Washington James G. Hawkins
(Wm. H. Coleman)

64

6

s

Wilcox FrankUn K. Beck 676 s Br
(J. W. Purefoy) 26 c Be

Winston C. C. Sheets 477 c
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Ordinance of Secession^

An Ordinance to dissolve the Union between the State of

Alabama and other States united under the compact styled

"The Constitution of the United States of America.'^

Whereas, the election of Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal

HamKn to the offices of President and Vice President of the

United States of America, by a sectional party, avowedly
hostile to the domestic institutions and to the peace and
security of the people of the State of Alabama, preceded by
many and dangerous infractions of the Constitution of the

United States by many of the States and people of the North-

em section, is a political wrong of so insulting and menacing

a character as to justify the people of the State of Alabama
in the adoption of prompt and decided measures for their

future peace and security ; therefore,

Be it declared and ordained by the people of the State of

Alabama, in Convention assembled, That the State of Alabama
now withdraws, and is hereby withdrawn, from the Union
known as *'the United States of America," and henceforth

ceases to be one of said United States, and is, and of right

ought to be, a Sovereign and Independent State.

1 Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 76-77.

The Resolutions accompanying the Ordinance are here given as

reported by the majority of the Committee of Thirteen. Yancey's

amendment is also included, (Ibid., 92; ante, p. 153.)

The original parchment copy of the Ordinance has been taken from

the state archives. Lithographed copies are on file at the Library of

Congress and the Alabama Department of Archives and History.
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Sec. 2. Be it further declared and ordained hy the people

of the State of Alabama in Convention assembled, That all the

powers over the Territory of said State, and over the people

thereof, heretofore delegated to the Government of the

United States of America, be and they are hereby withdrawn
from said Government, and are hereby resumed and vested

in the people of the State of Alabama. — And as it is the

desire and purpose of the people of Alabama to meet the slave-

holding States of the South, who may approve such purpose,

in order to frame a provisional as well as permanent Govern-
ment, upon the principles of the Constitution of the United
States,

Be it resolved by the people of Alabama in Convention

assembled, That the people of the States of Delaware, Mary-
land, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carohna, Florida,

Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee,

Kentucky and Missouri, be and are hereby invited to meet
the people of the State of Alabama, by their Delegates, in

Convention, on the 4th day of February, a.d., 1861, at the

city of Montgomery, in the State of Alabama, for the pur-

pose of consulting with each other as to the most effectual

mode of securing concerted and harmonious action in what-

ever measures may be deemed most desirable for our com-
mon peace and security.

And be it further resolved. That the President of this Con-
vention be, and is hereby instructed to transmit forthwith,

a copy of the foregoing Preamble, Ordinance, and Resolu-

tions to the Governors of the several States named in said

resolutions.

Done by the people of the State of Alabama, in Conven-
tion assembled, at Montgomery, on this, the eleventh day
of January, a.d., 1861.
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Report of the Minority of the Committee of

Thirteen

Looking to harmony of action among our own people as

desirable above all other things, we have been earnestly desir-

ous of concurring with the majority in the hne of policy

marked out by them, but, after the most careful considera-

tion, we have been unable to see in Separate State Secession

the most effectual mode of guarding our honor and securing

our rights. Without entering into any argument upon the

nature and amount of our grievances, or any speculations as

to the probabihty of our obtaining redress and security in the

Union, but looking alone to the most effectual mode of resist-

ance, it seems to us that this great object is best to be at-

tained by the concurrent and concerted action of all the

States interested, and that it becomes us to make the effort

to obtain that concurrence, before deciding finally and con-

clusively upon our own pohcy.

We are further of opinion that, in a matter of this impor-

tance, vitally affecting the property, the lives and the Hber-

ties of the whole people, sound policy dictates that an ordi-

nance of secession should be submitted for their ratification

and approval. To that end, the resolutions which accom-

pany this report have been prepared and are now submitted

to the Convention.

The undersigned purposely refrain from a detailed state-

ment of the reasons which have brought them to the conclu-

sions at which they have arrived. The action proposed by
the majority of the Committee is, in its nature, final and con-

clusive — there is no chance for rehearing or revision ; and
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we feel no disposition to submit an argument, whose only

effect will be to create discontent, and throw difficulties in the

way of a policy, the adoption of which we are powerless to

prevent. In submitting our own plan, and using all fair and
honorable means to secure its acceptance, our duty is fully

discharged ; to insist upon objections when they can have no
effect but to excite dissatisfaction among the people, is alike

foreign to our feelings, and our conceptions of patriotic duty.

The resolutions hereinbefore referred to, are prayed to be

taken as part of this Report, and the whole is herewith

respectfully submitted.

Jere. Clemens,

David P. Lewis,

Wm. O. Winston,

A. Kimball,

R. S. Watkins,

R. Jemison, Jr.

Whereas, repeated infractions of the Constitution of the

United States by the people and States of the Northern sec-

tion of the Confederacy have been followed by the election

of sectional candidates, by a strictly sectional vote, to the

Presidency and Vice Presidency of the United States, upon a
platform of principles insulting and menacing to the South-

ern States ; and Whereas, it becomes a free people to watch
with jealous vigilance, and resist with manly firmness every

attempt to subvert the free and equal principles upon which

our Government was originally founded, and ought alone to

be maintained ; therefore.

Be it resolved hy the people of Alabama in Convention as-

sembled, That the States of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky and
Missouri, be and they are hereby requested to meet us in

general Convention in the city of Nashville, in the State of

Tennessee, on the 22d day of February, 1861, for the purpose

of taking into consideration the wrongs of which we have
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cause to complain ; the appropriate remedy therefor, and the

time and manner of its application.

Be it further resolved, That the State of Alabama shall be

represented in said Convention by nine delegates, one to be

selected from each Congressional district^ and two from the

State at large, in such manner as shall hereafter be directed

and provided for by this Convention.

Be it further resolved, That our delegates selected shall be

instructed to submit to the general Convention the following

basis of a settlement of the existing difficulties between the

Northern and the Southern States, to wit

:

1. A faithful execution of the Fugitive Slave Law, and a
repeal of all State laws calculated to impair its efficacy.

2. A more stringent and explicit provision for the sur-

render of criminals charged with offences against the laws of

one State and escaping into another.

3. A guarantee that slavery shall not be aboHshed in the

District of Columbia, or in any other place over which Con-
gress has exclusive jurisdiction.

4. A guarantee that the inter-state slave trade shall not

be interfered with.

5. A protection to slavery in the Territories, while they

are Territories, and a guarantee that when they ask for

admission as States they shall be admitted into the Union
with or without slavery as their Constitutions may prescribe.

6. The right of transit through free States with slave

property.

7. The foregoing clauses to be irrepealable by amendments
to the Constitution.

Be it further resolved. That the basis of settlement pre-

scribed in the foregoing resolution shall not be regarded by
our delegates as absolute and unalterable, but as an indica-

tion of the opinion of this Convention, to which they are

expected to conform as nearly as may be, holding themselves,

however, at liberty to accept any better plan of adjustment

which may be insisted upon by a majority of the slaveholding

States.
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Be it further resolved, That if the foregoing proposition for

a conference is refused, or rejected, by any or all of the States

to which it is addressed, Alabama, in that event, will hold

herself at liberty, alone, or in conjunction with such States,

as may agree to unite with her, to adopt such plan of resist-

ance, and mature such measures, as in her judgment may
seem best calculated to maintain the honor and secure the

rights of her citizens ; and in the meantime we will resist, by
all means at our command, any attempt on the part of the

General Government to coerce a seceding State.

Be it further resolved, That the President of this Conven-
tion be instructed to transmit copies of the foregoing pre-

amble and resolutions to the Governors of each of the States

therein named.

The following resolution was also submitted as a

part of the report

:

Be it resolved hy the people of Alabama in Convention as-

sembled. That an ordinance of secession from the United

States is an act of such great importance, involving conse-

quences so vitally affecting the lives, liberty and property

of the citizens of the seceding State, as well as of the States

by which it is surrounded, and with which it has heretofore

been united, that in our opinion it should never be attempted

until after the most thorough investigation, and discussion,

and then only after a full and free ratification at the polls

by a direct vote of the people, at an election held under the

forms and safeguards of the law in which that single issue,

untrammelled and undisguised in any manner whatever,

should alone be submitted.^

1 Smith, History and Debates of the Convention, 77-80.
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Abolition, relation of agitation of,

to the secession movement, vii,

5, 15-18, 53, 65-66, 70-72, 76,

87-89, 144. See also Antislavery,

Slavery, and San Domingo.
Adams, John Quincy, 10.

African slave trade, efforts to

reopen, 72.

Alabama flag : presented to se-

cession convention, 145-46; de-

scription of, 146; allegiance due,

151; contempt for, 151.

Alabama Platform : principle of,

expressed in Russellville Resolu-

tions, 3; resolutions of state

Democratic convention, 184-7, 8;
Walker's resolutions in the

General Assembly, 8-9; resolu-

tions of Democratic meeting at

Montgomery, January, 1848, 9;
resolutions of Democratic state

convention, 1848, 9-11 ; attitude

of the press, 11; in Democratic
national convention, 1848, 12-

13; importance in presidential

election of 1860, 13; text of,

159-60. See also Yancey.

Alabama Stone in the Washington
Monument, 19-20.

Allen, L.C., 147, 164.

Alston, W. J., 62.

Antislavery agitation cited as cause

for holding secession convention,

78. See also Abolition.
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Bell, John, campaign in Alabama,
82, 110, 119.

Bethea, T. B., 25, 30, 32.

Bibb, W. C, 99.

Bibb County, 116.

Black Belt and secession, 118-19.

Blount County, 57, 116.

Blue, O. R., 164.
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Booker, W. D. A., 163.

Border States' Compromise, report

on action upon, 134.

Boykin, B., 25, 30.
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Bradford, J. H., 162.

Bragg, John, 68, 164.

Brasher, J. S., 147, 161.

Breckinridge, John C, campaign in

Alabama, 82, 110, 119.

BrickeU, R. C, 85.

Brodhead, Richard, 6.

Brooks, WilHam M., 130, 152-53,

165.

Brown, John, Raid on Harper's

Ferry, influence of, on Southern
opinion, 76.

Buchanan, James, 10, 126-28.

Buford, Jefferson, 25, 30, 49, 50, 53,

74.

Buford Expedition to Kansas, 74.

Bulger, M. J., 85, 136, 147, 166.

Bullock, E. C, 49, 90, 111, 133-

34.

Butler County, 116.

Byars, F. A., 162.

Byers, Alemeth, 109, 165.

Byrd, W. M., 31, 32.

Cabaniss, S. D., 90-91.

Calhoun, A. P., 133.

Calhoun, J. M., 50, 111.

Calhoun, John C., 7.

Calhoun County, 117.

Campbell, John A., 25, 30-32, 39,

43, 126-28.
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Catterlin, S. E., 162.

Central Alabama, secession cam-
paign in, 103.

Chandler, Daniel, 51.

Chapman, Reuben, 19, 22, 31, 50.

Chase, S. P., 74.

Cherokee County, 116, 121-22.

Choctaw County, 57.

Civil war within Alabama, danger
of, 148 ff.

Clanton, J. H., 85, 92.

Clark, J. B., 92.

Clark, James S., 141-42, 146, 164.

Clark, W. E., 92, 133, 164.

Clay, C. C, Sr., 50.

Clay, Henry, 29.

Clay, H. L., 149.

Clemens, Jeremiah: voted for

Compromise of 1850y 62 ; leader

of cooperationists of north
Alabama, 104 ff.; in secession

campaign, 107; prominence in

secession convention, 129 ; vacil-

lations of, 129, 150; speech on
the antisubmission resolutions,

132 ; member of the Committee
of Thirteen, 133; presented

minority report, 139-40; voted
for Ordinance of Secession, 143,

145 ; responsible for adding pre-

amble and resolutions to the

Ordinance of Secession, 145;
action of, in the convention en-

dorsed in Madison County, 147

;

informed governor of state of

opinion in north Alabama, 149;
as Major General of Alabama,
150; as a Unionist, 150; made
speeches for Union League Club
of Philadelphia, 150; votes for,

to secession convention, 164.

Clements, J. F., 92.

Clendennen, J. A., 49.

Clopton, David, 111, 134-35.

Cobb, R. W., 85.

Cobb, W. R. W., 59, 62.

Cochran, John, vii, 49, 58, 161.

Coercion of a seceding state : likely

to cause secession of other states,

51-52; resolutions of Virginia

legislature, 134, 136-37, 140.

Coffee, John R., 163.

Coleman, A. A., 166.

Coleman, Daniel W., 26, 31, 32.

Coleman, W. H., 166.

ColHer, H.|W., 16-17, 23, 24, 56-

57.

Coman, Joshua P., 147, 164.
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Commercial Conventions, South-
ern, 67, 72.

Committee of Thirteen : appointed,

132-33; reported Ordinance of

Secession, 138-39; minority re-

port of, 139-40; text of Ordi-

nance of Secession, 167-68; text

of minority report, 169-72.

Compact theory of government.

Southern adherence to, 42-43.

Compromise of i550: measures of

,

29; relation of Nashville Con-
vention to, 29-30, 32-33

;
pubUc

opinion in Alabama on, 33 fif.

;

General Assembly endorsed vote

of Alabama Congressmen for,

62; precedent for Kansas bill,

73.

Conecuh County, 34, 116-17.

Congressional election of 1851, 57-

60.

Constitution of the United States :

Northern disregard of guarantees

of slavery in, as a cause of seces-

sion, 17-18, 96, 167; original

principles of, endorsed in Ordi-

nance of Secession, 168 ; infrac-

tion of, by Northern people cited

as a grievance by cooperation-

ists, 170.

Constitutional Union Party: of

1852, 63; in presidential cam-
paign of 1860, 82-86.

Cooper, WilUam, 26, 31, 111.

Cooperationists : meaning of the

term, 93 ; arguments used in se-

cession campaign, 95-97; cam-
paign in Mobile County, 101-03

;

poHcy of, in north Alabama,
104 ff.; leaders of, in secession

convention, 129-30; efforts to

delay secession, 105, 139-40;

views and poUcy of, as given in

minority report of Committee
of Thirteen, 139-40, 169-72;

speeches of, in secession conven-
tion, 140-41 ; favored submission
of Ordinance of Secession to

popular vote, 142-43, 169, 172;
poUcy of, after failure to defeat

the Ordinance of Secession, 143,

147; seven of, voted for Ordi-

nance of Secession, 143, 145;
Address of, to people of Alabama,
146-47; fifteen of, signed Ordi-
nance, 146-47; press of, urged
acquiescence in passage of the
Ordinance, 147; urged by Jemi-
son to sign the Ordinance, 147

;

twenty-four of, who did not sign

the Ordinance, 147. See also

Cooperative secessionists, Ulti-

mate secessionists, and Unionists

(of 1860).

Cooperative secessionists: mean-
ing of the term, 93 ; arguments
for poUcy of, 96-97; many of,

reconciled to secession toward
close of campaign, 110-11; lost

some of grounds for opposing the

straight-out poUcy, 114. See
also Cooperationists.

Coosa County, 117.

Cotton, King, and peaceable seces-

sion, 123.

Cox, H. W., 162.

Crawford, J. W., 161.

Creech, D. B., 162.

Crittenden Compromise, 34, 111.

Crook, J. M., 161.

Crumpler, Albert, 145, 162.

Curry, J. L. M., 74, 111.

Curtis, A. J., 162.

Dallas, G. M., 10.

Dallas County, 49.

Daniel, J. W. L., 161.

Dargan, E. S., 133, 144, 164.

Davis, D. C, 162.

Davis, L. R., 85, 151.
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Davis, Nicholas, Jr. : selected

as delegate to Nashville Con-
vention, 25; in Nashville

Convention, 32; views of, on
nature of the Union, 43 ; Doug-
las elector, 85; candidate for

secession convention, 107; a

leader in secession convention,

130; efforts to refer Ordinance

of Secession to popular vote,

136-38; policy of, endorsed by
friends in Madison County, 147-

48; defied Yancey, 137-38, 148;

as a Unionist, 150; votes for,

to secession convention, 164.

Davis W. H., 165.

Dawson, N. H. R., 49, 92.

Deavor, W. B., 161.

De Kalb County, 115, 163.

Delano, Columbus, 5.

Democratic party: state conven-

tion, 18Jf7, 7-8; meeting at

Montgomery, January, ISJ^S, 9;

state convention, 1848, 9-11;

national convention, iS^§, 12-13

;

and the Nashville Convention,

27-28; majority in Alabama
House of Representatives, 1851,

61; policy of, in 1852, 63-64;

division of 1860 foreseen, 76;
state convention of 1856, 80;
national convention of 1856, 80

;

state convention of 1860, 80;
national convention of 1860, 81-

82; split in, not cause of Lin-

coln's election, 86.

Dickinson, J. S., 85.

Direct trade with Europe, 67-68.

Dixon, James, 4, 5.

Douglas, Stephen A. : favored ex-

tension of Missouri Compromise
Line, 6 ; and the Kansas Ques-
tion, 72 £f. ; Freeport Doctrine
of, 76; in campaign of 1860,

82, 84-85; supporters of, in

Alabama not in favor of popular
sovereignty, 84; supporters of,

and secession, 110, 119.

Dowdell, James F., 162.

Dred Scott Decision, 75-76.

Dunn, W. D., 25, 102, 165.

Duval, G. B., 92.

Earnest, W. S., 146, 163.

Economic aspects of secession, 65-

72, 144. See also Non-inter-

course.

Economic discontent, relation of, to

secession, vii.

Economic independence : desired,

65 £f. ; relation of, to political

independence, 66-71.

Edwards, W. H., 147, 161.

Electionof ^55i, 56ff.

Election of 1852, 60-64.

Election of 1860, presidential,

82-86.

Election of delegates to secession

convention, 93, 115-22.

Elmore, J. A., 92, 111, 112.

Erwin, John, 26, 31, 59.

Eujaula Democrat, 49.

Eufaula Rifles, 89.

Eufaula Southern Rights Associa-

tion, 48-49.

Fayette County, 116.

Federal forts and arsenal in Ala-

bama, 123-26.

Federal government, declared

worthless, 89.

Fitzpatrick, Benjamin, 25, 120.

Flag of Alabama. See Alabama

flag.

Flag of the United States, 150, 151.

Florida: secession of, 133-34;

federal forts in, 135-36.

Ford, Jonathan, 147, 165.

Forrester, George, 165.

Fort Gaines, 124-25.
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Fort Morgan, 124-25.

Foster, James M., 164.

Fowler, W. H., 130.

Franklin, J. W., 147, 163.

Frazier, R., 92.

Freeman, G. C, 85.

Fugitive Slave Law, 17, 66-67,

107, 171.

Garrott, I. W., 85, 111.

Garth, Jesse W., 26.

Gay, Henry M., 165.

Gayle, G. W., 49.

Gea, James M., 26.

General Assembly: political com-
plexion of, in 1851, 61-62; pro-

vided for secession convention,

77-79.

Georgia Platform, 42, 52, 57 ff.,

75.

Ghent, H. C., 165.

Gibbons, L., 133, 165.

Gibson, B., 166.

Gilchrist, J. G., 92, 164.

Gilmer, F. M., Ill, 134.

Glenville Mihtary Academy, 77.

Goldthwaite, George, 25, 31, 92.

Goode, Garland, 103, 165.

Governor's election of 1851, 56-57.

Graham, James, 7.

Green, John, 162.

Greene, James M., 26.

Greene County, 20, 28.

Groce, D. W., 85.

Gunn, G. W., 25, 30.

Gunter, C. G., 89.

Guttery, Robert, 147, 166.

Hale, S. F., 111.

Hall, Boiling, 161.

Hamrick, James, 162.

Hancocke, F. A., 163.

Hardwick, F. M., 162.

Hare, W. V., 166.

Harris, John W., Jr., 163.

Harris, S. W., 59.

Harriss, Edwin, 163.

Hawkins, James G., 166.

Henderson, J. A., 165.

Henderson, Samuel, 164.

Henry County, 110.

Herndon, Thomas H., 163.

HiUiard, H. W., 62.

Hood, W. A., 163.

Hopkins, A. F., Ill, 134.

Houston, G. S., 59.

Howard, Ralph O., 165.

Hubbard, David, 3, 59, 85, 111.

Huey, J. G., 166.

Humphries, H. G., 165.

Hundley, Daniel R., 83, 88, 89.

Hunt, Washington, 5.

Hunter, J. S., 31, 32.

Huntsville : circular letter in seces-

sion campaign, 104-05; Union-
ism in, 1861, 148-50. See also

Madison County.

Huntsville Independent, 90.

Immediate secessionists. See

Straight-outs.

Industrial development, 69-70.

Interstate commissioners, 111,

112 ff., 133-34.

Inzer, John W., 109, 146, 165.

Jefferson County, 116.

Jefries, A. P., 163.

Jemison, Robert, Jr., 9, 129-30,

137-38, 147, 166.

Jewett, O. S., 162.

Johnson, N. D., 143, 145, 166.

Jones, E. P., 147, 163.

Jones, H. C, 147, 163.

Judge, T. J., 25, 32, 92, 126.

Kansas Question, 72-75.

Kelly, Moses, 163.

Kenan, John R., 121, 166.

Kennedy, J. S., 85.
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Ketchum, G. A., 164.

KimbaU, A., 133, 147, 166.

King, E. D., 92.

King, WilUam R., 29-30, 62-64.

La Grange Military Academy, 77.

Lane, George W., 3, 150.

Langdon, C. C., 40, 58, 103.

Lauderdale County, 57, 110.

Lawrence County, 115.

League of United Southerners, 82.

Lee, C. W.,85.
Leonard, J. B., 145, 162.

Lewis, David P., 133, 146, 164.

Limestone County, 28-29, 110,

149-50.

Lincoln, Abraham, election of : not

caused by spht in Democratic
vote, 86; the decisive factor in

influencing secession, 87, 100,

167; cited as a grievance by
cooperationists, 170.

Lindsay, R. B., 85.

Livingston, Robert M., 68.

Lomax, T., 92.

Loomis, John Q., 162.

Love, A. P., 165.

Lowndes County, 53, 61, 66.

Lyons, F. S., 68.

McAuley, J. C, 161.

McClanahan, J. M., 120, 165.

McClellan, T. J., 147, 151, 164.

McConnell, T. P., 163.

McGraw, B. B., 166.

Mclnnis, John, 166,

McKinnie, James, 162.

McLemore, Charles, 26.

McPherson, John, 161.

Madison County, 34, 54-55, 104,

106-08, 147-48.

Mallett, A. G., 162.

Manly, B., 166.

Marengo County, 57, 116.

Marshall County, 147.

Martin, Joshua L., 25-26.

Mason, W. M., 163.

Mathews, T. M., 163.

Military preparedness stimulated

by John Brown's raid, 76-77.

Minority report of the Committee
of Thirteen, 139-40, 167-72.

Mississippi, 51, 114, 134.

Missouri Compromise : passage of,

1 ;
principle appUed in annexa-

tion of Texas, 6; principle of,

disregarded by Wilmot Proviso,

8; and the Kansas Question,

72 ff
.

; repeal of, 73 ; attitude of

Southerners toward its repeal,

73; held unconstitutional in

Dred Scott Decision, 75-76.

See also Missouri Compromise
Line.

Missouri Compromise Line, efforts

to extend, to Pacific : favored by
the South, 6, 18, 32, 34, 50;
opposed by the North, 6; op-

posed as an ultimatum, 35, 36;
failure of, caused Southern sup-

port of Kansas bill, 73. See also

Compromise of 1860, public

opinion in Alabama on.

Mobile and Ohio Railroad, 68.

Mobile County, 29, 51, 55, 57, 58,

68, 84, 100-03, 109, 110, 113,

119-20.

Mock secession convention, 145.

Montague, Robert V., 25.

Montgomery County, 110.

Moore, Andrew B., 25, 76, 79, 89 fif.,

Ill, 113, 123-26, 135.

Moore, J. E., 164.

Moore, S. D. J., 134, 163.

Morgan, John T., vii, 85, 129, 133,

138, 163.

Morgan County, 110, 116.

Morris, J. R., 85.

Mount Vernon Arsenal, 124-25.

Mudd, W. S., 59.
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Murphy, Robert, 59.

Murphy, W. M., 25, 32.

Musgrove, W. H., 161.

Nashville Convention of 1850, 22,

24-35, 50.

New England Immigrant Aid
Society, 74.

New Jersey, 81.

Nicholson, A. S., 166.

Nicholson, D. L., 162.

Nickajack, proposed state of, 149.

Non-intercourse with the North,

45-47, 55, 65-66.

Non-intervention with slavery, re-

lation of Kansas Question to,

73 ff.

Non-slaveholding whites, opposi-

tion of, to aboUtion, 88.

North Alabama: secession cam-
paign in, 104, 114, 117-18; re-

ception of the Ordinance of

Secession in, 147-51. See also

Madison County.

Nullification. See Personal Lib-

erty Laws.
NuUification of the fugitive slave

law, retaliation for, 89.

Ordinance of Secession : submission

of, to popular vote favored, 108,

109, 136-38, 139-40, 142-43,

148-49, 169-72; reported by
Committee of Thirteen, 138-

39 ; debates in convention pend-

ing its adoption, 140-45;

Yancey's amendment of, 142;

objections to submission of, to

popular vote, 145 ; adoption of,

145; excitement following its

adoption, 145-46; reception of,

147-53 ; location of Uthographed
copies of, 167; text of, 167-

68.

Owen, Hasting E., 163.

Parker, Asa, 165.

Parrish, Isaac, 6.

Peaceable secession, 97.

Pensacola, Florida, 135.

Personal Liberty Laws, 17, 66-67,

87.

Peters, Thomas H., 95.

Pettus, E. W., 92, 111, 114, 134.

Phelan, J. D., 92.

PhilUps, W. S., 25, 129, 163.

Pierce, FrankUn, 63-64, 127-28.

Poole, Charles, 162.

Popular sovereignty, 10, 73, 76,

83-84. See also Slavery in the

territories.

Posey, S. C, 142-43, 147, 163.

Potter, John, 95, 147, 162.

Pratt, Daniel, 69-70.

Presidential campaign of 1860,
82-86.

Pro-slavery philosophy, 15-17.

Pugh, James L., 49.

Purefoy, J. W., 166.

Quitman, John A., 61.

Railroad development, 68-69.

Ralls, John P., 162.

Ramez, B. O., 161.

Ramsey, J. W., 85.

Randolph County, 116.

Rayburn, S. K., 164.

Reconstruction of the Union. See

Union, reconstriLction of.

Redress of Southern grievances.

See Southern grievances, redress

of.

Republican party, 77-78, 87, 134-

35.

Rhett, R. B., 32.

Rice, S. F., 59-60, 92.

Rives, George, 161.

Roberts, M. P., 108, 164.

Robinson, C, 92.

Rose, Howell, 25.
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Ruffin, Samuel, 162.

Russell, T. J., 147, 166.

Russell County, 116.

Russellville, meeting at, 181^1, 2-3.

See also Alabama Platform.

Ryan, D. T., 161.

Saffold, B. F., 49, 163.

St. Clair County, 109, 116.

Salle, G. F., 94.

San Domingo, 16.

Sanford, H. C, 147, 162.

Sanford, T., 11, 35.

Secession: threatened by both
Northern and Southern con-

gressmen, 1846-47, 5-6; causes

of, 44-45, 70-72, 78, 88, 144,

167; right of, 42-44, 51-52; ex-

pediency of, 44-45; immediate,

advocated in crisis of 1850, 45;
relation of Southern rights party

to, 53 ff. ; election of 1851 not a

clear index of sentiment on, 56 ff
.

;

economic benefits of, 70; rela-

tion of presidential campaign of

1860 to, 86 ; sentiment in favor

of, 89; the Black Belt and, 118-

19 ;
possibility of peaceable, 123

;

acquiescence of north Alabama
in, 147-51.

Secession Campaign, 100-22.

Secession convention : legislative

provision for, 77-79 ; opposition

to methods of calling, 90-92;

election of delegates, 93 ff.

;

strength of parties in, 116, 130;

sessions of, 128 ff. ; debates

pending adoption of Ordinance
of Secession, 140-45 ; work after

secession, 146.

Secessionists : use of the term, 58

;

in Crisis of 1850, 51 ;
party

division of, in 1860, 93-94 ; evi-

dence of existence of, per se, 99-

100.

SectionaUsm in Alabama, 90-91,

106, 116-19, 137-38, 141-42,

147-51.

Separate state secessionists. See
Straight-outs.

Seward, W. H., 87.

Sheets, C. C, 147, 166.

Sheffield, J. L., 164.

Shelby County, 120-21, 130.

Shelly, W. P., 166.

Shields, B. G., 56-57.

Shorter, E. S., 85.

Shorter, J. G., 49, 111.

Shorter, R. C, 25, 30.

Shortridge, G. D., 120, 165.

Silver, Joseph, 161.

Sisson, C. P., 165.

Slaughter, M. G., 145, 166.

Slavery, as an issue in the cam-
paigns of 1860, 86, 95.

Slavery controversy : in Congress,

72; cooperationists' basis for

settlement of, 107-08.

Slavery in the District of Columbia,
demands for guarantees of, 171.

Slavery in the territories, 1-7, 18-

19, 31, 34, 37 ff., 72-76, 80-87,

107-08, 139, 159-60, 171.

Slave trade, African, efforts to re-

open, 72.

Smith, R.H., 102, 111, 165.

Smith, T. T., 163.

Smith, W. H., 85.

Smith, W. M., 85.

Smith, W. R., 59, 130, 137, 147,

152, 166.

South Alabama, 103.

South Carolina, 50-51, 79, 111-14,

133.

Southern apprehensions of threat-

ened aggressions, 19. See also

Southern grievances.

Southern Commercial Conventions,

67, 72.

Southern confederacy, 97, 133, 168.
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Southern congress of seceded states,

114-15.

Southern congressmen, address of

1849, 22.

Southern convention of 1850, 24,

50 (See also Nashville Conven-

tion) ; 1860, 79, 93 ff., 97-99, 111,

136, 139, 170-72.

Southern Fire-Arms Company, 77.

Southern grievances, necessity of

redress of, 14-15, 152-53, 171.

Southern rights, protection of, 21.

Southern Rights party (associa-

tions and clubs), 37-39, 47-49,

53-61.

Southern Rights Unionists, 37, 40-

42, 56-60, 63.

Southern ultimatum, 1850, 31-32,

53-55; 1860, 93-96, 107-08, 111.

Southern wealth, 71.

Spirit of the South, 49.

Spruill, Jeptha, 165.

Squatter sovereignty. See Popular
sovereignty.

Standifer, L. J., 162.

Starke, E. W., 165.

Stedham, Winston, 147, 164.

Steele, J. A., 147, 163.

Stewart, J. T., 162.

Stitt, Henry, 165.

Stone, L. M., 165.

Straight-outs, 93, 97 fif., 129.

Submissionists, use of term, 58.

Talapoosa County, 117.

Taylor, D., 166.

Taylor, D. C. B., 161.

Taylor, George, 145, 162.

Taylor, Joseph W., 26, 28, 85.

Taylor, T. B., 126.

Taylor, Zach., 36.

Tennessee, relation of, to north
Alabama, 106, 117-18.

Thrasher, B. H., 85.

Timberlake, J. P., 142, 163.

Todd, Col. J. B., 124-25.

Toombs, Robert, 21.

Towles, ToUiver, 162.

Townsend, B. M., 164.

Troup, G. M., 61.

Ultimate secessionists, 93-94, 103,

111. See also Cooperationists.

Ultimatum of the South. See
Southern ultimatum.
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